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The Grist
PUBLISHED IN THE YEAR OF
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SIX
Class of 1926
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND
To
Frank W. Keaney, A. B.
Our loyal class advisor, coach and friend, who has
encouraged and guided us through our four years
of college activities. His memory will remain
with us forever. To him we respectfully dedicate
this volume.
FRANK W. KEANEY, A. B.
FOREWORD
TO OUR READERS
Following the custom of previous years, we, the
Class of 1 926, have endeavored to edit this annual,
the object in view being to have it serve as a record
of our Collegiate Days and to be a lasting memory
of our Alma Mater.
It is our sincere wish that this volume will meet
with your approval. If we have succeeded in
doing only this, wc will feel that the Grist of the'
Class of 1926 has accomplished its purpose.
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Hon. Thomas G. Mathewson Kent Co.. East Greenwich
Hon. Charles Estes Bristol Co., Warren
Hon. Rowland Hazard Washington Co.. Peace Dale
*HoN. Philip A. Money. Member of State Board of Agriculture Exeter
* Deceased.
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Faculty
Howard Edwards. A.M.. LL.D.
* K * * K S: A.M.. Randolph-Macon College. 1876: Studen
1877 1878: Student in Paris, 1878: Teacher. Bethel Academy. V,
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cm Lan
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n Colleges. 1921
President
University of Leipzig.
1878-1880: Teacher.
At.idemy. Va,, 188 2-
I njhsh .inJ ,\1,.J
John Barlow, A.M. Professor of Zoology
A M";, B K: * K *: BS,, Middlebury College. 1895: AM,, Brown University. 1896:
Assistant Biologist, R. L lixperiment Station, 1898: Professor of Biology. Fairmount
College. 1898-1901: Appointed Professor of Zoology. Rhode Island State College. 1901.
Marshall Henry Tyler. A.M. Pro/'essor of Mathematics
8 a X; * K *; BS.. Amherst College. 1897: Instructor at Sl. Marks. 1897-1899: Ap
pointed Masterof Prcpar.itory School. 1898: Appointed Profcssorof Mathematics. 1906:
A.M.. Brown University. 1924.
George Edward Adams. M. Agr. Professor of Agronomy
PIK: BS,. Rhode Island State College. 1894: Student. Cornell University. 1897 and 1899.
1901: Assistant in Horticulture, R, I, Experiment Station. 1895-1901: Assistant in Agri
culture. 1901-1906: Associate in Agronomy. 1906: State Statistical Agent. U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture. 1901: Appointed Professor of Agriculture. 1907: Appointed Dean
of Agriculture. 1917: Appointed Dean of Men. 1924.
Andrew Edward Stene. M.S. Director of Extension Service
Graduate, School of Agriculture. University of Minnesota. 1891: College of Agriculture.
Universitv of Minnesota. 1897: Teacher, Public Schools. Minnesota. 1891. 1892. 1894
and 1891; Student, E .lu, ,ili..n,il Courses, Universitv of Minnesota, 1897 1898: Principal
I , Cl
P'H, Arp.'inlcl Stale Leader County
Professor of Civil Engineering
i'M: Instructor. .lackson High School.
.,11,-ae 18'i(i I'ltH: Student. Leland
Agent Wori. 1 '.M 0,
Samuel Harvey Webster, B.S.
* K <t>; *; AB., Wavne^l.un- Colkv.
Mich 1894-1896; Iiim.i;
St.-.nford Universitv, I'Hi' Illinois, I'Mih, lnslru,i,.r in Civil
Engineering. Oklahom.i Si , i ;,d Prokssm ,.( Civil rngineeiing,
1907.
Royal Linfield Wales. B.S. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
* K *; AXA: BS,. Mass.ichusetts Institute of Technology. 1902; Instructor. Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, 1902-1904: Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. North
Carolina State College. 1904 1905; Assistant Ptofessor of Experimental Engineering. Uni
versity of Tennessee. 1905 1908: Appointed Ptofessor of Mechanical Engineering. 1908;
Dean of Department of Engineering. 1909; Leave of Absence in Bureau of Standards.
Washington. D. C. on Carburetor Research. January 1 to September I, 1921.
BURT Laws Hartwell, Ph.D. Professor of Agricultural Chemistry
C SC: S * K *; B S. Massachusetts Agricultural College and Boiton Univcrsily. 1889.
Associate Chemist. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station. 1889: Appoinled First
Assislanl Chemist. R, I, Experiment Station. 1891; MS,. Massachusetts Agricultural Col
lege. 1900; Ph.D.. University of Pennsylvania. 1903; Appointed Associaic Chemist, R, I.
Experiment- Station. 1901; Chemist, 1907; Profcssorof Agricultural Chemistry, 1908;
Appointed Director of Experimcnl Station, 1912; Agronomist. 1915; EelloW in American
Association far the Advancement of Science.
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Appointed Professor of Rhetoric and Composi
lory 1921,
John Everett Ladd. M.S.A. Professor of .\nimal Husbandry
B X; A Z; BS,, New Hampshire StateCollege. Ill': MSA at Purdue. Ind.. 1917;
Appointed Professor of Animal Husbandry at Rhode Island Sme CollcBe, 1918.
CHARLIiS Carroll. Ph.D. Professor ol School l.aic and .Administration
* K K; A B Broun UniverMlv 18'18, I I B Il.irv,ii,l 1 ,iu S.h.,.', I""l AJniilled
to Rhode M.uul Bat, I 'M) I ; A.M. Brown Inu ,isii v, I'li I'll H Hon. n rn.veisily,
1915: Inslruclor at KIkmIc Island Normal School, I ') I 6 ; Assistant lo Rhode IsLind Com
missioner of Education, 1916: Deputy .State Director of Vocational Education, 1919:
Professor of School Law and Administration, Rhode Island Stale College. 1919
Grace E. Bird. Ph.D. Professor of Educational Psychology
PhB.. University of Chicago. MA,. Columbia University. 1916; PhD., Brown Univer
sity. 1918; Assistant in English, Universitv of Chicago; Taught at High Schools in Mont..
III,. N. H,. and Rhode Island College of Educalion: Member of American Psychological
Association; Appointed Professor of Educational Psychology at Rhode Island State Col
lege. 1919.
William Anderson. M.S. Professor of Electrical Engineering
2 S; * K *; B.S,, Kansas Stale Agricultural College, 1898; Assistant in Mathematics,
Kansas Slate Agricultural College. 1899 1902; Instructor in Pls,.. ,n.l il,,.,; si i:.,i.
neering, Kansas Slale Agricultural College, 1 904 I 906 ; M^ . il
College. 1906; Inslruclor in Physics and Electrical I ngineenn
1906-1912: A,M,, Cornell University. 1911: Assistant Pro], ,.
ing. 1912 1919: Michigan College of Mines; Appointed l>i,.|,,..,i ..; ,,,,..., ,.ii , Iss
irical Engineering at Rhode Island Slale College. 1919.
Joseph Waite Ince. M.A.
* K <!'; A n,. Brown Universiiv 1907: MA
Chemistrv al Brown Universiiv, rm,' I'"i4 In-
Professor of Chemistry
sity. 1904-l'MlS
sot of A.jiKuhui
cultural (ihemisl
Professor pf Chei
Demonstrat,.r I
ll Chcm.sirv .ii -
t Notlh Dakota A^ii.j
lislry and Head of Clic De,
lied
1919.
Professor of Industrial Chemistry
te of Technology. 1905: MS.. Hamilton College. 1909;
Professor of Chemistry at University of Kansas: Slate
Sanitary Corps. U, S, Army; Appointed Professor
MS,.
Professor of Home Economics
ity of Chicago: Assistanl Professor of
sity of
H. Louis Jackson. M.S.
A I": B. S.. Massachusetts Instill
Instructor at M, I. T.. Assistan
Chemist of Idaho: Overseas Servit
of Industrial Chemistry. 1919.
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard, M.S.
BS,, Michigan Agricultural College;
Domestic Science and Domestic Att. Michigan Agricultural College. 1906-1915; A;
Professor of Household Arts. Michigan Agricuhural College. 19151918; Univer
Chicago. 1916-1917: Member of National Council of Omicron Nu, 1913 1915;
tary of Michigan Home Economics Association, 1911-1917; Member of Michigan State
Executive Board of Red Cross, 1916 1918; Assislanl Professor of Home Economics. Rhode
Island State College. 1918-1920; Appoinled Professor of Home Economics. Rhode Island
Slate College. 1920.
Robert Marshall Brown Professor of Geology
* A e. 2 E: Brown A B. '93: Harvard AM. 1902: Geologic Survey during the War:
Special Investigator of Petroleum. Pennsylvania Area for United Slates Government : Mem
ber of American Association of Geographers: Fellow A. A. A, S,: President National Coun
cil of Geography Teachers: Captain U. S. Army Signal Corps: Author of numerous books
on Geology and Geography and Scientific Publications: on Editorial Staff of the Journal
of Geography.
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Henry G. May. Ph.D. Professor of Bacteriology
B X; * B K 2 E; * K <I>; BS,, Universitv of Rochesm 1911; PhD, University ot
Illinois. 1917: Junior Zoologist. Bureau of Anim.il Indiisirv Wash,. D, C, I917-191<1;
Bacteriologist. Central Medical Department I abotilotv Diion, France, 1 9 I 8 1 9 I 9 ; Pro
fessor of Biology, Mississippi College, 19 1') I'i^n, Appointed Ptolessoi of Bacleriolocv
at Rhode Island Stale College and Chief ol Divisi.in ol Animal Breeding and Palholo.!V lu
Experimcnl Slalion. 1920.
Basil E. Gilbert. Ph.D. Chemist, li. I. .-\>,r, l..xpi. Siaii.m
2 S: Undergraduate course al McMasier Univcrsir, , , , i i n in m
Canadian Infantry and British Flvins toips I 'n ,, I
University for the degree of M.A., iiianled i .iiisisnish
Council, President of sludinl l.o.K .. ' n.vorsilv
Varnish and Color Comp II ! ' n I 'i .' .' Insmia,.. in i . r, .;, ,,i
Biology. Brandon Colleg,' i r,in,i,I,i SivuKtu .ii I'l,;-,.- I '
during the summer. 192" s slinKni ,il InivLisus .1 ..
to Sigma Xi: fellowship n: : .; - ilic L'niversity, 1925 \'ilt. Isll.,isl;ip ii
Boyce Thompson Institute tor Plaiii Rcssjish. Yonkers. N. Y.. 1924 1925; Ph.D.. Uni
versity of Chicago. 1925; Chemist al R, I, Agricultural Experiment Station. 1925.
Harold W. Browning, Ph.D. Professor of Botany
B X: * K *; 2 S r .\ * 2 B S,. Rhode Island Slale College, 1914; Appointed As
sislant Professor of BoLinv University of Wisconsin. 1914-1916; MS,. Universitv of
Wisconsin, 1916: I ellow in Botany. University of Wiscon.sin, 1916 1917; Instructor in
Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1919-1920; PhD,. University of Wisconsin. 1920;
Appoinled Professor of Botany at Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Frank Bertram MlTriiriL. A.B. Professor of Modern I angaaqcs
S A E; Member of ihc M,..l,rn I ,,nguage Association of America; sinlis,! ji ,\lh,,., j ,,in
caise in Paris, I9n .\ B B.si.-n I'nivcrsitv. 1914: Modern 1 an^ii,..;, ,\Iisi.r ,ii the I nv
rence Academy, I 'i I t, i"]" Inisiprcier in France dming World W,ir ,M mlnr oi th,- I irsi
Army InlelliEcncc Corps in rr,insc Sludcnl JI ihe French University ol llifm Taiiuhl
French and Spanish I'nisctsnv ,,l V,j,m.,nl I'M '1 |i;i Middlchuiv ColKi;c Spanish
School, l'i:ii; L niled Slitcs Njv,il ,\,-,iJ,niv l":i r'J-t: Studenl .il Alli.in.-c I'ransaisc
Paris, 1921; Gruluale Student Ucpjnmenl ot Romance languages J..hn Hopkins l!ni
versity, 1921-1924: Appoinled I'rolessor of Modern Languages, Rhode Island Stale Cal-
lege. 1924
Julia Ione Foster, A.M. Instructor of Modern l.anguages
AB,. Nebraska Wesleyan University. 1916; AN,. Boston University. 1924: Public School.
Nehraska. 1916 18: Tciching and Study in Chile and Bolivia. .South America. 1918-1923.
Appointed Instructor in Modem Languages al Rhode Island Slate College. 1925.
Claude G. Hammond. Captain. U. S. Army
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Second Lieutenant, lsl Inf National Guard. S C, Federal Service, lulv , 1916, to
August 7, 1917 :nd I leutcnanl Rfpular Aimv ,issij.nc,l t,. ^t.lh Ini Ai|..oisl 7, 1917.
to January 1, I 'M K lst I leulcn.im I "ih M,Khin.- < ,un B,iti,lion Iinujrv I 1918, to
June 9, I'M.S Captain, I 'Ith M,.shine dun Bjluln.ii, June '' I'l I S to Iiin,-25. 1920:
Captain. Inf.. on detached service attending Motor School June 2'i l"^n to lltiobcr 10.
1920; Captain. Inf.. unassigncd. Instructor in Machine Guns, Int Sth.ol Ion Benning.
Ga.. October 10. 1920. to Stcptember 1, 1921: Captain, Infantrv un,issi,-n.,l taking the
Course of Instruction at Fort Benning. Ga,. Inf, School. September I ., I'lJl, to June I.
1922: Captain. Inf,. unassigncd, attached to Staff at Fori Benning, (,,a. On duty as Con
struction Quartermaster. June 1. 1922. to May 31, 1923. Captain. Inf.. unassigncd. duly
as P. M. S. and T., Rhode Island Slale College. May 31. 1925. to date.
Charles Lloyd Sweeting. M.A. Professor of Business Administration
* K *; AB,, Harvard, 1914: MA,. Syracuse University, 1922: .School Principalships,
Clifton, N, j : New Rochelle. N. Y.. 1914-1919; Statistician in U. S. Army, 1918-
Training Office, Federal Board for Vocational Education, 1919: Instructor and Assistant
Professor, Syracuse University, 1919. 1925.
(23 I
Philip Edward Bunker Associate Professor of Business Administration
Educai.-.l ,11 l.ilnvin 11, .h Northeast Harbor, Me : Boston University. BE,A,; Research
Univcii' ' 1 \ (iiailuit.- Work Svijcusc Universitv, Employed by
Gilleti Mj-s Aciim lnsiii,.r, lo B,.ston, Mass: Thomas
Plant , ,\l.iinc, i\, !, Jauitht at luni,ita College, Hunting
ton, v.. .Member ot Beta Gamma Sigma (Hon. Business Iral,).
Alpha Kappa Psi (I'rol. Business Frat,). Thela Phi Lamda (Accounting Frat.). Ap
poinled Associate Professor of Business Administration at Rhode Island Stale College. 1925,
George Holland Baldwin. B.S.
Professor of Teacher Training in Agriculture
Supervisor in Public Schools of Rhode Island; BS,, Rhode Island Slate College. 1915:
Practical Work wilh Dairy Herd, Dexter Asylum, Providence. 1915; Animal Husbandman,
Extension Service. R, I. S. C. 1917-1919; Instructor in Agricullure. Coll Memorial High
School. Brislol, R. I.. 1922-1923.
Grace Ca nil KiNi Wl!,\l, IV, B.E. Professor nl /Vm/nrs rruming
Profcssot ol le.ieheis I laming in Home Economics. R. I. Korm.i! Seho,.l I'MJ't, Ele
menlarv s.-h.nil Wotk I'o.n I 'i I I ; Studenl. Columbia Universitv, I'HI I 'M J Instiuetor
in Home Economics. Providence Technical. 1011-1923: Bl;,, Rhode Island College of
Education. 1923: Appointed Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics. R, I,
State College, 1923.
Prank Wii liam Ki ani y, AB,, 'I' B K Physual Onnuir and < ,mch
A B,, IViies (..Ile:;e I'M 1 Sub m,ister and Inslruclor in ,Scicn,e ,.n.l M iili, ir,,ii i. s ,nd Ath
letic Dite.-toi ,11 I'litn.-ni Conn, I M I - I 'M 2 ; Sub-masler ami lnslin.t,.i in ^.lenee and
Mathematics and Alhielie Director al Woonsocket. R. L. 1 9 1 2 1 'M 7 : Insliuetoi in Seience
and Athletic Director at Everett. Mass.. 1917-1920; Appointed Co.ich and Physical Direc
tor and Instructor in Chemistry al Rhode Island Slate College. 1920,
Howland Blrdick, B.S. Assistant Professor of Dairying
PIK: BS , Rhode Island Slale College. 1896; Appointed Assistant in Agricullure and
Farm Superintendent. 1896: Appointed Instructor in Agriculture. 1900; Appointed As
sislanl Professor in Dairying. 1 906.
Calvin Lester Coggins, B.S.
Assistant Professor of I'hiisns ami I-J, ,-;ri,-,i! ri\i:iy,', rina
BS, Rhode Island State College. I'HI", (iradniie \V,,i;, I" i.s
Ohio Slate University. 1909-191(1, Assistanl in PInsKs lim; , , ,',]2:
Instructor in Phy.sics, Stevens Inslilule ol Teehnoloev, l"i: I i ' ',;; n-, ! A .i.ml
Ptofessor of Physics and Electrical Engineering, 1914; Associale Memhei ol Ametiean Phy
sical Society.
Frank Hartwell Bills. B.S. Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B S.. New Hampshire College. 1910: Appointed Instructor of Mathematics. Rhode Island
Stale College. 1910. Appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics. Rhode Island Stale
College. 1917.
Helen Elizabeth Peck. A.M. Assistant Professor of English Literature
2 K: * K *; A.B,. Wellesley, 1904; Principal, Gilmanton Academy, 1906-1907: Vice-
Principal, South Kingston High School, 1909-1915: Instructor. Rhode Island Slate College.
1915: Appointed Assistanl Ptofessor of English Literature. July. 1919; A.M.. Brown Uni
versity. 1924; Appoinled Professor of English Literature. 1924: Appointed Acting Dean
of Women. 1926.
.Mabel DeWitt Eldred. B,S. Instructor m Drawing
B.S., Rhode island State College, 1895; Appointed Instructor in Drawing, 1897; Rhode
Island Stale College,
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Paul D. Carter. Captain. U. S, Army
Assislanl l'i,,f, ss.ir nf Mi!::,:r '.. . , -,/ Tactics
Commissioned 2nd I icuienant, Int d R i ' i ; ' ' i.;usl 15.
1917; lsl Lieutenant ol Ini O.tobe, .'"> I' ! ' ' ,,slain of
Inf.. November 15, 1918, acecpteel linliaie I" IM" i I''20; 1st
Lieutenant of Inf.. July I, 1920; Captain ol Inf , July 2, I'lJ" ,ueepte,l September 14.
1920. Discharged as Captain and appoinled lsl LieulenanI November 18. 1922, Served
over seas wilh the 28th Inf, Ist Division, from September 1917. to September 1919.
Served at Camps Mernit I.isloi and Dix from October. 1919, lo June, 1922, wilh 28th
Infantry. Isl Di,: ' Infaniry School for Officcis at 1 ,.rt Benninj Georaij,
1922-1925, A I. Infantry, Ist Division, at Plattsbur; Btit,i.ks \ 'i'
June, 1925, S, i I'lattsburg Barracks, N Y (torn lime I'M .ohine
1925. Transfer!, be. I officers' list and assigned to dutv at Rhod,. Island State
College by the War Department older, dated April 22. 1925, On duly at Rhode Island
Stale College from June 50, 1925. to the present date. Commissioned Captain Februaiy,
1926,
Ralph Eugene Brown Instructor in Mechanical Fnainccrini;
B.E.E.. Northeaslein I'niveisitv I'M': S \t M.issa.huselts InMilnie .-I I ,, Iiii,.lo-;v I'i;'i;
Assistant Instruetor tn I'hv.i.s Nottlieist. in rmveisitv I'lJ" I'.'l ,\ssisi it Inslruetoi
in Drawing, Northeastern I'n.se.sttv, ]"1] I'lll. Inslruetoi in ,Me. h,ini.,il I ngmecring
Notlheaslern University I":: I'l.M; Instructor in Graphics and .Vleehamcal Engineer,
Tufls College. Itjl l''24. Instructor in Descriptive Geometry. Northeastern University.
Summer Sessions, 1"2I |ci25, .-Xppointed Instructor in Mechanical Engineering at Rhode
Island State College, 1925
Clarence Elmer Brett. B.S. Instructor in Poultry Husbandry
B.S.. Rhode Island State College, loll; Inslruclor in New York State School, 1918: Ap-
pointed Instiuetor in Poultry Husbandry. Rhode Island Stale College. 1918,
Frank F. Archibald Instructor in Mechanical rnainccnnii
Apprenticeship in machine shop. Edinburgh. .Scotland. 1894 1900; Still I nLin.ev it
Crighton Institution, Dumfree. Scotland. 1900 1903; Engineer ai Vuiona I lorn Mills
Glasgow. 1905-1905; Supervisor of Electrical Work at St. Leonard lingineering Works,
Edinburgh; Master Mechanic at louttit Laundry Co.. Providence. R. I., for five years:
Foreman for three years al Franklin Process Co.. Providence: Appointed Instructor in
Mechanical Engineering at Rhode Island State College. 1920
Leslie A. Kefgan. B.S. Instructor in Agronomy
PIK; B.S,, Rhode Island Slate College. 1919; Graduate Student and Inslruclor' in Agron
omy. University of Maine. 19 20: Appoinled Inslruclor in Agronomy, Rhode Island State
College, 19 20.
Frederick Bauer, M.S. Insirucior in Zoology
B.S, Connecticut Agricultural College. 1920: M.S. 1922: Appoinled Instructor in Zo
ology. 1922.
Herbert V. Marsh, B.S. Instructor in Horticulture
A r P: BS,. Massachusetts Agricuhural College. 1915; Teaching Agricultutal Subjects
at Gorham. N. H. 1916 1917: from 1917 to 1920 engaged in Teaching Agriculture in
High Schools in New Hampshire: Appointed Instructor in Horticulture al Rhode Island State
College. 1920.
Mrs. Winifred M. Keaney. A.B. Instructor in Physical Training for Women
AB,. Bates College, 1911: Undergraduate Assistant in Physical Training .it Bales College,
1910: Taught Settlement House Work, Buffalo, N, Y., 1011; High .School and Plav
ground Work in Alton. N, H,, 1912-1911; Assistant Principal, Palmetlon. Pa, .School,
1913-1914; Appointed Director of Physical Education for Women at Rhode Island State
College. 1921,
Cecil LanGFORD Brown. A.M. Instructor in Chemistry
A X S; r A; BS. in Agriculture. Slate College of South Dakota, 1918; AM, in Chem
istry. University of Missouri. 1921: Inorganic Chemistry, University of Missouri, 1920-
1921: Science and Mathematics, High School. Motley, Minnesota, 1921-1922: Science
and Mathematics. Proctor High School. Minnesota, 1922 1925: Biology and Algebra, High
School. Kansas City. Missouri. 1923-1924: Appointed Instructor in Chemistry, Rhode
Island Slate College, I 924
[25]
Winifred Hazen, B.S. Instructor m Institutional Management
A Z: O N': B.S,. Oregon Agricultural College. 1921; Instructor in Institutional Manage
ment. Oregon Agriculture College. 1921-1922: Appoinled Instructor in Institutional Man
agement. Rhode Island Stale College. 1922,
Carrick Earl Wildon. B.S. Instructor in Horticulture
BS,, Massachusetts Agricultural College. 1916; Inslruclor in Floriculture at M A, C- for
two years, doing also Post Graduate Work in the Botanical Department: Oveiscas as Adju
tant in U, S. Army, 1918-1919; in practical work on large estates: Appointed Instructor
in Horticulture, 1922
Clara Mai 'I\'iI m-; P. S, lnMiiul,,r m II,m., l\onomics
B,S., Te.i.heis I r.iinuie ( ..lle.-e (..ltimbi,i L'niwisHi ]'!,< .\l A lAaelleis rr,iinini;
College r.,|nnibi,i I niveisitv I " .1 I , Instill, lor m I lorne l,on,.mu-s. High Seh.iol, Bnilge
ton N .1 l":ii I'tJI 1021 1022; Appointed Instructor in Home Lconomics. Rhode
Isl.in.l State I oIle;:e I'i22-
Cii OKI ll Wakkin Phillips. A.B. Instructor in Modern Languages
AB,, Princeton University. 1917. 1918; U, S, Field Artillery, in France one year: |020
1922; Instructor. Hamburg High School. N J : Appoinled Instructor in Modem Lan
guages. 1922.
Marian E. Dfats. M.A. Instructor in Botany
* K *: A B . Mount Holyoke College. 1920: M.A.. Syracuse University. 1922: Graduate
Student in Botany Deparlment. Syracuse Univcrsily. holding Teaching Fellowship in Bot
any, 1920-1922,
Lloyd 1.. Tower Instructor in Mechanical l-rair.-cnna
Graduate, U. S, Naval Academy. 1920: Staff Communication Officer and Inst ,^ssl,l,lnt
Engineer, U S S, Rochester. 1920: Gunnery. Torpedo. Alhlelic and Comminn, ation Oft,
cer U S S I.iiieev 1021 ; Chief Engineer U, S, S. Toucey, 1922: Practical Work with
Mannin-e M.s-.',e!l ml Moore, Inc, 1022-1023,
negie Institution of W,ishinglon, at Carmel, California, 1021-1023,
Hl-NRY B, Pm 1 1 u. MD. College Physician
I.UCY Comins I icki r Registrar and Secretary to the President
AuGUeSTUs Bo.ss Davis. Jr. Bursar
William Joseph Whelan. B.S. : P 1 K Superintendent of Buildings
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Experiment Station Staff
Howard Edwards. A. M.. LL.D..
Burt L. Hartwell. Ph. D.
Henry G. May. Ph. D
Forman T. McLean. Ph. D
Basil E. Gilbert. Ph. D
John B. Smith, B.S.
S. C. Da.mon. B.S.
F. K. Crandall, B.S.
Waldo L. Adams, B.S.
Walton H. Scott, B.S.
Her.man E. Sfgelin. B.S
Nathaniel Helme
President of the College Ex-OKcio Member
Dl rcc lor . .\ iiron, iii.u/
.'\mmal lv,r,lin,i ami Palhol.Hiu
Plant l'hu.-.i,'l,,aii
f /i,n,>is,'M
Associaic. ( Inniislru
Assistant. Field Experinwnls
Assistant. Field Experiments
Assistant. Chemistry
Assistanl. Animal Breeding and Pathology
Assistant. Animal Breeding and Pathology
Meteorology
Extension Service Staff
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HISTORY
It is with the most sincere pleasure that we present herewith our Senior
Class.
In the Fall of 1922 a record number of Freshmen presented themselves at
the doors of our Alma Vl.lti-r in search of knowledge. After registr.ition thev
settled into the routine ol eflleoo lilo .is if to the m.tnncr burn, ( urneiiluin
and non-currisuUim .leliviltis were ctitLred into with gro.K vim ilevel.'pin,;
both students .in.l .ilhleles llie rreshman football team went ihroiiyli .111
exceptionally sunesslul se.isem the b.isketball team was unbeaten, and. in due
time, the Soplumuues were t.iken into the wet at the annual rope pull. The
class contributed highly to the .success of the Varsity track and baseball sea
sons, and ended up the year with a bang-up banquet and dance.
Sophomore year witnessed the usual decrease in our number. Again we
proved ourselves masters at the art of pulling on a rope and dropping the
"apple" in the iron ring. Many of our men became regulars on the \'.irsitv
teams during this year, bul scholastic honors were not i|iiile s,i numen.iis
The Soph Hop upheld socially the standard of achievement sei by the
class in its other activities.
Junior year was immortalized by a never-to-be-forgotten Prom. Kings
ton, temporarily transformed into a Garden of Eden, through which the strains
of the best jazz obtainable floated disturbingly, was overrun by men .iml theii
flappers. Jupe Pluvius arrived true to schedule in time to damiieii ihe spinis
of the interscholastic participants. Although dampened, however, these spirits
were by no means decreased, and a very successful meet was run ofT.
Again the class assisted nobly in maintaining the good name of Rhode
Island on the athletic battlefields. Basketball proved to be our stronghold, tho
team playing through a successful season in the face of one of the hardest sched
ules of recent years.
The Commencement Ball was run with the dispatch and dignity signifi
cant of experience in the management of such affairs.
And now we are on the last leg of our voyage. Our ship has come
through the scholastic storms, battered .... but still afloat. We have given
all wc had to our Alma Mater, realizing that we will always owe her more than
we can hope to repay. Soon we go forth into the world to put to the test our
ability to be good citizens, and to further so far as it lies in our power the name
and fame of our dear old Rhode Island.
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Everett Pi:rry Arnold. A X A, <I> A
/ie, ,V/r/,t Kail
North Attleboro, Mass.
rlKICAI FNC,!S'El;HlNr.
h, D.I:., 14 I \',,, I'r.sideni
.; ( U I-I) : A. I.
lul, ( 1 I Manager1 (3) (4) : /'re.5ii/eril ,V/u,si>mc C/u6
' ..'H 1 3 ) ; Moooijer Vorsui, Basebatt (4) : Btanltel Tax Co
' I
, Gri.st Board (4).
I lu cog in the wheel" man from D. T. L, after the World Strife, returned
on u> take up engineering, .\nalogous to the I Iv Wheel he has kept going
Because of his moral eoutaiie and pan, nee I , [i s 1 )ii nc passera pas"
hall him in his efforts. Dutinj; his first thtee ve.os he \i,is seldom seen leav-
ng the "Environment of Knowledge:' liul in his senior ve,ir he ae.|uired a mastery
f linglish. which enabled him to seek pleasure in North Attleboro and endure studies
his past adventurous sally gives him spirit lo underrake
lune we wish him success as an aspiring Engineer,
SiM(5N AHRONIAN Providence, R. I.
"Sl" Applied Science;
Rope Putt (ll (2) : Foolbatt Squad (I) (2) (5):G(eeC/u6 (1).
Behold the picture of our
'
Si.
"
Prof Jackson's pet student. "Si" was a versatile
chemist: he could break more Victor Meyes tubes and thirty five dollar thermometers
1 of the class put together. This bright young man will succeed anywhere
wilh his
sion, could be heard alo
Chemical Laboratory, I
md hu
ilh "OH. Mr Ahrc
"Sis
any
life. Brother Chen
of day in the
Stephen Dominic Barardinei.li. Z 11 .\ Westerly. R. I.
"STHVl-."" "DOUCillNL'T"' "CRULLER" APPLIlitJ SCILNCL
Cross Counlry (5) (4) : Trucfi Squad (3) (4) : Scholaslic Honors (3).
"Steve"" came to Rhode Island two years ago from the University of Pennsylvania.
where he spent his leisure time burning up the ""cinders" under the watchful eye of
Coach Lawson Robertson- He continued to show his stuff as a track and cross counlry
man as soon as he hit our peaceful township. He ran on the freshman team in
1924. 25, He then joined the formidable varsity cross country team and helped il to
further glorify ihe name of Rhode Island. "Cruller." unlike many of our athletes, is
an honor student and somewhat of a social lion. Last summer he attended Boslon
Univcrsily Summer School and also took a fling at the night life of Boslon where he
had many strange and embarrassing experiences. When ""Sieve"" graduates from Rhode
Island State, he plans lo take a course in the Tufts Medical School so thai some day we
will hear of the great Doctor Baradinelli, Well, good luck. "Steve." old man, when we
are nol feeling well we will send for you.
Morris Barasch, BNE
"MOSHUA" "MORT""
Rope Pull (I ) ( 2 ) . Glee Cluh (11 ( 2 )
,
Gentle reader, as \,ui look ,ii iliis in.tiir.- v. mi w,
young man"s eyes. He is ih,kin;e ,,l ilu- K.,se ,,| \,i
college a year before out .l,iss he leti lot i v,-,n ,in,l il
He has been a faithlul memtier and is sitie io ,,irn
""Mo.shua"" was too busv to make Pin K,ip,.,i Pin ,
studies. Yellow lords Rose and danein,; te.ok up s,
It is a toss-up whether Barasch decides lo eompele wi
turing or with Arthur Murray, the famous dancing teat
humor and shrewdness will carry him through life w
Providence. R. 1
Electrical Engineering
ocoo (1): Class Bashelball: A I
B,i
Lillian Annabel Biltcliffe. (-) A O
l.IL"
< lirn Ktiskelball (1) (2) (4); 'lrcli (11 (2) (3) (4): Hockey (I) (2)
ll) 14), I .,,,.. (Il, .M., (i Is /;,ts/.,-//i,;H (41-
I ll ilo.sii I n.eil ,1 [lersonil I e.ii ,i one lumdred page book would be doing
her ,111 iiiiii-,ti.e Wheie sou lie,;i 1 il Liiiehin.; vou can feel confident lhat a '"regular
tunc IS BoinK on. And as tor daneins, whei eould refrain from asking her for "jusl
one dance.' Would one wonder, then, that she should be a prominent figure at all of
our major functions^ "LiFs"" activities are nol confined to social circles, however, for
she has always des'oured her studies with practical ease, never on any circumstances.
allowing overstudy lo get the best of her. Athletics have been her favorite pastime, her
eager participation in the various sports resulting in her election as Manager of the
Girls" Basketball Team. "Such popularity must be deserved."" and we feel sure thai
wilh her strong character of perseverance she is bound to become prominent in the social
world Heres luck lo you. "Lii."
Stanley Clark Bliss, X Providence.
""STAN"" ""Zenus"" Electrical ENciNEEt
C/a.s5 Foolbatt (1) (2): Class Treasurer (I) (2); Rope Putt (1) (2):
Hal Commillee ( 2 ) : Freshman Banquet Commillee ( I ) : Sergeam ( 3 ) .
Throughout the college career of this youth wc find "Stan" Bliss one
always on the job. He soon gained popularity among his class mates, nol by I
their "dough" in carrying out his duty as class treasurer, but by his willingn
CO operate He has not definitely decided upon what line of work to take up but
who know him best expect to lind him chauffcuring and tuning up cars duni
soatc time. When you have trouble wilh your
it ask "Bink," he kn
the women, if you doubt
When you ' isk "Stan." he gels along
Clifford Kenneth Bosworih. H X
KiPIMI I- '
Providence, R. I.
1-1 (4):
II) (2)
Presiden!
I tha I
I I I
S /, /
Ko iiH
//
(2) : Cfoss
hei
Ciinilt ruder as \ ii i ip n ihis pieturc vou .see a true son of Rhode Island
>lau a mm Sl ho alwi>s snnds f r uhit he believes is right. His record in college has
leilher been duplicated in the past nor ever will be duplicated iu the future, for there is
inly one ""Kippie," For proof you have only to look upon his list of accomplishments,
nd there can be no doubt. To those who cannot see. you are advised to ask a certain
;irl in the class of "26 and the anssver will be the same. To "Kippie" as you go forth
ucccss and happiness.
Sidney Jacquth Bragg. C C South Windsor, Conn.
"Sid"' Electrical Engineering
Rope Pull (1); Sergeant (3); LieulenanI (4); Secretary A. I. E. E. Officers"
Ctub (4).
In September. 1922. "Sid"" lefl the forest of South Windsor, in Connccticui.
where thr svnnricn nittmetis t:rnw, tn come to the attractive cilv of Kingston After
King.st 1
Camp 1
and llup II
these sul 11.11 \ n.-ihi-v tii \\.ufi \\ Mtii asKi-a Wl V lif jdur
must bn so. it Ml h.ippencd ih cars ol s
Campus he began to wear 3 path cross to Dav s. -Sids
win probably lead to the radio. broadcasting the lates
he
Andrew Robertson Brown. AXA Providence, R. I.
Andy" "Parson" BtisiNi;ss Adminestration
Very quiet, little to say. that was Andy" when he arrived here from Tech. bur,
my. how he bas changed: He is now the center of activity and wise cracks plcn-nn- ly.
and not cheap. It has always been his way to choose the harder course: that is why
he changed from engineering to Business Administration, and from the Gas Company to
Matunuck-by-the-Sea. In his senior year "Andy" when out for the P. T. team
developed two of the most beautiful "nuggets" (one on each arm) lhat you ever saw.
Slrongforte has taken a back seat. But friends must part: so may Wall Street be on ils
guard when you blow in. "Andy."
Percy Everett Christopher. H <l': T K .\; <I> K "t: .\ r A
Newport. R. I.
"Chris"' Agriculture
ope Putt (11: Freshman Reception Committee (2) (3); Class Deiole (2);
V'orsilv Debate (5): Coptam Varsity Debate (4); Aggie Batt Commillee (2) (3);
Chairman (41 : f/ou;er Judging Team (2) (3) (4) : Vice President Aggie Ctub (51:
President Aggie Club (4) : Triicfi Squad (2) : Vice President Y. M. C. A. (2) : Dete-
S. V. Cot
College Song Leader (5) (4 t
Ctub Sotaisl (I) (2) I ;
Y. M C. A. (5) : Scholar:
Board (4); President Debar.,
WTioa. Napoleon: Do
came over to R, I, S, C. fro
voluntarily became an "Apgie
man off in shorl order" Hm
and honors above I '
the , gl,i
should a poor dun
for his social and all;
him the best of luck
Napolt
Chairman S. F. F. Committee (2) ;
Gfee Clui Leader (2) (5) (4) ; Cffe
;,. Ouorret (1) (2) (4); President
1; Fruit Judging Team (4): GRIST
I'.lanltet Tax Committee (4),
te record up above lhat I do? "Chris"'
rhat was handicap enough but when he
combination ought to have finished any
1 result Gaze upon that list of activities
all, though.
the arcat We all kn
holastic honors, and v
lhat, B" Gosh Ileck-
"Chris"
all wish
Katherine Viola Clark. S K: 0 A Providence, R. I.
Home EcoNr)Mics
7,ss i;h,ibii 111 ( 2 )or.sili/ Bashelball (2) (5) (4): Cupluin (4
41: Captiun (2) (3); Varsily Track I ,;: lit; l,,i,l, M,',i,r I i) :
l',ard (II (2) (5) (4); Secrelarii i".! CUM /;..,,; (li /'/,, I h-lla.
141; PunheHemr Associolion (5) ll> s,., ,!.:,:, t ' , . I;..,.l.: 14);
/'rom Commrlliv (5): Commencement Play |i).
iv,i,n\ cnihinM.ni ind initiative arc lit words lo describe "Kay," Look above
1 ^.iis ot ,.[i\ous to prove th.it these tjualilics exist, A velcian athlete who
1 1,11, t V, Ikii ,1 S..ph now crowns the year of "2(i as Captain of the Varsity,
.s were nol Kays object in coming to colIcKe, hut Home I'c.nomics which
1 suffered by her inleresls in olher things, bul ratlur bcitiu- lluored by Ihc
ms "Kay"" added for variety, Titian lost his mastcrpuvc in losing "Kay," the
:h the beautiful hair in the Senior class. The fact tint she is universally known
nd appreciated in her college work may well be a forecasi of her future.
Genevieve Coughlan, X <2
""Gen"
Class Basltethatl (I) (2) (3) (4) : Ctes Teoi
(2); House President (5); Secretary Lecture Assoc
millee (5).
When we were just wee green freshies there sauntered nonchalantly into
Genevieve Coughlan of Boston District, distant, dashing and aloof our "Ger
lhe iruc American College woman. Under a mask of business-like indiffi
hides a true feminine personality, a deep love of beautiful clothes and love of the terpsi
chorean. Through our four years Genevieve has proved herself a sincere friend and
loyal helper. Was ever more spirited work put into a Prom than "Gen's" in her efforts
for the success of our Memorable Prom i* Although equally popular among "Eds" and
"Co-eds" Genevieve has still found rime to prove herself a capable student. Mcr love
of English has shown itself in her ability for that subject. We feel sure that Genevieve's
distinct charm and personality will bring her much success.
Maiden, Mass.
Applied Science
(1) (2) (3) (4) : Baseball
>n (3) ; Junior Prom Com-
typifie'
Vincent Paul Cummings. C C North Adams, Mass.
"V P" "ViN
' Applied Scilince
Class Baseball (1) (2); Rope Pull (2); Baseball (2) (3); Cross Country
(3) (4): Basketball (2) (3); Irack (3) (4): Biological Society (3),
"Hey. Monitor. I wanna study." The dormitory has been quiet since V. P. has
been on the job. We don't think it is entirely his fault, though. Yes. 'Vin" came
all the way from North Adams. Mass.. to break test lubes and chase bacteria at Rhode
Island State. As in everything else, he has succeeded very well at both. He likes to
cut open worms and insects; and you can find him spending hours squinting through a
miscroscope looking for a bacteria's tonsil. Paul intends being a solemn M. D. after
another four years of digging for knowledge. If he does as well in the future as he has
here, and we are sure he will, he will show the medical students what Rhode Island
State can do for a fellow. Wc arc going to try some of Dr. Cummings' pink pills for
all ailments. In spite of our dignified Dr. Cummings he will always be the same old
V. P to us.
Ruth Elizabi-th Curran. 0 A O Pawtucket, R. I.
"Ruth" Home Hconomics
Class Basketball (1) (2) (3) (4); Baseball (2): Hockey (2) (3) (4);
Scholastic Honors (1): Commencement Play (2) (3): Class Track (2) (3) (4).
nber, 1922, "Ruth" came to us as the only class co ed representative ol
[ High School. She had a weakness for Math.
ling herself
In Septt
lhat noble edifice of learning Paw
and tmmediaicly absorbed all the .
for work as a statistician, but now
class basketball team has appeared i
mailable .
we 6nd her a real Home Ec. Senit
Lippilt. "Ruth" has always doni
ir. Whenever the
her best to guard
the glory of '26. To be a good sport is an accomplishment and is one of "Ruth's"
characteristics, therefore we feel sure that life after commencemenl will be a real success
lo this member of 1926,
Donald Hammond Dlnnis. A A H'
l*i)N Denny" 'Red Ants"
\ I.'I .,'1 Track Squad {1 ) ; Economt
Shawomct. R. I.
Business Adm!n;stkv\tion
(3) (4): Fraternity Basketball
Questions in abundance" is one way of attaining great knowledge our learned
rofcssors have told us, and this is where "Denny" shines as a leading star of the first
agnitude Combine this ability with a happy disposition tempered by a certain
rncstncss of purpose and there you have 'Denny." Chief Eskimo of the Igloo. His
;riodical interest in the fair sex (nothing but the summer lime will do'), his facility
! expression in French, and his pacific tendencies as monitor of his suite, are of the
onders of the modern woHd to his fraternity brothers. But there is no doubt that
le future generation will find "Denny" as one of the leading financiers of the country.
George Ellis Dewsnap. AXA Providence, R. I.
"Duke" "Ellis" Applied Science
Class Football (1) : Rope Pull (2) ; Soph Hop Committee (2) : Secretory ami
Chemical Sociely (4).
This debonair youth needs no introduction. He is well known and well liked
where This is the reason he took drill his Junior year. The Army fell the need
, n,-r>ni!,rv nhm 'Duke" has attained (he honor for which minv h.ive striven,
Ik- p.Tfr colkKian. Ho pnss,-ss,"s ^h,M mmpU-i, iiTul.-rsMiv.lni.:
Ihc
p. . r, .ind h.indk-s a mean l.clinni
lior., ..., well. This hunter from B.'u
^hidi extend Iar bvyond the zone of Kingston. H
lut of four years of most pleasant companionship.
iuccess can accompany him.
Nui
North Providence, R. I.
Mi;chanical Engineering
M. F. Soctety (3) (4): Assisfanf
Marry Bernhard Eckloff, Z IT A
"Red"
Emiineering Society (1); Rope Pull (2);
Miitiut!,! Baskethall (3).
i Uf years ago this chap came to our Alma Mater, from Tech High, with the
|Mi:]HM uf funhering his education to a higher degree. During his first year in college
he \v.is \iTV meek, quiet and unassuming. After a year had passed Harry was known
to all of us by his pleasing personality. "Red" has gone along in his four years of
academic study with a favorite phrase, "Guess I'll get by," and as a result has managed
to pass his courses with very tittle applicniion of studying. As a pastime in college.
Harry has taken recreation courses with "Lan/a" Wales and as a result (?) he is to
take up automotive engineering. "Red" is a fellow who. having m.idL' plc-c-c-niy
working in East Hall dining-room carrying dishes, supports j Pa^zkard Tough luck 1
Although this youth has entered inlo only a few of our c.impus activities, neve rthel .'ss
he has more than contributed his share of knowledge (M to midnifihi "leagues.'*
Harry has developed into a D. T, L, for several known reasons (you canl keep any
thing from us. Harry) and as a result has been "running wild" socially this year.
HARRY THURSTON ELLSTROM, C C Hartford, Conn.
"SILENT" "ElLY" "FIKAP" MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Scholastic Honors (1) (2) (3); Engineering Society (1) (2): Mechanical
Engineering Society (3) (4) : Vice President of Mechanical Engineering Society (4) ;
Student Council (3) (4) ; GRIST Boarrf (4).
Four years ago. from the Capital City of Connecticut came "Silenl." He was
chemically inclined when he arrived but upon deciding during his Sophomore year that
his energies were being misguided, he changed to the Mechanical line. Since then he h.is
been a shining light among the Engineers and he is unexcelled in the steadfastness .ind
consistency of his work. Besides being a success as an I ngineer "hlly"
equalled as a monitor. During his Senior year he was a
- - - - ^-^
noisy Freshies and Sophs will vouch for the effectivcncs;
experience as a monitor his emphasized ihc fact that he
vated a large sphere of influence among the men. but
neither been influenced by the attractions "down the line" nor succumbed to even I
fairest co-ed. His friendship is prized highly by all of his associates and his ability
conceded by all.
ut the
pipe down.
"
Harry s
s man. He has culli-
ted to them. He has
Mark Russell Gifford, 0 X T K A
"Mike" "Senator"
Cla: F>H,tbt2U Tec
Art l-.dnor :
Chairman (.nlUge A.a. ,.
( 5 ) : 7 (JU Kappa Alplu , . r : ^ , , ;
Debating Society (3): Varsity Dubalir
Debatina (3) (4): 5ecrefary of Ath!,
Football (3): Manager of Football (4.
Presnh-ri nf Lecture Association (4) : Vuc
Club {4> ; R. I. Delegate at Princeton at tl
SiuJints .-/ America (4) : Managing Editt
(umnntt,, (3) (4)".
Rhode Island ha-
leg!
oung man known lo his
f "Mike" by choosing him frc
t Princeton at the founding of
; but one of a great long list o
wish "Mike
'
the SJ
friends .1^ Mik.-
Providence. R. I.
APPI lOD Scil-NCE
'...ri'i II, ,n ( 1 n'/T'i;.',',- I ."' 1 - Manager of
' Grist
.(/ (4):
, , .''iiiiJenf of
.:p:ain of Varsity
lant Manager of
Association (3> :
(.....,.. 1. ,....., cSuciely (4) : R. i.
luiindiny of thf I^alional Federation of
of Freshman Bible (3): Blanket Tax
world to be haughty and proud of this
T ho college has shown us what it thinks
tiiJi-ni body to represent his Alma Mater
ederation of Students of America. This
.uhlcvements while a student at the col-
WiLLis Briggs Gifford. * A il N
'
GiEi
'
"Bill"
Masonic Club (I) (2) (3) (4) : President Mai
(2) (3) (4): Business
'
(1) (2) (3) (4); R !
Captain Varsity Footh,.'-
(2) (3) (4): Studen.'
Sociely (3) (4): C.
(4): Varsity Debatina i-
Brown lost a vcrs.ui
interfere with his "College Work.'
his flivver or by beating it with 1
sorority, bur upon this he will i
West Tisbury. Mass.
General Science
: C/u6 (3) (4) : Phi Delta
^ A (2): President * A (4) : 'Varsify Track
C '^) (3) (4) : VarsiVy foo/ba// (2) (3) (4):
" .7 Captain (2): Winning Rope Pull Coach
Jbook Committee Chairman (3) ; Biological
\ 3) : Class Football (2) : Debating Society
uiiii.n of virility when "Giff
'
transferred to Rhody
li \\\- have athlete, debater, business executive, and
Lus .1 e.Kh. wilh the defects of neither. This ""1919
olieKc high jump record-holder, and football captain
so substituted Art. Poetry, and Co-education courses.
us A's and Bs "Giff" seldom permitted his studies to
The hurry problem he solved by racing time with
i Peerless. Rumor has "Gifl^
'
pledged lo a certain
It comment. Friends hint that "Giff" is to enter
ness Mavam-i ,: a i .utttutn
(4) ; Scholastic Honor:, (y)
coming Day Committee (4) :
Depeche/-vous. madamc
homme. If the woman pays
Say you not so, my gay I.oi
the world of business adminis
of political success will ever
Back to your H
O (3)
. I ; Busi-
SluUenl Cuunt.7 (4) . R. I. Club (2) (3) (4) ; Home-
Interfraternity Council (4): Masonic Club (4).
s et messieurs, et rencontrez Messicur Gratton. un Gentil-
ai least she keeps the change in the form of fraternity pins.
hario? You. with lhe debonair manner and the pseudo
' magistrate. To think that you aspire to be a leader in
[ration! Neither the door of business success nor the door
be opened to you for your nationality i
where even Americansa. you jickey, and don't rush in fear to tread
But now we lay aside all levity and give praise where praise belongs. Wall has surely
made good and well he might, for a man with the pep of a sprinter and the pluck of a
football player is bound to succeed. His active life here at college has engendered a
great deal of sincere admiration and friendship among those who have come in contact
with him and no one who ever mel "Grat,' even if but for a brief moment, could
resist his charm and geniality. He has always been capable of adjusting his own views
and of accommodating himself to the customs and manners of others with such great
facility and modesty that in the equation of his life the X can have but one meaning.
namely, success, happiness, prosperity, and honor.
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Webster Green.man, P I K Westerly, R. 1
"
WtBBIE" " Wl-B" CIVIL ENGINEERING
Freshman Basketball ( 1 ) : Curpond (2) ; C. . .Sociely (2) : GRIST fionrrf (4) .
In the Fall of I '122 ihil great southern metropolis of Rhode Island. Weslerly. le
loose from Its folds, one, Webster Greenman. After taking Applied Scien
lhat he did not want to chase bugs any longer, so he performed thai rare 1
ing to Engineering. ""Web" to an outsider appean very quiet, hut tho;
him can attest that his droll sense of humor has livened up m.iny a Iciiii
of activities are varied anywhere from a guard on the C. E."s baskciliall lc
his dilapidated collegiate Eord into parts unknown. It is rumored ot 1
spending much of his time going back to the old home town and givin
lith his sterling qualities, we will
he decided
1 of Chang
wh.i know
; no doubt, bu
building bigger and better things in the futi A'ishes to you, "Web.""
Harry Bruce Grim ith. Z II .V Davisville, R. I,
""Bruce'" Mechanical Engineering
Rope Putt (2) : ,<;rr.;nl (21 ; Clce Club ChchKtra (I ) I 2) (() ; Junior Prom
Commillee fi) ; Poly,,,,,, 14 I : M,;h,v,.,l Fn..;r,v,i \,-: ili I -1 ,
This good lookinc ih.ip is lllc icprc<cnl.invc ,.l IXivi^vill. K I in the class of
26. He
Km;;.
scldo Kin.; 1VJ hi
hii Co
mc .ind cndc.ircl himself ml
ml ]ii iicni.ii ilisp.isilion 11
iilici ol ilic Collenian Orchcsl
lendanl at all the social fund
Bui in hi. l.ist 1.. v.jrx he 1.,-,-ini
Ihc bciils 1 his IclU.ic Mii.lcnls In lux
IS well known l,ir his uiiisu.il .il.ihic .,,
Like all champions ,4 llic weaker sex
ns. We expect to heai of him later a.
Providence, R. I.
Applied Science
Arthur White Grover, P I K
"Art"'
Rope Putt ( 1 ) (2) : Beoron Board (1 1 (
( "i ) ; .Assistant Manager Basketball ( 2 ) 1 "' ' ( ,
il) : Sergeant (3): Lieutenant (4); .V,.,.'//.
miltee (4): Assistant Business Manayer. (,l.l%
Society (1 ) (4).
When Providence Tech closed its doors f..i
beset with the stupendous problem of choosin-j
months later we discovered him in our niid<i lis
chemistry. However, all learning does n,,i . ni.
of activity his Freshman year, and even ir
choice, we must add. Versatility is .in
has a great deal. The activities wiih \'
onstrate this as a fact. Besides the ic.;.; : .jmpus adiviiies An his
entered others with distinction. While the Jumpion ^o eder of the .lac i> is vcl un
crowned, we hold the opinion that "Art"" should be given serious cnnsi.i, i.iii.'n \i h.n
the laurels are awarded. There are whispers of certain invasions of a Inu, lei lown [
the state also, bul wc dare not give away too much about that. As a lcai;uci .\ri
has baited for an average near the 1 .000 mark for the past four years, and is thereby
qualified to enter any discussion on any subject. He is also a tourist of reputation.
having taken many personally conducted lours of New England. That he is fond of
travel is attested to by multitudinous worn soles, for he ""journeyed into a far coun
try
'
and came back afoot. If the past years can be used as a standard to gauge future
events, we are able to predict nothing but success for him in the time to come.
! Corporal
rdl Com
t (hemtcal
n I'lj: ,\ii found himself
By reason of which, a few
knowledge in the channels of
possess, and of this
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DUN Howards Harvey, C C
"Swede"" ""Jock"" "Whitey"
Pawtucket, R, I.
Electrical Engineering
Freshman Basketball (i) ; Manager Basketball (4); Rope Pull (2):
" "
'I /... (4) : Junior Prom Com-.IIP (I) (21 ; Class I
bnitht day in Sept. blonde youth appeared in our n
I.I about the Scotchman who
ploie ihc wild fast messes of D.
idst.
Chen his friends dii
.James Henry Haslam, B *; il> A Palmerton, Penna.
"Jim" Applied Science
Varsity Basketball (t) (2) (3) t4) : Class Basketball (l) (2) : Class Football
(1) (2): R. I. Club (I) (2) (3) 14) : Phi Delta (2) : Color Sergeant (2).
We doubl if our readers need any introduction to ""Jim"' we've seen him on
the fall of '22. when he arrived from Palmerton. Penna. You
e.il lalcnl lies in h
neat future we wi
like all Scotchmei
see. he has take
he has faithfull upported every college
e see "Jimmie"" sho ;ing do nd "Jii
shall 1
1 lhat
-the
Clarence Vincent Hickey, Z n .\ Providence, R, I.
"THE BISHOP"' Civil Engineering
Vars.lu Foothall (11 (11; t'.., B.,s,.,,/; ( ) ) (4) ; Junior Prom Commillee
R. I A. A. (3) ; R. I. Club (3) (4) :Kj>li,lh.,ll111; Gh
I rcshm
lllc While Light!
luh
en his del hletics and
for two years we saw little of "The Bishop" as he
I commuter. However, in 24. Kingston became his permanent abode, and he
e a mainstay on Ihe football eleven. This, nevertheless, did not claim all his lime
ke all great men he had his weakness namely the weaker sex After
m we have no doubt that he was well versed in their traits. With expchotel, the "Bishop"" was rewarded with a waiter"s job at' East
7:30 "Hey. you! Dinner is at
he ""Bishop"' became
th iicst
ting him
ould be heard ,
12:00." With always a good word and
endeared in the heart of his fellows students. Wilh good luck old
wishes- -we know you will succeed in C- E. oi y undertake.
Alfred Milton Hill, 6 X Bristol. R. I.
"Sandwich"' Electrical i:N..iM i kin. ,
Clo.ss Football (1) (2); Class Baseball (I) (2); Class Haskelhall (ll u' 1
Varsity Foothall (3) (41; Varstli, Basch,:ll (3) (4): V'arsilu /iiiskc/(i.i// (3|: pe
Putt (1) (21 ; M.;i-h,r ,., \ I t I- (41
"Sandwich is .inc.lhci ,.nc wh,. h.is n,>i w.isted anv elTons ot lime while staying on
the hill with us 1 mm ihc lirsi d.iy Ile lanilcil here, he has alw.iys pushed ahcid whether
It was studies or .ictivitus. Across Ihe campus has had very liule allraclion for him.
but once a year at least, one from lhat side has remarked that lluv never saw that Fresh
man before. Furthermore, Bristol might be the most illiterate lown in the countty or
state, but here is an exception and some day we feel sure thai through him Brislol will
be known as a most progressive place.
Woonsocket. R. I.
Civil Engineerini;
Ralph Pringle Hill. P I K
"Pringle"" "Hilly
"
Rope Pull (1); Class Basketball (1) (21: Baseball (1) (2): Class
Folh.ill (ll 111. \",MI Ka^helball (II (2) (il (41; /< / (luh (I) (2) (3)
I :;:. fiont Commil-
,,v I'll ';';;;'..; I "- i ' -I ' .\ .:;;. .i!,;( /iiI,t/ r.ilcrnilu <
One J.,v in Scplcnil.ci a wi.iMly young man w.is
Kingston and having no olher plans, decided to go lo i
loss was our gain. As an athlete, ""Pringle"" needs no
his worth time after time by his aggressiveness and spii
however, were not devoted entirely to athletics for his v
il.iss .uiiviiics A glance ihrough these pages will show his ability as Business
Mm I,' 1 1..1 .IS Sikh lie h.is made ihis book a success Graced with a charming manner.
.! .;.r;,l ,lisp,,s,iiun an.l .1 rcadv wil. Hilly" is a friend to all who know him. With
su.h .(ii.iliiics .IS ihcsc he is hound lo succeed, and the best wishes of Twenty-six are
wilh him in anything ihjl he may attempt.
freight rain a
Ul the ra ilroad
. h.- has prove
His ac
1 known by h
KATIHiRINE GENEVIliVE HOLLEY, \ U; <& A Provid-jncc. K. 1.
Kae" Uor '
Vice President of Athletic Association O) : President of A
Committee: Home Economics Board (2) (3) ; Class Track i 1
Varsity Track (i }: Class Baskethall (I) (2) (3) {4} : Junior fUacnn BoarJ (M.
Captain Class Basketball Team (4); Commencement Ball Committee, Phi Delta (3)
(4); House President (3) (4): Varsity Basketball (4),
"Shall I compare her to a Summer's dayi* She's far more lovely, and twice as
gay." If you become acquainted you'll find "Kae" to be a good sport. Anyone who
has watched her dance across the floor of Uppitt would pronounce her an apt pupil of
terpsichorean grace, "Kae" has showed a limitless interest in all athletics, especially in
upholding the glory of '26 in Hockey. Tennis and Basketball. She is more than good
hearted and generous, spreading a spirit of cheerfulncs,s at all times.
Henry Hopkins. C C
"Hen" "Hoppy"
College Orchestra (3) : A. I. E. E. (4).
Behold our electrical expert! "Hen" came
studying electrical engineering and in carrying
pitfalls of the Engineering Course which beset
deal of his time in the radio room in Science
career. Besides learning a great deal about rad
hobbies, music and electricity, but as ihc courso K..ini.
more and his radio less. Since
'
1 loppv \ niusu.d .il
in" on the radio we frequently hcai' ihi- diLipni.iU'd pi,i
lo his artistic touches. Besides playing the pi.inti II
creating music with a saxophone, clarinet, or o
place he will probably lead a symphony orchesi
Chepachet, R. 1.
Eli;ctrical Engineer
to Kingston with the avowed purpose of
out this purpose he did not waiver at the
a student on all sides. He spent a great
Hall in the first two years of his college
io. Henry found a vent for his two great
i' lH\.i u- mor.' difliiult he sludit-d theory
luu'J I
n.1
tening
South Attleboro, Mass.
Applied Science
mior Prom Committee (3);
Lydia May Jencks
"LVD"
House President (2> (3); GRIST Board (4);
Delegate Y. W. C. A. Conference at Swampscott (3).
Little do we realize the busy, happy existence lead by "Lydia" from her listless
attitude. Her week ends spent away from Kingston have prevented a great many from
really knowing and enjoying her good disposition Lydia came to Rhode Island in her
Sophomore year, and that coupled with the fact that she hails from Massachusetts, so
one of our eminent Professors tells us, makes an unbeatable combination. Anyway she
has a keen sense of humor and can appreciate this joke. "Lyd" is a born entertainer
and keeps us in gales of laughter when she starts impersonating some of the campus
characters. She intends to do graduate work ar Brown next year and we wish her every
success in her chosen field.
Chester Weber Jensen, A X A Newport. R. I.
li\'s "Chet" "Webbah" Mechanical Engineering
(-.: Vnsident (3) (4): Varsity Basketball (1) (2) (3) (4); Vorsr(y Foof-
/',.// I'l (>) (4): Student Council (2) (3) (4); President of Student Council
(4) \ , l^r,sident Athletic Association (3): K. /. Club (I) (2) (3) (4): Choir-
man Junior Prom Committee (3); Editor of Handbook (4): Polygon (3) (4):
Rope Pull (I) (2): Corpora/ (2); GRIST Board (4); Engineering Society (2)
(3) (4).
"Now in my home town." Sure that is "Chet." "Newport forever." He has
always made that noise since the day that he arrived al the college on the hillside and
he always will. "Jens" went in at the bottom of the food department and now. due to
his talk and ability he is the top. no, not the chef but the head waiter. He excels in
basketball with football a close second. Being class president bis Junior and Senior
years speaks well for his popularity. He will become a great "insulting" engineer upon
graduation.
Paul Johnson, P 1 K Newport, R, 1.
"Axel" "Johnnie " Civil Engineering
Rope Pull (I): Class Football (2). Glee Club (I) (2) (4): Rifle leam
(I) (4); Chairman Military Ball Committee (4): Assistant Manager of Baseball
(2) (3) : Secretary Officers" Club (4) : Corporal (2) ; Sergeant (3) : Captain R, O
T. C. (4) ; Student Council (4).
"Axel" is one of the products of fair Newport ihal came lo Rhode Island in 1 '(22
He !
pleasant chap always ready lor a .,.., ,,,1 i
and has made a fine record in his lour \,
from head svaitcr in the dining hall lo cj
has also figured in the social life here, in
from your fine career in college, ""Axel,"
K) 111 the R. O, 1 , C, un
on both sides of the cam
know that future years
Elizabi-'TII Kane, y. K Poniiic R. I.
""Kane" if ,
Home Ecmomics Club (3) (4): President (4): Comme,-.
Unusual, is a very ordinary word and describes Betty, but it ' . iiain
something"" about her that appeals. Serious wilh plenty of humor to ..llscl u Inu.vant.
enthusiastic, moderated with a bit of common sense; generous, in the true sense of the
word; loyal, as those who have had need of her loyalry can testify; a cheerful.
amusing, and lovable companion. The capableness and real ability might be overlooked
in this diminutive, seemir.slv irresponsible young lady, bul when opportunity comes
Betty is always rcadv Not simple tolerant, but truly broadmindcd and wholly sincere
these characteristics furnish a foundation for a sparkling, spontaneous, and happy
personality. One of the few who will alsvays look beneath the suiface and find teal
worth ihats Betty,
Lila Jefferson Keller West Warwick, R, 1.
Lila"' Home Economics
After graduating from Rhode Island College of Education. Lila showed her usual
good judgment in coming to Rhode Island Slate to add the finishing touches to her
education. In her two years" slay wilh us she has made a host of friends with her
winning personality and jolly good nature. Lila is always ready wilh a helping hand
those who need il. Always full of fun an
and vitality of any party or group that is gra
her fun loving nature prevent her from doing
a record as in all of her olher undertakings.
unless well, one never knows.
Ilh her
,n .ill h.
the 1 life
lui I ila has nol 1,
She has as enviab
Cyril .Sm ir1; Ki.mball, A X A Central Falls. R. i.
Conscientious" Applied Science
I I esident Chemical Society (4) : Rope Putt (2) : Commence-
I his IS no other than the house mother of Lam Chi. "Cy"' has guided the new
house on the West road through its early years of trials and tribulations. As a chem
ist of note, he discovered the "dew" points of many coeds. He has kept ever active
athletics. Varsity track claimed his last two year^ of active competi-
ingenial, always willing lo lend a helping hand, and an intensive and
in all fratemi
tion. Alway
college youth Cy"" by hi
Hazel Mae Kimber. .\ ti: T K
"Klmby"
Class Basketball (2): (.hairmoii U
y. W. C. A. (4) : Studenl ( ,,l,I (11
(J) (4): rrcusurer Bioloy,,.,! \,.,,,:
Treasurer Tau Kappa Alph.i ' I i /'':;
to Maqua ( 5 ) : fZouse Pml,,-! i ! i
We thought ol pulling out a scpar
research incurred a responsibility beyond ih
of high ideals and exceptional iraining. Ha:
Plug."' Last year she caught the comic i
stone's shoulders by becoming an orator.
specimen, the one he bas searched for these
trive and intellect lo direct, and a hand tc
\: <t> .\ Kenyon, R. I.
Applied Science
arid Fellowship Y. W. C. A. (3) : Secretary
(41: Varsity Debate ( 3 ) ; Debating Sociely
11; rail Koppu Alpha (3) (4); Secretary
Delta Property Manager (3) (4); Delegate
GKI! individual hut llle
it and look some ol the glorv off Clad
ere. readers, is Professor Barlows choic.
ny years, but this one has a mind to con
Donald Rosslyn Kinzie, Z II A
"Don"" "Jerry"" ""Joe Tux" Business a
Beacon Board (I ) : Campus Editor Beacon (2) ; Gfe,
Sopti Hop Commi
Beacon f3> ; Mitilam Batt Co,
II
Manager Gtee Club ( 2
Manager Editor .
; Editor. m Chid
\UI f.jll
Providence, R. I.
..... _ ,: , : . ll.;. (1): Memh.:.: .. . 'Ijionic
dub (4), Speaker Commillee Economists' Ctub (4).
""Don."" the same as Caesar, had ambition, and before long this ambition cropped
out in Campus Activities. His long string of achievements, listed above, beats out
these statements. In addition lo the above he has been busy along other lines and
consequently was elected Major of the CO cd corps in his Senior year. On the ball
room Hoor he is above par and this, no doubt, accounts for his popularity wilh the
fair sex. We have all wondered why he couldn"t stay in the metropolis of Kingston
over a week at a lime, but no doubt when his secrets are announced in the future we
will have had no cause for worry as "Don"" is capable of picking the best on the market.
His ability as a business man is second lo none and il wouldn"t surprise many of us
to see his name written in the "Hall of Fame" on this account, as he certainly has had
a wealth of experience at our ""Alma Mater."" The besl of luck. Don, old pal. on your
trip through this stormy path of life.
[42]
Helen Pauline Kirby. i; K ; <l> A
"KlRB"'
Class Vice-President (2); Cla.,,s Assistant Tr
Delta (4) ; GRIST Board (4) ; Baseball Manager (2
(4); Ph, Delta (2): Commencement Play (3).
Picture an unassuming five foot two. eyes of bli
creature of dual personality quiet but gay, thougl
talkative, which is a woman"s grace, A disposition
is. "Live and let live." The world"s responsibility i
in her. one who offers exasperating advice. Helen re,
Cla:
Pascoag. R. 1.
Home Economics
(4) ; Vice-Presiifenl Phi
; Basketball (1) (2) (3)
, her Doing.
. and a boyish bob to boot.
ful but cirefrcc. and yet nev.
ncomparablc, in that her moti
not hers, so do not fear to fir
liy surprised herself by the nun
: getting. ; that she
ing to bet store. This itself describes her char cter. Since one re fleets ir others what
one is herself. Helen will find this dreary old w jrld a cheerful plac to Iive in. Ninety
odd pounds of humor, generosity, and liveliness makes up the trust-of fr ends Helen.
Constance Catherine Knobelsdorff, 9 ,\ O : <P K <I>
Newport, R, I.
"Connie
" Home Economics
Scholastic Honors (1) (2) (3) (4) ; Secrelari/ of Wome ronomics C/uZ) (3):
Vice President Home Economics Club (4); Class Basketball (3); Commencemenl
I'lay (3); PonheHenic A.ssorialion (3) (4).
Constance is one of the rate beings fortunate, or rather intelligent enough to make
"A"" at the end of her .Junior year It is quile a relief for the Professors to have her in
Ihcii cl.is.cs bc.ui.c ,iflci lhe ivsi ,.f us li.ivo .iMv .kmonsli ated our ignorance on the
,i,iv"s topic she i\ill iiiv.mmMx Mippiv lllc , o [ r,M iiiroiin.ili.in l.'ulil we lived together
in llic 11..mc ,\l,in,i;.-,m,ni 11. .ux, icc dijn 1 ic.ilU ku,.w Connie:
"
lull then how dif-
Icrcnl c found lliis giil wc Ii.hI .iluavs im.iBmcil lo lie prim, proper and quiet. We
hcMljtc IO think ihJl wc might never have become truly acquainted if it hadn"t been
for "llomc Economics 21
""
Constance was never particularly interested in athletics.
preferring to walk during the P, T, hours. She is also very much interested in libra
ries Wevc hciid lhat there is some connection between the two aclivilies. Constance
intends to work for an M.A. al some latger university.
Williamsett, Mass.
Xpi'i IIU Science
IS l-),iyk,.,ihall (I) (2) ;
I 14 1 , \-ars,ly Basket-
. \"iu Basehall (1 1
,vo reasons One is his
Ernest Henry LaChapelle, Ii ^: il> A
""La" "Chappie""
Class Rope Pull (1) (2) ; Cla.is r,,lhll ( I ) 12 11/,
ClassTiack (1) (2); Class Baseball (1) 12); /;, / i;/l. i
=
6a S<7uarf ( I ) (2) (3) (4) : V'ar.sili/ PoolfcaH ( I ) (2) (j
(2) (3) (4).
"La"" is well known and popular upon the campus for t
athletic ability, the other his .sartorial elegance, "a la Joe Brooks It is unnecessary
to point out to those who know him that he is always impeccable and immaculate.
even if he washes but ten times a day and changes his shirt accordingly. So even as
we admire him for this, we have to acknowledge his ability at all sports. By fine pitch
ing for the "Varsity." he has handed Coach Keaney several victories, and his ability to
shoot baskets has made him the mainstay of his fraternity basketball team. Although
winning athletic laurels has taken much of his time, yel he has found or made the time
to obey Horace Greeleys advice and "go west'" (Note. Sigma Kappa is west of Bela
Phi).
[43]
Ko.xbi Mass.Calvin Lamont. Jr., H <I>
"Bll/O" ""C.-M.""
Vursiiu I,.,., hall ll) (2) (3): Varsiti/ Buseiaf/ (1) i .r^ily
Baskelh.iU s ,;,.;' ill I J I ; Corporal (1) (2) ; Rope Pull ( 1 ' l." (II
''!<'; 'i ,,.,:// (21 : R I <lah il) (2) (1) ( 4 ) ; P,./i,.,,.,,, i . , , i , , iiuifenl
, IM, loler,,,l!,,!!iii:e I nol l!,,l.i:rj ( -M ; "/ij/^ic" i.luh, Treas-
immiiiMicI h. Rhode IsLinJ in 1":^ ,\l,issachusetts was ""out"" and
khrul, Min.l W.IS in" ,1 so,l ni,in, .is tars" I, lends will Icslifv He is popular.
nol ..ulv lor Ills jllilclK .il.ililv lull als.. I,.i hu pcK.-n.iIilv ulii.li ll ,. svon him a host
,.f Incu.ls and a m,.rc ih.in ,i hi nJ ui \\"jkcli,l,l ills cis.il.lin is shown by the
.ibovc hsl pf ,u,ompli-limcnls, wlii.h in.liulcs winning ni,.ic Icllcis than a Freshman
use, in ..nc .4 I'l. .less,., Hills' ,ili-,l.ia ,, .lines Bul neither ihcsc rewards of ability nor
his cl,.ii..ns 1.. min..- pMMi-n .,i h...,i li.ive changed liim He is always the same
MP,,;. p.../.. ...1... .;i,. Is ill villi ., ,1,,,!,, .,nd a fricndlv word. We wish you suc-
..-ss 1 ll ,ind know Ihal voui iiualincs will bring it 1,. v..u.
Thomas Alfred Laycock, H $ Pawtuxet, R. I,
"Tom
"
"Tommy" Electrical Engineering
Class Trac* (I): Class Football (1) (2): Baseball Squad (3) (4),
""Tommy,"" a likeable chap, ready for any fun, has graced our campus for the past
nds duringfew yean
his stay. As a gifted dancci he Ii,is .i, quite, 1 the
surely struts a mean toe. lie is in uhlcic ,.| no mean abiliiv, having played for the
Varsity baseball team, ran on our class track team, and suppprled our class football
squad, as a halfback. His fraternity baskethall team has surely appreciated him, a: for
the past three years "Tommy"" has been one of the mainstays. In future life " "lom""
is sure to prove to the world that, although he has had his fun in the E. E, I ab . he
has also packed away eniJ^ugh knowledge to make his place in the world. Well the
Raymond Luft, A \ \
"
R,\MiE'" "Ramon""
"This is Ramon, the peak of blonds and i
youth invaded our Bacteriological Labs, to gain
and we may soon expect to hear of him as som
From the time Ray wore the first yellosv shekel
writing, he has been a connoisseur on everything
to hurry, but in spile of this, we always see hii
We all Join in wishing him the greatest
the pursuit of his life's work.
Norwood, R. I.
Applied Science
avy hair. Four yeat ago this fair
.nowledge from "Bugs and Buggy."'
promising M. D. in a far off land.
seen on this campus, to the present
oUegiate. He has never been known
everywhere as soon as anyone else,
f "health, wealth and happiness
"
in
Ira Danii-.L Macintosh, A X A Providence. R. I.
'Mac" "'Speed McKay" "Al" "Chick" Mechanical Engineering
Varsity Football (1) (2) : R. L Club, Rope Pull (U (2) : Beacon Boord (U
(2): Varstfy Tracft. Class President (1): Managing Editor GRIST (4); Scholastic
Honors {I); M. E. Society. Junior Prom Committee, Polygon. "Benedict" Society
(3) (4).
Rah! Rah! Tech! For wc cannot forget where you came from. Mac." Behold
the mighty Scot, a married college youth is he. This stands as ample proof that it
can be done: but Freshmen, beware of his example, for we cannot all do it. "Mac"
is an M. E. and after four years exposure in this line remains the same good-natured.
happy-go-lucky "Mac." That's something. The big Scotchman is Phi Kappa mate
rial gone astray, but this fact cannot slop his success. The college's loss was the Steam
roller's gain and we have missed "Chick's" runs for two long years, and now he is
gone forever from our college rolls. To you and yours, from all of us: we wish you
luck and happiness.
Harold Lee McAuslan. Jr.. A A H* Providence. R. I.
"Hal" "Mac" "Angus" Civil Engineering
Rope Pull (1) (2): Assistant Manager of Baseball (2); Glee Club Orchestra
(2) : Rifle Team (2) (i) ; Military Ball Committee (3) : Corpora/ (2) : First Ser
geant (3); Lieutenant (4): Polygon (4): Interfraternity Council (4); Civil Engi
neering Society (i) (4); Masonic Club (4).
S-q-u-a-d-s r-r-r-r-i-g-h-t. h'arch! Can it be wondered at that Rhode Island
won first place among distinguished colleges when such soldiers as "Mac" go striding
across the field.' If all soldiers were like him wc would know why every girl's heart
thumps when she sees a uniform. But Angus isn't what one might call a woman chaser.
for. you see. when one devotes his attention to pursuing the elusive and illusive femme
he must at least keep awake, and boy. "Mac
"
sure does like to sleep. He is Rip Van
Winkle's only rival, and a wicked rival, too. But for a' that and a" that our ane dear
Angus is a wonderful friend and companion. With his plunking banjo, his unerring
rifle, his long legs, and his Scotch disposition, he has won a deserved place in the hearts
and memories of all of his classmates and associates. With serious regard for the graver
side of life and with happy recognition of the more joyful occasions. "Mac" has so
moulded his life and so determined his college career that complete harmony has existed
between him and those with whom he has come in contact. The result is many lasting
friendships which will aid "Mac" in his quest for success, and which will always re
mind him of the esteem and affection of his fellow classmates.
[45 1
Alberico Crispino Mansolillo. C C Providence, R. 1.
".Minns'! Ai." Applied Sciencb
(,/,v ( luh I 1 I 12 I /!./.. ,ii.u/ .Socifli/ ("!) (4); Bant/ (11 (2) ("I) (4).
".Vl.insv .inivcd al KMie.slon along wilh the
vpuall.
lib hir
lin dispositi
i. on that cold grey Sep-
: for learning, a knowledge of what he
and a background of travel vaster than
William Marcaccio, C C Providence, R. I.
"Bill
""
""MAr"" ""Prof" ""Major" Che.mical ENGiNEiiRiNC,
c I. 1 . !!..:- ,\,- I- r: lass Debating (2): Inter fraternity Debating (51:
\ - ..Cll/ (l)(2) (?) (4); Ctee Ctub (3);5cr.
hhill Committee (3) (4); GRIST Boord (4)
AlI.Tl ion tvtnoiu', lor ihis is our illustrious Major. In his spic and span
unitorm on the drill field you tan bet he cuts some figure. But Bill s populariiy o
success is no confined to the drill field by any means. He is a conscientious and faiih
ful worker t all limes, this being the secret of his success m anythmg he undetiake
to do. Thi . however, docs not prevent Bill from having a good time. On the con
been interested in most class .ind social activities. He has been a rcgiil.i
attendant at college functions, especially the dances, and has been known to be a rathe
regular freq enter of Davis Hall. Because of his winning personality and ready help
fullness to t
the future.
ihcrs Bill has won m.iny friends, who all unite m wishing him success in
Nathan Millman, BNE Providence, R. I.
"NA'r" Chemical Engineering
Engineering Society (1) : Chemical Society (2) (3) (4): Debating Society
(2) : Managing Editor of Junior Beacon (5) ; GRIST Board (4).
It was on a pleasant day in September. 1922, that an ambitious youth walked
from Providence to become a candidate for the F-reshman class. Like Nero. "Nat" had
ambitions of conquering the halls of Rhode Island State College: and we give him
the due credit for his efforts. Chemistry became the goal of "Nat's" struggles and
under the splendid guidance of his professors in that line and wilh the trivial assist
ance of a few of his Business Ad "brothers" this young man, not lackini; in iniii.iiive.
has a splendid calloidal future. During his stay on Kingston Mound, N.it
'
h.K dis
played the qualities of scholar, and although attempts were madf to divi.u,' hini Iiom
his straight path, this ambitious chemist reached his destination wiili triuniph.int colors
A jest, a smile and a willing hand to assist, has been Millman's attitude to those who
have surrounded him, Diflicuti situations are handled with an alert and ready mind
and we feel sure that the probable future of "Nat" as a chemist will be in the highest
degree a success.
Helen Marie Mowbray Auburn.
Applied scie
Helen may be rather a quiet little girl, but she certainly is not a meek one,
isn't so quiet cither, for when you know her you'd be surprised! Way back
Sophomore year she transferred from Pembroke and ever since has been provir
ability as a student. Helen doesn't study very often, but when she does !! B
of her week-ending proclivities, we seldom see Helen at the Lippitt Hall festivitie
she is always present at the big dances and always with the same young Loch
After college? Teaching maybe!
Thomas Oliver Mulcahy. P [ K: 'l' \: T K .\ Wistcilv, K. [.
"
Mac"" ""Tom" ("imi i \<.im ; f!\.,
C/O.SS Basketball (I) (2); Class Foolhall 12): R,.pe V:,ll I .! I , ,\imMi,i \lan-
.1,1,7 I'.asihall il) : \'ars,ty ( ro.is Couolry (Ij 14); Irack Siluad (11 (4 1: I'hi
n.l!., I 1 1 \",,;i n.h,,a Team (41 ; CiKls 1 EJilvriat Board (4) : Corporal (2) :
I",;, ,.lu r,:l,hull 14 1
Wc led sure ihjl vou need no introduction tn 'Mac,"" In 1122 "Mac"" came to
K I is an innocent Lreshie ready to pursue an c.lu,,m,.n ,: i C I" In h,s fiisi vear
Ih .Il.I not come into the limelight, bul as the s.iviiv,; , , , u ir,i!..| k.i;' i .;.iod
ill ill il.iwn, so ""Mac"" soon stepped oul in acliviiu's W. ;r ,,:n,,!i;., i hiiii ,i,. play-
ini: uuli I'hi Delta, or by his work wiih ihc ,Ic1.,iiimv , ,in \\.,. .,W liis done
.,nl unik n the track, and in ihc inter Ir.ilciniiv .iililcn.s ;Mic has an ambition
1,, b^ 1 successful cn-jincci .in.l business ni.iii In his ic.ik .u Rhode Island he has
sbomi hinisclt ,is a local ,inj hii.l icrkci in .umin-,: ,il ih.-sc ic.rthy ideals. So. ".Mac.""
wc Ice! .issuied thai ihiouch the s.mic pcrsisicn.v v,.ii uili be successlul, and we all
wish vou the best luck in whatever you undcrlake
Henry Clay Oatley Carolina, R. 1.
""Duke" Mechanical Engineering
Baseball (3) (4): Mechanical Engineering Society (2) (3) (4); Band (1)
(2) (3) (4): Ctee Ctub (3).
"Duke" is a product of the back-woods. but then so was Abe Lincoln. He got
his nickname from "Developing Unusual Kinetic Energy"' in his pursuit of the coveted
sheepskin from R. I. State. The metropolis of Carolina couldn't give up its favorite
son. however, and so he was a consistent carpet-bagger for the first two years. He
earned the title of the "Carolina Bearcat"' from his ability for breaking dishes for the
Chef. Mastering thermo is not all of "Duke's
"
divertisements. for he can preside over
any ""league"" or sling a fast line as easily as he can sling the paint brush. His altruistic
attitude has gained for himself many close friends on the Campus and is sure to do
as much more on the campus of life. Here"s luck. ""Duke,"" and may all your troubles
be little ones.
John Davis Orr. ,\ i) K East Providence, R, 1.
"Johnnie" AppliiiD Science
Rope Pull (1) (2); Class Football (11 Ui; < /,;is Tra.k 111 (2) (3) (4):
Track Team (1) (2) (3) (4): Captain ;.,;,<. lean: |4. /,.,.1.., \.,:,aj ii)
(41 ; Cross Country Squad (3) ; Corporal R ' > I ( I 2 i , s,i.;i i.r; , '^ , . {'resident
DeUnlai, (tub |3): Reader Gtee Club (3); K / I /u(. ()i (4|, .Mi.'il.uu liall Com-
m,ll,-e (!l, A,s,sislanl Manager Basehall (3): Bashelball Squad (4): GRIST Board
(41 mil, ers" ( (uf) (4).
.I..linnic"" strolled up the hill into Kingston lour years ago. from the little town
.4" 1 .isi I'lovidencc, wilh lhe inlenlion of prolonging the destiny of lhe "Aggie Course.""
He s,...n .Iculcd thai he w.isnl cut out to lill Ihc soil and changed u. become a Scientist.
D,.n 1 ihink lot a mmulc ih.ii lohnnic" is s,.lclv a sludcnt, for .is ilic above list will
show b.- h.is succeeded quiic well in distinuuishinK himself in mjnv ,,f our acrivitics.
I ..1 ihicc veils he h.is b.cn ,i cicilu lo the "fra.k "1 c.im .md .-.s .1 rcw.iid he is to captain
lis Jcsiiiiics durinu ihc ...iiimi; season His phvsual pcifcclii.n il.iinis him as the one
ady
.ikcn .ibilil his fr; ilhcr anils W'c
im Johnnies" Scotch, bul
an like pal to all who know h
hen you leave us. ""Johnnie
itulati
Alexander Elwin Paterson, A A '1'
"PAT"
Corporal (1) (2) : Sergeant (3) : Lieutenan
Foresight: Thais Pat,"" Since he became <
been a typical go-gettet and has shown us that he
a purpose."" When he decides lo do something h
ick lea
Newport, R. I.
Business Administration
(4): Polygon (2) (3).
e of us in the fall of 1922 he has
IS one of the boys down here "for
thorough and elTlcienl methods of
doubt as lo the outcome. Although registered a year and a half as an
lluoutih his hard work, to graduate wiih his class as the first Busi-
ujcni liom lhe college, ""Pat,"" wiib vnur sense of responsibility
nv in lhe army to make your subordin.ucs pull with vou, we
V, a nuisl successful caieer in whatever line ol endeavor you mav
Bernard Maurice Peckham, 6 X; A r A
"Bink" ""Bernie"
Class Football (1) (2
Little Compton, R, I,
Agriculture
In the be
face of the de
And. behold
i lass Baseball (1) (2): Assist,
;,i ,,J /;.,,/,' (4 1: R. I. Club (4): Blanio
- ) 111 ( 1 I Scretary of Aggie Ctub (4 i
"I'lfc, 1 1 t .\/>i,le Judging Team (4) : Da,,
Delta I 4 I , I /ss Chafteur.
nning, after the heavens and earth were created.
. and oul of this darkness there came a great
i the light of the class of "26 pierced this darkn
and squeaking
stood an unde-
vith "Bink"" seated on top. a gift to "26 from the guiding spiri. _.
And il was meant that this gift should last as long as the class of "26
le proud of "Bink."" who won his way into the hearts of all. and wc
1 to our class. If he is an indication of the future, success, will follow
George Franklin Pierce, A X A Providence, R, I,
""Georgie"" "PiERCiE"' Applied Science
Accompanist of Glee C/ui. (1) (2) (3) (4): Orchestra (2) (3) (4): Manager
of Freshman Football (3): Commencement Ball Committee (3); President of Bio
logical Society (4).
Here you have it: the ivory tickler. "Piercie" has played his way into prominence
on the campus. Matriculating into this institution from Classical High of Providence.
he has diligently pursued protozoa and bugs for four years as a premedical student.
Always ready to play for mass meetings and "get-togelhers." he has been a great boon
to the college as a whole. The saying "hed give you the shitt off his back" otiginated
in this generous classmate of ours. To sum him up in a few words; He would never
refuse lo shate and he would never let by a date.
Walter Ackman Presbrey, Jr., P I K Providence, R. I.
Mech.wiCAI. ENCl NEERING
,al Eiiuiii, iiiiy So,i (1/ Vice Presi
,M,io,w,r ,;.,hall 1 1 ( 3 1 : Sub
M.n<h,', 1 / i" / (4 )
..Ilccc m.l ..1 [O ,1,1 wc feel iha
Rhode KLind .
HiiRBERT Eugene Radcliffe Providence. R. I.
"Rad" 'HiiRBiE" Captain" Applied Sni'Nci'
Rifle Team (I) (2) (3) (4): Manager Rifle Team O) (4): ('ttrpt.ra! (li
Sergeant (2) ; First Sergeant (3) : Captain (4) ; Biological Society ( 5 ) ) -H : <.)lfiLci.^'
Club (4).
Truly wc do not blame you for admiring the handsome visage of this gcni.il vouih
Is it any wonder, then, lhat "Herbie" should find cordial hospitality within ih.- u.ills
of South Hall? Contrary to what you might gather from the above statement, however
Rad
"
is a ready absorber of all his studies, his favorite, undoubtedly bein^ Spanish
He exhibited his fine qualities of leadership when he joined "Claudes'" army a few years
ago and captured the coveted prize of Captaincy. And as for handling a rifle wc must
admit that he's "there" in hitting "Bulls' Eyes." It was under his able guidance as
manager of the Rifle Team that the team won the distinction of being one of the best in
the East and wc can readily say that it was a very wise move when "Rad" w.is
unanimously re-elected to guide the team for another year. With such a strong char
actcr of leadership and such keen managerial ability we cannot but feci sure that "Rad'
will find his place in the world as "duxinhominibus."
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Mrs, Lena Abigail Rose Saunderstown, R, I,
Home Economics
"Miss Rose cr I beg your pardon, Mrs Kose. whjt is ihe ' This wa
quite usual our Freshman year and ii took ihe l.unhv (H'lte .1 u liile to r falize that ou
ambitious classmate was workint; for .1 et>lle>;e de^jiee. keeping up he-r honle. making he
husband happy all at the same lime. lhe mere t.ut th.u she lives ovt r twelve mile
.lu-av trom ihe college does not necess.inlv me.in ih.il she could nol p.irl cipale in clas
iKiivines <M .mend .k.llej'.e tuniiums. Mrs. Ko.se's iriisiv 1 ord .served her well lot thre
vears .md she drne lo Kirv^ston in .d! kinds of wejlher. but now w th ber Senio
digniiv she spurns ihc lowlv l'..rd and ndcs in a Buick. If aficr she has received he
degree time hangs heavily on her hands we shall not be surprised to hea of Mrs, Ros
leaching Home Economics to the rising generation in South County.
Carl Waldemar Ruhlin, AXA Wilton, Maine
""V,^L"" "Swede"" Applied Science
Class Football (1) (2): Rope Pull (I) (2); Corporal (1) (2): Biological
Society.
Meet Mr, Kuppenhiemer. Beau Brummel of the campus. A youth heading South
from Mr. Stone"s School for Boston"s Back Bay"s elite, stopped at Kingston lo seek
admission, that he might enter the "realms of knowledge." Lucy had objections
Zip. zip, and the wires were pulled, and he has been with us ever since. Not findini; lhe
society of Providence fast enough for him. in his Senior year he moved to Wiln.n
Maine (population something over 250). where square dances are still in vogue. In
fact he is a big paper and pulp" man from the sticks, ""Val"' hears the call of the
wild and m,iv answer it next year al iMcGiU lo sludy the types of organisms they breed
in the north .ouniiv. Well.
"
Doc", we svish you success, and may you never learn to
distribute pink pills.
.\IAR IHA Ogarita Sayles, X U Pascoag, R, I,
I Applied Science
Hoard (2) (3) (4); GRIST Board, Vice President Class. Freshman Ban-
..:.: , -n-illee Honors il) ii) : Student Councd il) i4) : Vice President Student
Can., I (il; President Studenl Council (4); Delegate lu Convention Hockey (3):
Y. W. Cabinet Member.
When "Mart"" had proven to the faculty that she could fry soup and sew on
buttons with sufficient alacrity, she invaded the ranks of Applied Science, Here she was
equally successful. Besides busying hcrsell wilh fiiinon work, she found her usual place
on the honor roll. Her ihicc veils" ir.iinine. as class representative on Student Council
has made Martha a mosl cap.iblc and cfTicicnl Prcsi.lcnt She has recently acquired an
undue interest in the Eds department, but wc pause only lo add that we arc all fond
of poetry, loo.
ISO]
Theobald Hermann Schoeller. C C Passaic. N. J.
"Ted" "Teddy" "Theo" Mechanical Engineering
Glee Club (1) (2): Assistanf Manager of Track (2): Engineering Society
(I) {2) : Mechanical Engineering Society (I) (4).
It is proverbial that fat men are jolly, "Ted" is no exception to the rule, but
unlike most jolly men, he has a serious streak in his nature which guides him in his
work. Due to unfortunate circumstances "Ted" was not with us in our Freshman
year. While we were endeavoring to keep one jump ahead of studies he was gaining
valuable experience in the Paterson Gas Works. "Teddy" has gained great popularity
both with the professors and students due to his quick mind, methodical habits and
: dispositic
nful occupation, and oftcntii
of Science Hall as Ted'
dependability and no little a
follow "Tip's" footsteps in using mathematics as
es the "midnight" oil can be seen burning in the
:orrects his "Calc" and "Trig." This work requires
lounl of skill: and since good habits are as hard to
> continue in the same strain and hold a responsible
Raymond Joseph Shanley Providence, R. I.
-Ray" BUSINl'.SS AlJMlNlsrRATiON
Rope Pull (2); Debating Club (4). Sergeant (3); Lieutenant (4): Officers
Club (4); Engineering Society (2) {3) (4): Economics CU:b (4).
There is one thing that "Ray" never does and lhat is worry. His happy smile
.ind cheerful manner have won him a host of friends during his sojourn in Kingston,
lie is a member of the famous East Hall Quartet renowned for their harmony. Always
willing to join a league, he can sling a fast line as well as any of his room mates This
versatile youth besides being a debater of repute is one of the mainstays of the R. O.
T. C. During his Senior year he has had the difficult task of piloting the band through
lis maneuvers. He certainly possesses the main attributes of a soldier, for all will agree
that it takes an iron nerve to listen to the band pr.Ktising their so called harmony.
Whether "Ray
"
takes a commission in the army or cnt
future awaits him, for he is a bom leader.
the field of busi 1 brilli:
Fr.\ncis Rowland Smith, C C; T K A
"SMITTY"
Glee Club (2) : Varsity Debating T
He
has been busy making both t
affairs. In his Sophomore
year he made his debut as a
debating team in his Junioi
with his grit and determinat
ing profession, and the Cla
Kingston, R. I.
Mechanical Engineering
(2) (3).
I .ificr a few years" recess "happy, tho'
.uiiiaie with the Class of '26. His path
rely deserves much credit for his grit and
.ifiyihing but unsuccessful. Though he
ilways found time to participate in college
iiiiuT of the Glee Club and in this same
elected to T. K. A. He was also on the
ll good-naturedness and ability, coupled
y him to a bright future in the engineer-
wishes you the best of luck and succes*.,
iMiLES Edward Smith, A X \
"Smithie" "Smyth
"
Here we have one of Rhodys leading
Saylesville. R. 1.
ELllCTRICAL ENCllNEElilNi;
npletc
1 of CO
This nil del ,,1 h,
W"!
wc find .\lilcs takinc oul ill, K.,.k, l..r ih, ,.n.c ,.c,i be! :.
p.irvo"' IS his mono .\lilcs ll.is ih, .iisl.ni.iiv wcjkius, I,.r il
KO home ihis week and go places,
"
And who aiiionn them lo
me smiles" and that curly hair? Well. Miles, we wish you i
lourney and soon expect to read in the papers ""M. E, Smith buy:
FLORENCE Mary Straight. X tl Providence, R, 1.
""Bunny"" Ho.me Economics
Panhellenic (3) (4) : Vice President Y. VV. C. U. (3) ; President Y. W. C. U.
(4); Delegate to Magua (2); Class Basketball (I) (2) (3) (4): Class Hocliei,
(2) (3): House President (3) (4); GRIST Board (4).
What"s in a n.ime' This smilini' Miss has been called "Bonny"" since her first
year on Kingston Hill v.hv' Well Ul vou guess. Here we have one ol our Home
Economics Seniors sch,. is dcv,,i,J i,. h, i .,llr^c and who is planning to carry on this
work she says leaching, bul Bunnv has been one of our class athletes all font
years and has shown her spirit by doing her bit lor '26 in basketball and hockey, A
good pal is "Bunny"" and one who is going to be missed after June 21st. During the
week-ends when not flivvering over these country roads. "Bunny" is an active membet
of the Sunday Afternoon Walking Club.
Robert Benni;tt Sirong, Z II .\
""Bob"" "Swi
Cross ( ,.:,::
( 3 ) ; Rope full I 1
Club (4) ; Lieulena
"Bob"" came to
and cross country,
endurance and speed, in a manner seer
holds isvo records, the two-mile run
established at Kingston, which will
dcser\-es the credit of being the besl i
istcd Rhody
Providence, R, I,
A I ICE" Civil Engineering
ll iJl (3) (4): Triicit (1) (2) (3) (4): Track Captain
l2i; R. I. Club (1) (2) (3) (4): Vice President of R. I.
. R. O. T. C. (4); C, E. Club (4).
s from Providence Tech. where he held an enviable record in track
Under Keaney"s system of coaching, he further developed his
possess those winged feet of Merc
and four and half i
stand for a number of yean
unner R. I. has ever had. H.
many a meet because of his ,
This youth, besides being pursued by follow
down big game in the woods behind Chickenv
local waters. His first three years he spent consider.
college grounds in the locality of Davis Hall and vie
"Bob" when one day he cast his shyful eye on a da:
to a R. I. basketball game played at Yale. "Bob,'
a C. E.
, both
le. "Bob"
ring power.
in fishing for big water game in tl
able part of the night watching tl
cinity. A drastic change came ovi
imscl and asked her lo go with hii
vish you the best of luck ;
Bayden Powell Taylor, 0 X
"Bingo" "Idaho
Varsity Football < ' < < <
(I) (2) : Class Baser
tute of Electrical Enu.:
Kingston to partake of some uf the educ.
During his stay here at Kingst'
our fellow classmate looked ti
leiics he showed ability, securin '
'
i
" '
keep this boy from excelling in
once threatened by Professor t >
witted bv the opposition, rei re .1 tea to .'\l 1
accomplishing what appeared next to impossible
words our friend appears lo have a clear road to a
and we all unite in wishing you success for the fu
chasing the unit of resistance from ihc electric circ
Central Falls. R. I.
Electrical LNt.iNiri.i^iM,
I . V(.rsily Track (2) (1) l4.
/ Club ( 1 ) C4 ) : Membci :
11. a product of Idaho, rode, uni:.;ii mi i hu.i
iucational advantages offered here at Riiode Isi.nui
go" has made many friends. Being 1
>the! fields 1 ne fnr himself. In
the time of writmg these few
e. Good luck to you, "Bingo."
ivhen you will be busily engaged
Frank Reger Warden. C C
'Kin" "Hl'ngry"
R.tpc Pull (1).
nuggled himself ini
nself qu
Adamsville, R, I.
Applied Science
ikinc hi
of his dl
reshman class and wandered
greeable to everybody. To the astonishment
hed himself as a man of unusual capacity at
nl crv' for scLonds earned (,.r liini ihc name ol "llungrv,"
phcr tfn many a sunnv li.iv v.iu will find him perched
high lice wilh his liltle canieia In everv memory book
of campus life. Eor his services in making these lasting
we are indebted to the artistic temperament of I-'rank.
low you in your world of activity.
Leo Wi l^s Providence, R. I.
"Oi.EO
" Applied Science
Leo claims to be one of Ihose scholaslic "shatks"" ftom Classical, but to many here
at Kingston he appears to be a graduate of the National Biscuit Company for
he surely
is the original "Weiss cracker."" Mo.sl classes would be quite dull without
a few of
his "cracks." "Going Up.'"" "Oleo" surely has had his ""Ups and Downs in Provi
dence and that is why he has been taking things a little easier this year and getting
a
little more of college life, Eor the greater part of his four years. Leo preferred lo be
a
day student, riding the rails back and forib lo Providence
each cav and furnishing
enterlainmcnt for his fellow pjsscnsH-is viih Ins unlimited supply ol W ess .la.kcrs
Bacteriology is l.eos favorite siib|cci and he has spent many '';;""""',';"''' ,'"''" ^
in fact the Prof, has become so accustomed to seeing him there that he
h nks ^'' '
fixture. Never mind. Leo. there is plenty of room in this science for fellows
ho take
to it like a "duck takes to water," Though Leo has not taken an active patt ,n college
activities, he is a fellow who has an unusual magnetic like attraction
and this. coni_
bined with his conscientiousness in whatever he does, assures us
that we can look
fofward to a bright future for him.
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John Martin Whalen
"Buck"
Member of the
.Society (4).
Our first recollect
Wells House Gang
"
his perseverance and sl
19 26. But friends,
Chemical Sociely (4 1 :
light
)n of "Buck" on the campus was as ,
He pursued his studies along the lines
;k-to-it-ivcness is one of the forcmos
on't take him too serious, for he
most unexpected times. In the line of activi
PT
'
teams. He is vice president of the illustric
ber of the Bicycle Club, taking frequei
ick" tells us he is trying for a Fellowship in !
Southbridge, Mass.
Applied Science
Vice President Chemical
member of the i
)f Chemistry and through
chemists of the Class ot
; capable of passing dry
ies be has been a shining
as Chemical Society. He.
West Kingsto
Here's good luck l I yoi futi "Buck.-
Harry Coleman Wilbourn, B <P Providence. R. I.
"Wii-LV" 'Sll K" Electrical Engineering
Rope Pull (I) (2); Track (I) (2) (3): Cross Counfry (1) (2) (3) (4):
Captain Cross Country (4) : R. I. Club (2) (3) (4) : Polygon (4) ; Junior Beacon
Board (5) ; Gris I Board (4),
An introduction to Willy." or "Silk." is as unnecessary as sacks to a clam, for
who among us does not know this blonde, unobtrusive youth who came to us from
Providence Tech, and proceeded, literally, to run himself into fame. Making the Cross
Country Squad as a Freshman. "Willy" followed up this lead and ran himself into his
R. 1. in his Sophomore year, and finally won for himself the Captaincy of the squad
before he lefl us. His gre.itest failures were on aspiration to study E. E., and his per
though not promi.scuous fo-edin'.T proclivities. Despite the fact that slide-rule
time, he nevertheless found oppor-
above, as well as others not men-unity
-shall ' -the .
i\\ aU
ic and
be able
the I Hei
fast enough to keep
Albert Edward Worrall. C C North Smithfield. R. I.
"Al" "Kid" "Fikap" Mechanical Engineering
Assistant Manager Baseball (3) : Scholastic Honors (2) (5) ; Engineering Society
f 1 ) (1) : M. E. Society (3) (4) ; Treasurer and Secretary of M. E. Society (4).
It is given to few persons in this world to know a real man. The class of 26 is
therefore most fortunate to count among its members "Al." the wizard of Woonsocket.
Although this Northland youth is small in stature, in mind and character he is not.
There has never been the lime when any classmate, perplexed by difficulties in Thermo,
Power Plants or Strength, who has not been helped by him and whose work has not
been made easier by our junior "Prof." But the pursuit of knowledge has been the
least of "Al's" activities. Although not an athlete, he worked hard and faithful for the
success of our baseball teams as Assistant Manager. Like the rest of this world, he
followed the sun and went west to Davis or South, and even farther down to some
quiet Connecticut villages. It is difficult to prophesy the future for "Al." That it will
not be insignificant is certain, for with his fine ability and understanding, he will make
his power felt wherever he goes. And it is our loss when wc will be together for perhaps
the last time at Commencement, but we can look back on four years of friendship and
companionship with a real man.
Campus Celebrities
Lillian A. Biltcliffl
Stanley C. Bliss.
Clipeord K. Bosworth
Andrlw R. Brown
EVERETT p. Christopher, , ,
Katherine Clark
Genevieve Coucmlin
Ruth E. Curran
GiTORGE E. Dewsnap
Mark R. Gifford
Willis B. Gifford
Webster Greenman.
H Bruce Griffith
Arthur w. Grover
John E. Harvey, Jr
Clarence "V. Hickey
Henry Hopkins
James H. Haslam
Katherine Holley, ,
Chester w. Jensen,
Lydia M. Jenks
Paul Johnson
Elizabeth Kane
Lila Keller
Hazel Kimber
Donald R. Kinzie
Helen P. Kirby
Constance C. Knobelsdorff
Thomas a. Laycock
Raymond Luft
Ernest H. LaChappeli j
Calvin Lamont. . . .
Nathan Millman
William Marcaccio
Ira D. McIntosh
Helen M. Mowbray
Thomas O. Mulcahy,
John D. Orr
Bernard M. Peckham
Herbert E. Radclifii
Lena a. Rose
Miles E. Smith
Martha D. Sayles.
Robert B. Strong.
Florence M. Straight
Bayden P. Taylor, ,
Frank R, Warden. , ,
Harry C. Wilbourn
Albert E. Worrall
Chorus Girl
Cl,iss Grind
:iass Bachelor
sl Subllc Id
S,,
Cla
d Aihlcic
Reporter
s Teacher
Beau Brummel
Mark Anthony, 2nd
Class Actor
, , , Class Skirt Chaser
The Flying Dutchman
rlhur and His "Nights"
Perpetual Smiler
Class Rogue
Class Farmer
, Whistling Wizard
Most Populai Coed
,\l,,s
\"jlci
Most Petite
Class Widow
Class Debater
Prince Charming
Showed Her Ears First
, , Best Student
Class Sport
Class Statesman
Class Dreamer
. did n Star
Class Nois aker
. , Kid Eci
, The Practical Man
Class Rough Rider
Class Widower
Class Wife
""The Highway Man"
Class Librarian
The "Dashing"" Ed
The Boy from the "Great Open Spaces"
Class Guide
Never Crooked, Always "Straight"'
Most Conscientious Worker
1926 Phantom Roil
Ahronian. Simon
Allaire:, Chari i s Nicki l
Allaire, Gi;ohi,i .losi pii
Andrews. John I.i si.ii
Arnold, Mitciill Wright
Beck, Vere Russel
Bell, Eugene Porter
Bliss, Stanley Clark
Bouchard, Stanley Carleton
Brown, Pierce Benjamin
Busk, Richard Maurice
Byrne, Ronald Thornton
Bylow, Jennie Elizabeth
Candelet, John Edward
Castings, Harold Austin
Ciasullo, Carlo, Jr.
Clarke. Kenneth
COLLETIE, jEANE"rTE ELIZABETH
Collins, John Henry
CONLAN, Fred Joseph
Cooke, Byron Forrest
Crowli;y, Jeremiah Francis
Cushing, Susan Jarvis
Deardon, Geori.e Boynton
Derby, Maurice Anthony
Dyer, Hope Moredock
Fearney, Ruth
Fearney, Raymond Leo
Finucane, Winston
Eraser, William Burnside
Gage, John Albert
Ganz. John Michael
Gay, HarveyWeir
Gears, Reirldah Louise
Gilmore, Stanley Howe
Greenberg, Max Israel
Hall, Emile Seth
Ha.mii.ton, Ai.piiens James
Harris. Edwin Ci.iEr("iRD
Hicks, Ghnlaa IIovvi and
HoRwn /. Bl N I XMIN
JONis, Howl 1 I Wai ki r
KELI 1 \", 1:1 I h 'I CiKI 1 Nl aw
KENNI nv, LiHIM, C,MI.INE
KLIBANOI E, HV,MAN FRED
Lake, Edward Perry
Lawton, George Parker
Leach, James Bernard
Leonard, Milton Avery
Lupoi.i, Alfonso William
Lynch, Anna Virginia
MacIntyre, Dorothy Sara
Miller, Frederick Graff
Mugford, Clarence Albert
Murray, Attracta Frances
Paige, Donald Sessions
Paine, Milton Parke
Parker, Ralph Clement
Parr, George Ernest
Pearson, Walter Franklin
Reed, Roberts Von Store, Jr.
Reitman, Benjamin
Riley, Kenneth Dart
Rogers, Doris Lucille
Selinder, Carl Albert
Stanley, Robert
Stevens, Joslma Caswell
Warrender, Lloyd Charles
Webber, Hall
Westcott, Norman Marr
Williams, Harold Owen
Woodbury, Marion Guild
Young, Nicholas Brown
Zucker, Julius Arthur
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The Class Prophecy of 1926
THE DIVINE COMl-DY OF THF CLASS OF 1926
Wilh apologies to Dante.
Tm- Prologue
To be in Heaven! What a wondrous reward. Little did we think that one hundred years
from June 17th. 1926. wc should find ourselves at the top of the golden stairs ready to be
admitted to the angelic throng. Long and weary have been the paths that we have trodden; sad
.md cold iHl- days of parting! Reminiscences and memories unceasingly portray lo us the scenes
of djvs ulxn wc were all together. Would that we could see our classmates again
Ah who approaches' No less a person than the great Dante, lover of Beatrice, and now
nm- ft tlu- immortal throng In an angelic voice he thus addresses us. "Oh. blessed ones, whence
di^ vf M-nif .uul whv wm w so sad'"'
AV. Ol. hdovcd Dam*-, .irt- Rhode IsLind Classmates of 1926 who, by our untiring efforts
to bciiLT iliv- Londiiions tif m.inkind have won the reward of dwelling in Heaven. One desire
makes us very s.id. Would that wc could see our classmates once again."
Thereupon he spoke, "the abode of Heaven is yours forever. What ye desire shall come to
pass. Come with mc and we will find your classmates in their many abiding places."
Inferno
With Dante oiir exalted guide, we travelled down and down among the crags and crevices
into ihc l.Hui of darkness .ind .iRony the Inferno, Our first glimpse of this region of terror, as
seen thrnuph the doorw.iv of red-hot steel, frightened us beyond conip.ue. but our beloved
n.inie .Insured us th.u under hu guidance no harm would come to us. Paralv/ed \e,ili fear and
dread at (he siv'his abnul us, ue proceeded through this horrible land of obbeion,
I he IHM l.Kes ot those once beloved by us were those of .Mark Cilfoid 1 ekioff and Griffith
"ho luuKr the influence of a burning trident, were shoveling coal unceasinj;lv "to keep the home
fir.s hiuninj',
'
li wjs explained to us lhat Mark Gifford. as former ambassador to China, had
i^iven awav Anieilca's secrcis roncerning the abolishment of the opium trade to that country, and
lor thai r^ison bad been cunimiited to (bat awful task. His two companions were forced to
endure (hen piimshmeiu lor havinK taken advantage of the people's confidence and becoming
I'rohibition ai:ents .\ h(tle bevond we c.inic to the large boilers, the brass trimmings of which
were being eneij.;e[iia!lv poll^!ud bv a person not recognized bv us, Dante, however informed
us lhat the responsib.biv of (his lob was ^tiven, as a punishment for vinlatinj^ the T. K. A. rules
of logical rcasonin;; it h.u! fallen to no oiher person than 1 la/el M Kimber
The next unntp pointed mu by Danle was composed of Pierce, luft and Ruhlin who were
working on a perpetual motion machine, sifting ashes. Upon inquiry we were tuld thai all three
had been weahfiv phvsicians, but Luft had been found guilty of being affiliated with an under
taker. Pierce of habituallv giving poisonous medicines by mistake, and then trying to soothe the
patients wiih music: and Ruhlin of nol sharing the secret of his great surgical successes. Nearby
in a corner .i tittle sheltered from the intense heat, we readily recognized our friend. Hickey,
sleepin'f; conipletel v iinniindtiil of his surroundings. He had not committed any major offence
but had been awarded (liis Inrih so (hat he might have a warm atmosphere in which to continue
bis naps whuh were commenced in Economics,
A surprise was in store tor us. for at the top of a ladder of glowing iron stood Bettv Kane.
who was recording the temperatures of the largest boiler. Beneath her were "Herhic" Radcliffe
and Lila Keller busily changing these temperatures from Centigrade to Fahrenheit We asked
Dante why it was that these three should be forced to perform such tasks and found that Betty.
as Congresswoman from Rhode Island, had been connected with a huge grafting scheme in the
problem of government ownership of the railroads. "Herbie" and Lila were jointly involved in
a Florida boom through which thousands of unsuspecting victims had been swindled.
At the extreme end of this same boiler were four men, who. because of their knowledge of
Thermo were given the work of tcstinj; the qualitv of ihe steam. These were Greenman.
lohnson. Hill, and Mulcahv Interfering wiih the rights of the sea by building a transoceanic
bridge from Newfoundland to IreKind accounted for their present plight.
Wc had become weary from witnessing such processes of torture and were horrified to find
such a large percentage of our class represented in this region still Dante explained that before
leaving here there were yet a few more to sec. He then called our attention to Lydia M. Jencks.
who had denounced Dr. Carroll's principles of higher education in her book entitled "Advantages
of Massachusetts' Education over that of Rhode Island." It was now her work to correct these
statements in the millions of volumes which had been published.
Another to make his appearance was Miles Smith. He had charge of all communications in
this region since his invention of controlling airplanes by radio had resulted in such a terrific jam
of aerial trafFic. Nearby bending over a large vat of a turbid boiling liquid, was Nat Millman
equipped with a trident and laboriously engaged in stirring this mass. This was his penalty for
trying to compete with the Gods in the preparation of an "Elixir of Life."
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A little beyond this scene and on the other side of our path, we were astonished to sec a
figure swimming in a sea of raging flames. Horrified by this awful sight we clung closer to
Dante, asking him who was represented by the figure "He, worthy one, is John Harvey, who
began his career as an electrical engineer but doomed his poor soul when he illegally obtained
$2,000,000.00 for an attempt on his part to electrify the Trans-Siberian railroad. He is the last
representative of your cbss in these regions. We will find the remaining ones in less dreadful
abiding places." Fatigued and frightened with the sights we had seen we thus ascended to behold
the stars,
PURGATORIO
Leaving this region behind we entered the land where human souls purge themselves that they
may become worthy of the Kingdom of Heaven Purgatory. Contrasted with the former
atmosphere of tumult and forced activities there was one here of sorrow and repentance. Darkness
gave way to drear light for the land was a sunless one underneath the blanket of stats, A pre
dominant chill added to the gloom of this pitiful country. Now with heavy hearts but still
wishing to learn of the fate of our remaining classmates we followed our exalted guide.
No sooner had we entered Purgatory than the strains of dismal music reached our cars. We
found that these proceeded from the Hps of Connie Knoblesdorff and "Ev" Christopher who now
presented a far different aspect than formerly when singing their joyful tunes. Both Connie and
"Ev" poor souls had been forbidden the immediate occupation of the holy kingdom because
of their mania of killing courses while at Rhode Island State. Another couple who impressed us
with their sadness was Jimmie Haslam and "Thircles" LaChappelle. With their heads bowed
in their hands, they were seated weeping beside a small brook, repenting for their venial sins of
the materialistic world, where, as Zoology Profs, they had confiscated all of the cats in their
neighborhood for laboratory purposes.
Seated upon a cold rock nearby, wc recognized a figure deeply enveloped in thought. It was
Ruth Curran. To her belonged the remorse of overloading the United States mails with her
daily correspondence. As we stood watching, a figure approached with his hands locked behind
him and a drooping head, portraying a mood of personal disgust. He. according to Dante, was
Henry Hopkins, who had earned the rewards of Heaven but his pride in his knowledse of elec
tricity had tempted him to play havoc with the guardian of the golden gates by attaching to the
knob and keyhole of these celestial portals, a magneto. St. Peter's distrust of the man forbade
his presence in Heaven any longer.
A little beyond him we noticed someone whose mien was very familiar to us: a long, white
flowing beard concealed part of his face making him hardly recognizable. Yes it was V. P.
Cummings. His beard was the only remaining mark of his magistrateship which had caused the
downfall of his immediate heavenly reward because of his favoritism of women in his decisions.
Under a weeping-willow tree at the roadside, we saw Cal Lamont and Bink Peckham on bended
knees solemnly imploring forgiveness for monopolyzing the potato market during the shortage
of 1950.
Dante then drew our attention to two women who with eyes uplifted to Heaven were asking
ardent supplications. The one with auburn hair was Kae Clark, our class dietirian, who as a
result of her flirtations with the hospital staff had made the grave error of confusing her patients'
diets and causing a general upheaval in her work. As a result, her position as a trusted worker
was never regained and she was forced to years of repentance before receiving the heavenly blessing.
The other was Genevieve Coughlan. formerly a renowned journalist, but she was subjected to this
period of sorrowful reflections on account of her flaring criticisms of the policies of the Worid
Court.
Again strains of sacred music reached our ears and down a mountain side we saw a multitude
of souls approaching in slow procession. Dante informed us that some of our classmates would be
found in this ceremonial march As they passed, we watched with interest for familiar faces and.
sure enough, saw Mcintosh, Whalen and Worrall. Toward the end. who should appear but
Walter Gratton. We thus addressed our guide"Most beloved Dante, what unfortunate fates
have caused such remorse in these poor creatures?" "Alas, dear ones, no guilt of disgraceful
crimes belongs to this multitude, trifling matters alone are responsible for their present sadness.
Mcintosh would have been with the holy throng had he not attempted, while coach at a promi
nent university, to train a team with which to try to beat the invincible one of the University of
Rhode Island, Neither would John Whalen have been one of this group had he not introduced
a motor oil bearing his name which had water as its chief constituent such is the punishment of
a once famous chemist, Worrall was also designated as a candidate for Heaven, yet. "as ye sow.
so shall ye rejip.* To this region he came to suffer in behalf of many formeriy happy husbands,
who had brought down unheard of wrath upon themselves in attempting to operate the "Worrall
Automatic Window Washer." Gratton was doing excellent work as head of the Federal Trade
Commission, yet he resigned when his country needed him most. For having left the United
States in such an economic chaos he is obliged to regret his wrongs here. He is the last of your
classmates in this region; follow me and we shall enter the third land."
With such words in our mind, wc left the region of Purgatorio and with eyes uplifted in
thanksgiving continued our journey to the stars.
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Paradiso
Our guide then led us toward the risiilR sun and '
from the distressing scenes of the Inferno, and separated
wc now entered the Kingdom of Brightness and Happir
we were greeted with affectionate beckonings from his I:
we entered, the brightness came as a wonderful contra
Gentle zephyrs filled the pure air with heavenly music.
the J nder of OUI
Suddenly we espied t
'e again ascended the golden stairs. Far
from the saddening effects of Purgatorio.
:ss. There at the immense golden gates
iliness St. Peter the gate-tendcr. As
it to our entrance to the other regions.
Oh. how haopy
ates would be enjoying everlasting peace. Now we gleefully proceeded
. figures majestically seated on a silvery cloud which was floating in
the air above us A^ it ilrilud [..ward us, we recogni/ed Bob Sirong and Leo Weiss with broad
wings, while rolHs ind goUen h.iIoes lornims a fitting part of the celestial throng. Who would
not have awarded them the kingdom of Heaven? It is only right for Bob to be here because
ho li.ul neser allowed his morals to be corrupted by co-eds. while Leo. as a social service worker.
h.ul lariied bis reu-.ird bv aiding the distressed women in their efforts to maintain their rights
esLibli.hed under the I "(th amendment.
Strains of harmonious music dresv our attention to a small group consisting of Kae Holley.
Helen Kirby and Mrs, Rose, Each wilh a golden harp shared in the trio of divinely inspired
music.makers. It was a joy In see them in such a sl.ile ol happiness which was so richly deserved,
Kae had spent her life in charit,ible work as a dancer and supervisor of benefits for the poor. As
a bacteriologist. Kirby had succeeded in isolating the mumps' germ, thereby gaining everlasting
happiness The excellent work of Mrs. Rose as extension agent of South County rightfully made
her one of the group
An unusually large angel was seen gliding through the radiated spaces. Dante called him
Kippie' and explained that "he" before all others .should be awarded the blessings of Heaven.
because, as head M,h of the Universitv of Rhode Island, he had succeeded in developing "the
cibic Footb.ill Team of lhe Ea
Another pair of hu?ic white wings and anoti
ivhom we weic very glad lo find in this regi.
ewjid bv her willingnes.s and optimism in c
n.in nf lhe New England Board of Recreaiioi
'. Kinii.all uiih their arms filled with lilies.
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heir joint achievements on the isolation of the
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Slill searching cagei
,1 .me e mel We ueiv nol snip
V rosKleni ,.1 Iiflh Avenue, he had
tpnsid 1,. find lh.-,l one of our clas.
.vork Dante pointed out "Chct" .
noble work there had entitled him dwell
find him here after
1 Irom attending the
hould have had any
mer religious
ng the many
rlv for dear fai
. , r . n.iinnns had resulted in lhe establislimer
'.:::: ,^.:,\ u ,. ..nlv made possible ihrought ihe in
d.r Shin ih.u they should be found here loge
t.)ur journey midst this happiness and coi
recognized also as members of '26, Sure enot
Bayden Taylor, and Ted Schoeller, What a pi
we later learned, each of them had been ol vei
been chief enginec, nf Muscle Shnals which c
Pre.sbrev li.ui fnllnwcl in his f,ilher's fnol.leps i
missioner nf Prnei.lencc, Because nf his p,,l,i
been re eUcled to lhe Ciovernorship of Idah,.
Ted Schoeller when he published his famous book. "Deduci
and Steinmetz,"
Intensely satisfied at the sight of such a group we continued our progress and finally per
ceived Don Kin/ie gliding through the air illumined by the rays of the eternal light, Wc then
addressed our guide, "Most worthy Dante, what goodliness has brought this one hither?" and
thus he answered us. "Dear ones, his honesty in business and his perseverance in all his under
takings caused his successful carver of fifty years' scrvicc as president of the United States Tooth
pick Company for this is he rewarded. He is the last of your classmates to be seen I shall
now leave you in this abode, which shall be yours forever."
Entirely pleased with our new surroundings we gave many thanks for our good behaviour.
I place among the sun and stars.
beheld Bunny Straight and Harry Wilbourn en-
as explained to us Bunny's aim in life to better
nl of the Straight University of Home Eci
merest and cooperation of Harry, I
tment lead us lo a group of four whom we
they were Tommy Laycock. Walt Presbrey.
e they made tripping the lieh; fantastic' As
aluable sersice during his life, Laycock had
the I'nited Stales center of electrical power.
ifiesclnllv fulfilling Ins dunes as Police Com-
hnneslv and hard svork, Taylor had thrice
difficult lask had been accomplished by
n the Theories of Einstein
which had '
Class Will
We, the class of Nineteen Hundred jnd Twenty-six, do hereby affix our
signature to this our last Will and Testament, on this the twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and twenty-six.
1. To President Howard Edwards we bequeath our interest and utmost
thanks and sympathy in guiding us safely through the past four years to the
harbor of Commencement.
To Frank W. Keaney. that sum of money which shall remain after our
outstanding debts have been paid, as a first payment on the new stadium whose
seating capacity must be five thousand.
To I.ucy C. Tucker, "Bink's Flivver
'
and the services of one of the mem
bers of the class of '27 as chauffeur, to facihtate her traveling between the office
and her home.
To Charles L. Sweeting we bequeath the services of Walter S. Gratton as
efficient Assistant Professor.
To John Barlow, a Math, note book, property of L. M. J., so that he
may jot down where he last put liis glasses.
To Frank B. Mitchell we leave those gloves which have so faithfully
served Ha'/.el M. Kimber diirinji iier career on this campus.
To ri.ir.i M, T,ivlor. ,in alarm clock with which to call her family of
home T.i Scni.us m bro.ikf,i,st.
To till miiri l.uiiltv ,1 new building in which to hold faculty meetings,
2. To the C.las.s ol Nineteen Hundred .ind 'I'wenty-seven wc beque.ith iho
traditions of the College, and on their shoulders wc do hereby pLice the burden
of prestige and honor which we li.ise su l.iiihfully upheld.
We also bequeath the from .seals in assembly, the Senior privileges, out
standing among which is not eating in tiast Hall.
MacKin/.ie's smile we put in the liands of the faculty to bestow upon
some needy Junior.
Florence Straight's beads wc bequeath to Olive Allebough, to whom they
have always been a source of trouble.
5. To the Class of nineteen Hundred and Twenty-eight we bequeath the
dignity which they now must assume, having entered the ranks of upperclass-
men, accompanied with privileges such as co-ed, 10 P. M. rule, and with the
advice that they use them wisely.
To those few co-ed members not already meditating matrimony, an Old
Maids' Home located in Biscuit City.
4. To the Class of Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-nine we bequeath sanity
and sane judgment in their career as dominating Sophomores.
Dear Freshmen, you have now outgrown your bibs and baby clothes, and
we present you with Lux. Launder them well, and in order to lake up your
part in the maintenance of Student Government, pass them on to the Class of
Nineteen Thirty,
5. To the entire Student Body we bequeath our hopes that they may en
deavor to follow our noble ideals and come to realize the true meaning of such
aspirations which lead up to the pinnacle of success.
(Signed) The Class of 1926.
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Class of 1927
President RAYMOND T. PERRON
Vice President LAURA E. MURRAY
Secretary MILDRED L. THOMPSON
Treasurer WILLIAM H. FoRD
Assistant Treasurer MuRIEI. ARNOLD
Honorary Member CAPT. CLAUDE G. HAMMOND
HISTORY
From Providence. Brockton, Westerly, Fall River and a score of cities,
towns and hamlets came, in the Fall of '23, a group of proverbially green
Freshmen, who bought the proverbial tickets for the Biscuit C^ily theatre, along
with sundry other articles a Freshman is expected to purchase from the wily
Sophs,
It was not long, however, before class unity made itself felt. Particu
larly did it appear in every one of the seventy-odd men who reported for
football, and with this material a powerful team was organized. They won
game after game, and, by way of carrying the season to a successful close,
defeated the Sophs. Not satisfied with this achievement, they boldly carried
their banner on to the basketball court. Here thirty seven men turned out,
and of these five were picked, who romped through .1 series of sixteen games
with a loss of only two. A hotly contested Soph-Frosh game was lost by the
narrow margin of two points.
The Freshies' only weakness was in baseball, due to an inexperienced team
and lack of a pitcher.
Came summertime, then registration, and immediately ten of the class
of '27, now Sophs, were found on the football field. The Frosh were readily
defeated in the final football game of the season. Winter found a Sophomore
leading the Honor Roll. The class entered wholeheartedly into such activities
as the Beacon. Phi Delta, and the Sophomore-Freshman debate. The Soph
Hop was certainly a memorable event. Scrappy Co-ed teams in basketball and
hockey were the sensation ot the se.ison. The boys of '27 kept up the good
work in basketball. The six men on the team and subs deserve credit for one
of the most successful seasons in llie history of Rhode Island basketball. The
fast Frosh of '28 took the interclass game only after a hard struggle. Base
ball season came and the Freshies went down in defeat. Track teams were
strengthened by the loyal support of '27.
Again the summer, and the class of '27. depleted somewhat in numbers.
bul proud and happy 10 have withstood the test of time, is on the campus.
Social life was influenced by the class spirit of '27. It is almost needless to
say that the spirit of '27 is evident in the success of the Junior Prom. Track.
football, baseball, basketball, all were represented by members of '27.
And now they face the final test, the Senior year, before sadly leaving the
dear old Alma Mater, for that greatest test of all, Life.
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Class of 1928
President GERALD H. FauNCE;
Vice President MARGARET E. MACRAE
Secretary . . Cfyion A, R.^NDALL
Treasurer Wll I IA,\1 11. Ci,\NNON
Assistant Treasurer l;i i.-'Aul: 1 H ;\, Kl KDALL
Honorary Memher ClIARLLS L. SWLl-.IING
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the Class of 1928, a class whose name will
go down on the pages of History, From frenzied Frosh wc have climbed, by
dint of patient, sturdy toil, to our place in glory as sagacious Sophs, Liltle did
Prexy and Captain Hammond realize as we signed on the dotted line and
grabbed our tickets to Assembly that they were gazing on the eight wonders
of the modern world.
Without murmur or protest we took up the battle against Bill's Math
and the East Hall eggs. How well we have succeeded is evident. True, some
of our noble band, tripped bv I He were lost bebiml, but their brothers and
sisters upheld the fair name oi ..^ in .l.l^^ .uul .ubieties.
About fifty of us, in siul,- ol |i,iienl.il anxiely. took up football.
We were cursed under .i bl.uk si.ii .ill se.ison, but managed to come up smiling
always, though only .i K iiiius vidois, I louever, we proved the nucleus of
a scrappy Varsity in our Sopboniore ye,ir .ind easily overpowered our brother
class of '29. In both our Freshman and Sophomore years we pulled our
opponents through the icy waters of Underwoods Pond, in spite of their very
evident dislike of water.
We next turned our attention to basketball. Here. too. we rode home
on the crest of victory in nearly every encounter, defeating Connecticut once
and the Class of '27. Six Sophomores, the following year, battled for berths
on the Varsity and gained positions there. It was this year that our team, the
dark horse, annihilated the world-beating Freshman club in a hectic fray. Our
pride and joy. Red Haire. was elected Captain of Varsity for 1926-7.
With tbe .Klveni ol w.irni we.iiher we turned lo baseb.ill and track. In
track we reii;n suprem,', sw.iiii|iiiie, ,\-,i\ opjionenl .mil c.irrying on stellar
material for X'arsiiy tbis ye.ir. In li.iseb.iil, tboiioli not covering ourselves
with glory, due to latk ol bnlliani malerial. we finished a fairly successful
season.
Not only on the gridiron and basketball court, but also in scholastic
circles our name glows bright with honor and achievement. Each honor roll
is strengthened by many names of members of '28. The Glee Club. College
Orchestra. Phi Delta, T. K. A., and the Beacon all derive much of their working
talent from our ranks.
In every phase of our college life the influence of the class of '28 cannot
be overestimated. With confidence we face the future, that we may go on,
through our studies and out into the world, upholding the honor of Rhode
Island and the pride of '28.
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Class of 1929
President DANIEL B. FiTTS
Vice President HELEN G. BOWERMAN
Secretary THELMA CaRPENTI-R
Treasurer ALFRED F. ANDERSON
Assistant Treasurer EMILY HEAP
Honorary Member FRED TOOTEI.L
Last but not least we will hear from inconspicuous (M f-reshmen.
Ushered in. these young intelligent lads made Kingston their home for the
duration of their college career, and soon became accustomed to the strict regu
lations laid down by the Student Council. In a very short time they demon
strated their ability in all the varied lines of college activity. C'.o.ub Keaney
found no trouble in developing a strong football team out ot tbe ni.iterial that
answered the call to arms, but in spite of a great amount of real ser.iii, they were
defeated by a heavier and more experienced Soph leam.
In basketball, however, the Freshmen exceeded even the coach's expecta
tions. They produced one of the fastesi. deadliest combinations of recent
years, went through the season without one defeat, easily outclassing the Brown
and Connecticut yearlings, and then, after the season was all over, lost to the
Sophs in a two overtime period game by three points.
The Freshmen added to their honor and the glory of Rhode Island by
sending several of their number lo work on the staff of the Beacon. Phi Delta
claimed several more enthusiasts, while those who were musically inclined
rendered their services to the Glee Club, R, O. T, C. Band, and the College
Orchestra. In the light of the numbers who reported for early practice it may
be expected the class will maintain its record in the field and on the diamond.
With such a foundation to build upon, it would seem that the class will
get a strong foothold on the life of Rhode Island and make a history for itself
hitherto unequalled.
Old Ben Butler
Time and Time again, wc have heard that Rhode Island State College
lacks tradition: but those people must be far sighted. The fact of the matter
is that no State College in the East has as fine a field for tradition as Rhode
Island. Our Campus is situated in an Old Colonial village rich with tradi
tion; perhaps this fact has never inspired any of our critics to think and
perhaps the story of "Old Ben Butler" has no connection with the statement:
but it seems a crime lo pass ihis thought by. especially when our young college
is trying to collect a group of majestic traditions to pass down from year to
year.
One object which I dare say some of our students never saw. but which
means as much to our College as "Old Ironsides" does to our country, is "Ben
Butler." Resting under the trees jusl west from Taft Laboratory is this old
broken Cannon. If it could talk, its lale would grip the whole campus. Dur
ing the Civil War it served faithfully on one of our warships to protect the
L'nion. As its days of usefulness passed, it was dismantled from the ship at
Newport,
Benjamin F. Butler, a prominent citizen of "South County
" and a can
didate for election, had an ardent supporter in Captain George N, Kenyon, who
bought this old cannon to celebrate his election. Ever since that time this
Civil War relic was called "Old Ben Butler" and later served in many peculiar
capacities. For instance, at times old whiskey bottles were shot far out to sea,
and when clambakes were held at Gilbert's Stuart's home the remains of th2
bake were fired high in the air.
Then came those notorious years of 1891 and 1892 when our institution,
after a crisis, was raised from a school to a college with the power to confer the
degree. Bachelor of Science,
In order to add to the noise and to further show the joy over the occasion,
Mr. Fred Proseus and E. H. Mathewson. '94. went to see Captain Kenyon and
attempted to procure the cannon. With his consent and the loan of a horse
and carriage by Prof. Towar. they hired Mr. Champlin to move "Old Ben
Butler" on to the campus for the sum of five dollars. It was smuggled in
secretely by a back way.
Then came the problem of getting cartridges for it. This was solved by
the procuring of blasting powder from Westerly, primers from Providence and
old stockings and underclothing for wads from the students. The limit was
four pounds of powder for each charge.
When the Legislature passed the bill making the school a college, "Old
Ben Butler" thundered forth its acclamations all day and way into the night
at two pounds of powder per shot. At sunrise it was decided to fire it for the
last time. To do this, the charge of powder was increased to a great extent
and the muzzle was filled wilh wet grass, sods, leaves, paper, etc. As this
charge was fired, "Old Ben" went high in the air and fell to the earth with a
broken barrel.
Ever since that time it has stood silently on our campus, passed by students
every day, many of them wondering what that piece of junk is doing there.
Gentle readers. "Old Ben Butler" is a part of our campus, rich with tradi
tion: long may it stay to be respected as long as the sun rises and sets over our
beautiful College.
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Wearers of the R. I.
Clieeord K. Bosworth
Willis B. Gifford
Ian McClean Walker
Clarence V. Hickey
Richard L. Barber
Lionel iM. Warde
Chester W. Jensen
Ralph V.
Robert E. Blake
C. Kenneth Brown
Raymond L. Draghetti
Harold F. Vinton
Gerald A. Cleary
Owen R. Conroy
Mark R. Gifford
Mead
Donald B. Brown
Clieeord K. Bosworth
Robert B. Strong
George P. Lawton
John D. Orr
John M. Droticour
Norman B. Grant
Emery H. Hall
Cross Country
Harry C. Wilbourn Lawrence W. Dring
Robert B. Strong Benjamin Fine
George Udell
George A. Mackenzie
Albert E. Makin
James A. Wright
Adonis Patterson
Joseph W. Pinto
Edwin W. R. Erickson
Ernest LaChappell
Joseph Grigo
Marshall H. Nye
Calvin Lamont
Clifford K. Bosworth
Robert C. Haire
Chester W. Jensen
Richard L. Barber
Thomas O. Mulcahy
John E. Harvey, Jr.
Football Season 1925
At the opening of football, the prospects for a successful
%
season were very bright. Only four regulars had been lost
from the '24 team and some promising men were coming up
,^ from the Freshman club. Thirty-three men reported back
for early practice, but this number quickly dwindled to some
twenty-five who stayed out the whole season.
The season opened with Brown University in her new
stadium. Rhode Island was opposed by a big Brunonian
team, which proved to be too strong for her. Rhody fought
an uphill battle all the way, but Brown emerged a victor,
33-0.
Rhody's next engagement was with the University of
Western Maryland at Baltimore. The team waged a worthy
battle against the huskies from the coal regions, but was
forced to take the short end of the 7-0 score after a well
played game.
The following week Lowell Textile tackled Rhode
Island at Kingston. The team showed its superiority to
Tech in every department of the game and Rhody inflicted
a 12-0 defeat on tbe Lowell boys.
The next tussle was with the strong Universitv li New I l.inipsbire team
at Durham. Rhody played a listless game the tirst b.ilt .iiul .illowed three
scores, but came back lo fighting form the second half and belJ tbe same team
to one score. Rhode Island was on the tail end of a 26-0 score.
Rhode Island then took up the battle wilh the strong C. C. N. Y. eleven
on our own field. This was one of ibe best games of the season. Our team
showed a marked improvement over .ill previous games and was equally good
on ofl^ence and defence. The game showed what our team could do at their
best, and Rhody was a 12-0 victor over ibe Xew York leam.
The team next met Worcester Polytecb .u Worcester. Neither leam had
an offence or defence, and the game was a crude exhibition of football. Rhody
paid the penalty of over confidence and Worcester g.iihered the laurels. 26-18,
Bates then played their return game at Kingston. The strong off-tackle
play of the Lewiston boys proved loo much for our team, and Bates, after a
hard game, took a 1 3-0 victory home with them.
In the final game of the season Rhode Island met their old rivals, the
Connecticut Aggies, on the home field. The Aggies had a good record and
expected to take the game easily, but Rhody had her characteristic fighting spirit
and would not yielcl, Rhode Island was easily the superior team, but after a
hard fought fray tlu i:.inu emled in a 0-0 score.
The team lined up wiib ( onroy at center. Barbour and Walker at guards.
Clary and Hickey al tackles, Warde and Jensen at ends. Bosworth al quarter.
Draghetti and Brown al halfbacks, and Vinton at full. The line was sup
ported by Blake. Harnett. Gifl'ord, Meade. Rogue, and Taylor. Richard
Barbour was elected captain for the '26 season.
Considering the calibre of the opposing teams, the season was one of the
best in years. Coach Keaney and the team should be given only credit for
their achievements over the handicaps under which they worked and for inject
ing into every game the true Rhode Island spirit and determination and sports
manship.
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SUMMARY 1925 GAMES
Brown University
University of Western Maryland
Lowell Textile
University of New Hampshire
C. C. N. Y
Worcester Tech
Bates
Connecticut
Opp.
SCHFDULE 1026
Sept. 26 Brown .it I'lovulence.
Oct. 2 University of M.iine at Kingston.
Oct. 9 Lowell Tech at Lowell.
Oct. 16 University of New Hampshire at Kingston.
Oct. 23C. C N. Y. at New York.
Nov. 6 Worcester Tech at Kingston.
Nov. 1 3 Connecticut Aggies at Storrs.

Basketball Season 1925-1926
The past basketball season ended
with Rhody's club putting on record
eight \'ietories ,ind having eight defeats
When tbe t,ill for candidates was
issued C'oaeh Keaney had a wealth of
stellar material report. After several
cuts had been maiie to the squad, the
following men were left to carry the
hopes of Rhode Island through the cam
paign; Captain Ralph Hill, Haire,
Jensen, Asher. Haslam. Bosworth. Spe
kin. Johnson. Hammett. Orr. Hayden.
Negus and Murphy.
The season opened on December 2nd,
1925, with New Bedford Textile.
They went down to defeat. 49-26. The
U. S. Coast Guard Academy was next
crushed under Rhody's attack.
The first defeat of the season was registered when the basketeers from Yale
crushed Rhody. 34-14. We won the next from Bridgewater Normal and lost
the next two encounters to Boston University and M. 1. T.
After the game with M. I. T.. six members of the Varsity squad were cut
for breaking training. Jen.sen succeeded to the captaincy, and the team was
made over wilh Bosworth at center, Haire and Jensen forwards. Barber and
Mulcahy at guards. This combination continued to play out the remaining
ten games on the schedule, winning five and losing five.
On February 27lh the followers of Rhody's basketball team witnessed
one of the most thrilling games ever played on the Kingston court. In this
game we registered a sensational victory from our rivals, the Aggies from Con
necticut. 33-27.
At the end of the season R. I.'s were awarded to Captain "Chet" Jensen.
"Red" Haire. Bosworth. Barber, Mulcahy. and Manager Harvey. "Red" Haire
was elected captain to lead the 1926-27 team.
SUMMARY
New Bedford Textile
United States Coast Guard Academy
Yale
Bridgewater Normal
Boston University
M. I. T
Northeastern
Brooklyn Polytech
St. Stephens
Lowell Textile
Boston University
Northeastern
Maine
Connecticut
Brown
Connecticut
Brown
. I. Opp.
49 26
35 29
14 34
48 29
30 44
26 30
25 43
25 28
50 36
41 28
40 29
38 33
33 27
29 46
29 41
23 39
Baseball Season, 1925
The past baseball season was not as successful as some
that Rhode Island has seen. The team which represented
"Little Rhody" garnered five victories and received eight
defeats in ils thirteen starts.
The training sessions were late in starling, due to the
unfavorable weather conditions. It was not until the first
of May that the club really got started.
When the call for candidates was made a group of very
likely material answered, and after seeding out the unde
sirables. Coach Keaney had a squad of fifteen players to carry
out the schedule.
f^.iplain Wright held down first: MacKenzie took his
pl.ue bebiml tbe bat; La Chapelle. Lamont. Brown. White.
mil 1 urner .ilternated on the mound; "Al" Makin covered
se.ond. Hiekev |ilaved the hot corner, wilh .Mycock stirring
Ihe dusl at -hon. The tuiter '^.irJens were patrolled by
Pinto. Patterson, and Nye, Cirigo, Hrickson and MacClean
were sirong utility suppurlers.
The season opened officially at Medford with Tufts.
When the last baseball was thrown, Rhode Island was on
the losing end of a hotly contested 3-1 battle.
The next contest, with Bridgewater Normal, was lost. 15-14. We split
a two game series with Northeastern University, losing at Boslon. 11-1, and
defeating them at Kingston, 12-3.
Boston University hung two defeats on the Varsity, winning 12-7 and
13-11. We also lost a two game series with Brown. 12-3 and 12-6.
We hung defeats upon Worcester Polytech. 3-1: Clark University. 12-6:
and St. Michaels. 4-3.
1 he best i:.inie by far of the season was the last with Connecticut Aggies,
wbieb tesulieil in a 6 4 victory for Rhode Island,
At the cltLse of the season MacKenzie, "Rhody's" reliable backstop, was
elected to captain the team through the season of 1926.
RESULTS OF THE 1925 GAMES
Tufts
Bridgewater Normal
Northeastern , ,
Boston University
Boston University
Northeastern
Connecticut
Worcester Polytech
Brown
Clark University
Brown
St. Michaels
Connecticut
R. I. Opp.
1 3
14 15
1 11
7 12
11 13
12 3
6 21
3 1
3 12
12 6
6 12
4 3
6 4
84 116
I 76 1
VARSITY 1Q26 SCHEDULE
Bridgewater Normal
Northeastern
Clark
Colby
Maine
Worcester
Boston University
Northeastern
Connecticut
Clark
Brown
Tufts. . . .
Wesleyan
Trinity
Connecticut
, , , April 10 Home
, , April 17 Boslon
April 27 Home
April 29 Home
, April iO Home
May 4 Worcester
, , .May 6 Home
, May 7 Home
, May 12 Storrs
, May 17 Worcester
, , May 19 Providence
May 20 Home
May 25 Middletown
May 26 Hartford
. , June i Home
Track Season, 1925
Rhode Island's track season for 1925 was not as suc
cessful as the rooters or Little Rhody wish it could have
been. Manager Bosworth scheduled two meets for the sea
son, one with Connecticut on May 2nd and the other with
Boston University on May I 2th.
The meet with Connecticut proved to be the more
interesting of the two. as the score will relate. It went along
from event to event with the score jockeying back and forth
until the final event, the running broad jump. If Rhode
Island placed first and second we could have won the meet.
1 he best that Rhody's jumpers could do was second and
third, and the meet went to the Aggies from Storrs, 69 1/2
to 65 2/3.
The second meet with Boston University did not prove
very interesting from the Rhode Island viewpoint, as the
athletes from the college in the Hub proved to be far superior
to Rhody's contenders on the cinders. Boston University
took the lead at the start and held it throughout, defeating
our spiked artists 85 1/2 to 49 1/2.
Captain Strong was the outstanding star of the season.
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placing well up and scoring many points in both meets. "Bob" Strong arid
"Johnnie" Orr were the outstanding stars in the meet with Connecticut.
Strong finished first in the half mile, second in the mile, and second in the two
mile. Orr won the 440. and placed second in the 220. and third in the run
ning broad jump. Hall jumped to victory in the running high: Lawton spun
the discus 103 feet 9 inches for first place: D. B. Brown heaved the javelin lo
victory, and Droitcour went over the bar the highest in the pole vault.
Coach Keaney sent a trio of his best performers to the New England Inter
collegiates. Brown hurled the javelin far enough to capture a fourth place.
At the conclusion of the season "Johnnie" Orr was elected captain for the
1926 encounters. At the lime this is going to press, the prospects for a win
ning aggregation this season are exceptionally bright, due to the showing of last
year's Freshman team. We feel sure that Orr will lead his leam to victories in
the coming campaigns.
1926 SCHEDULE
Northeastern University vs. Rhode Island, April 24th, 1926,
Connecticut vs, Rhode Island, May 1st, 1926.
Trinity of Hartford vs. Rhode Island. May 8th. 1926.
New England Intercollegiaies. May 21st. 22nd, 1926.
179 1
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Cross Country Season, 1925
The Hill H Dalers of Rhode IsLiml .i.iin tbis season
continued to add victims to their ever iiure.ising list. The
spiked shoe boys, who push their \\'a\' over the plains and
through the woods, also tasted defeat, the first that a Rhode
Island cross country team ever met in a dual meet.
The call for candidates was issued by Manager "Bob"
Brightman as soon as school opened in September. From
the men who reported Coach Tootell picked the following
men. headed by Captain Wilbourne, to represent Rhode
Island; "Bob" Strong, our old reliable, who has yet to
meet defeat in a dual encounter. These two were supported
by "Benny" Fine. Dring. Mulcahy, Harrington, and "Dunk"
Smith.
The season opened on October 9th with Rhody meet
ing her first defeat in a dual meet at the hands of Massachu
setts Aggies, 26-28.
On October 23rd the boys journeyed to Providence,
where they took the scalps of Brunias marathoners for the
fifth consecutive time, 21-34.
Worcester Polytech next met defeat on October 31st, Rhody winning to
the tune of 18-35,
Tufts next came to Kingston with high hopes. This hope soon departed,
for after the dust at the finishing line had settled, Rhode Island was lead
ing, 20-37.
This meet featured "Bob" Strong in his last journey over the ruts and
paths for Rhode Island. He came through with a grand finish to his brilliant
career by ranging up a new record for the course. He will be sorely missed
when the call is issued next year.
Harry Wilbourn captained his team ably throughout the year, and will
also be among the missing when the call is given again.
At the close of the season "La" Dring was elected to lead the team through
the 1926 season. We feel sure he will make an able leader.
1925 SCHEDULE AND RESULTS
Massachusetts Agricultural College 26 Rhode Island 28
Brown University 34 Rhode Island 21
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 35 Rhode Island 18
Tufts College 37 Rhode Island 20

Co-Ed Athletic Association
President KATIIKRINI; HOLLEY
Vice President MlLDRliD NEGUS
Secretary ELIZABETH Ra.MSBOTTO.M
Manager Basketball LILLIAN BILTCLIFFE
Manager Track VIRGINIA Lennon
Manager Tennis Ol.IVF. ALLEBOUGH
Manager Hockey VIRGINIA BROOME
Manager Basehall EMILY BARBER
Manager Archery EriIlX HAY
TENNIS
Early in the Fall, singles were played off by
representatives of each class. The Freshmen won,
with Belly Munsier as representative. Plans are
made to play doubles this spring. Anticipations
for these games are great, due to the keen competi
tions expected.
CO-ED BASKETBALL, 1925-26
The class games preliminary to the Connecticut-Varsily games were
played ofl^, with the usual interest and class spirit. The class of 1927 proved
themselves the champions by winning all three games in which they participated,
thus acquiring for the year 1925-26 the cup offered by the Athletic Association.
The Varsity six were chosen from the best material of the class teams.
On March 6, 1926, the second basketball game of the series with Con
necticut ended the tenth undefeated season with that team. This year Con
necticut put up a stiffer fight than usual, adding more pep and enthusiasm to
the games. The contest February 27th on the home floor termin.iied wilh
a score of 32-19 in f.ivor of Rhode M.inii, inovin;.; to the ;,;irK ib.ii viaory the
following week wtiubl resuli onl\ in.ni n;.;hl pr.utiee, I iiin lollowvi! a week
of concentrated work, wbi^b \^.ls ;.;i.uitk\l in .i VI 2 "i \i^toi\ lor our t^o-eds.
Lineup
r. f Virginia Broome 1. g.
1. f. Olive Allebough r. g.
j. c Doris Urquhart Sub
s. c. Katherine Clark
A great deal of credit, for the success of the
to the manager. Lillian Biltcliffe.
Mildred Negus
Katherine Holley
Martha Humes, j, c.
season's basketball, was due
HOCKEY
In order to stimulate more enthusiasm in field hockey, Mrs. Keaney made
it possible for six girls who were particularly interested to witness the game at
Wellesley between the All-American and the Irish teams. This year teams
were not formed. It is hoped, however, to have them next year and further
promote class spirit, through this sport.
The interclass track meet and archery this spring will complete the athletic
contests for the year 1925-26.
I .i I



The Beacon Board, 1925-1926
Editor -in-Chiei
Donald R. Kinzie, '26
Managing Editor
Albert L, Hiller, '27
Business Manager
Russell A. Eckloff. '27
Contributing Editor
Willis J. Snow. '25
News Staff
Walter Suita. '27. Athletics
Bernice E. Grieves. '27, Intercollegiate
George H. Alexander. '27, Feature
Walter S. Gratton. '26, Campus
Marti-ia O. Sayles. '26, Co-ed
Kathf:rini; V. Clark. '2
Ethel D. Hay. '27,
Georgi; H. Glines. '27
Ben.iamln I-inf. '28
Charles J. Miller. '28
Mildred L. Thompson. '27
Chari. FS F. Wilcox, '27
.MAi'Riri, c:onn, '28
! It 1 i,\N Bl axding, '28
I.IHIS .1. Spikin, '28
Business Department
Russell A. Eckloff. '27. Advertising
Kenneth Earle, '28, Subscription
Robert M, Asdikian, '28, Circulation
Samuel Engdahl, '28
Joseph Ayre, '28

R. I. Club Roll
Clifford K, Bosworth,
Robert B, Strong, '26
James E. Rolston, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Clifford K, Bosworth
Willis B, Gifford
Walter S. Gratton
Mark R. Gifford
Bernard M. Peckham
Emery H. Hall
James S. Hasla.m
Bayden P. Taylor
Clarence V. Hickey
Ralph P. Hill
Chester W. Jensen
Calvin Lamont
George A. Mackenzie
Ira D. Macintosh
Robert B. Strong
Harry C. Wilbourn
John E. Harvey
Clinton L. Armstrong
Howard F. Asher
Richard L. Barber
James Donald. Jr.
John D. Orr
Thomas O. Mulcahy
Ralph V. Mead
James R. Rolston
Lionel M. Warde
Joseph Grigo
Edwin W. R. Erickson
John M. Droitcour
Ian Maclean Walker
Robert E. Blake
C. Kenneth Brown
Raymond L. Draghetti
Lawrence W. Dring
Harold F. Vinton
Gerald A. Cleary
Owen R. Conroy
George Udell
Benjamin Fine
Robert C. Haire

Glee Club and Orchestra
Donald R. Kinzie. '26. Manager Everett P. Christopher. '26. Leader
Randolph C. Holt. '26. Asst. Mgr. Joseph M. Lamb, '26, Sec-Treas.
Frank J. Anthony, Director George Pierce, '26, Accompanist
IstT,
Paul JoiiNjiON
Randolph Htii.T
Solomon Smolinsky
Edward Erickson
Alphonse Ravenelle
2nd T.
Joseph Conklin
Joseph Brown
Russell Wirketis
Henry Armbrust
James Dow
Edward Spargo
Kenneth Fegan
Edward Intas
1st B.
F..MERSO.N Warde
Thomas Miner
Everett Christopher
ALDEN PETER.SON
George Anderson
Robert Bruce
2nd B.
Donald Kinzie
.Arthur Grover
Herbert Adams
Lawrence Dunn
Walter Presbrey. Jr.
Quartet
Paul John.son Edward Spargo Everett Christopher Donald Kinzie
Donald Kinzie. Soloist Randolph Holt, Impersonator
Everett Christopher. Soloist Edward Spargo, Reader
Orchestra
Samuel Otis, Pianist Howard Canfield, Violin
Delbert Nevins, Saxophones Robert Asdikian, Banjo
Bruce Griffith, Trumpet John Tennant, Drums
Concerts
Wakefield Opera House, Wakefield, R. I February 5, 1926
Westerly Town Hall, Westerly, R. I March 5. 1926
Lippitt Hall, Kingston, R, I April 23, 1926
When this volume went to press, the Manager was engaging concerts in
Pawtucket, Providence, Newport, and Bristol.
The Glee Club has made wonderful progress this year, considering that
(he club consisted of nearly all new voices. It is hoped that next year the club
may participate in the Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest.
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The College Orchestra
Benjamin Fine, Manager Robert Talbot, Assistant Manager
Prof. Cecil C. Brown, Director
Members of the Rhode Island State College Orchestra
Prof. Cecil C. Brown, Violin.
Russell Wirketis, Bass Violin
Joseph Sach, Firsi Violin
Robert Talbot, First Violin
Carl T. Carlson. Second Violin
Ja.mes B. Dow. First Violin
Charles Ea.sterbrooks, Violin
PaLiMer Morally. Violin
William J. Mokray, Violin
Thomas J. McCormick, Violin
,IAMFS McCi.usky. Violin
David Fine, Solo Clarinet
Director
Concert Master
RoiM i; I Bi N( i , Second Clarinet
Ben ia.min Fini , Flute and Piccolo
Mll.liiN C. Li'MIIN. Trumpet
John Swii i. Trumpet
Maynard Foster. Trombone
SOI.O.VION Smoli-NSKY. Drums and Traps
Owen Lowe. Piano
Robert Asdikian, Banjo
Ceylon Randall, 'Ce//o
The Rhode Island Stale College Orchestra, organized two years ago by
Prof. Cecil Brown, has rapidly developed into a large ensemble of college
musical talent. The orchestra plays at all assembly exercises and any function
connected with the College affairs. Several concerts have been given during
the past year at Lippitt Hall, and now arrangements are being made to broad
cast from one of the Providence radio stations. The orchestra is also consider
ing the novel experiment of holding a joint concert and battle of music with
the Brown University Orchestra. Prof. Brown, director of the orchestra, is a
very capable leader, and il is due to his untiring efforts that the orchestra has so
greatly developed. Among the personnel of the organization are two clarinets.
flute and piccolo, trombone, trumpets, bass viola and violins. The music
played consists of semi-classic and also some of the more famous operas, such
as "Faust." "Wilhelm Tell," 'Bohemian Girl," 'Poet and Peasant," and
others of a similar nature. The College Orchestra has now been placed on
equal basis with the other recognized College activities, and each member of
this musical club is to receive a gold inscribed key in recognition of his services.

Officers' Club
William Marcaccio, '26
James Ely Rolston, '27
Paul Johnson, '26
Noel Vernon White Smith, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary
. Treasurer
The Officers' Club, comprising all advanced course students, was organized
in October, 1925, for lhe purpose of stimulating interest in the militarv arts.
Interesting talks antl lectures bv higblv ranking officers of tbe .irmv, .is well as
displays of education.il films on West r\iinl life, have made ibe dub s object a
great success. Since everyone is welcome to attend these lectures, .ill members
of the battalion are given an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the
modern methods of warfare.
The battalion won Distinguished College rating last year. It is an ardent
aim of the Officers' Club to further this distinction by working towards the
establishment of a chapter of the national honorary military fraternity, the
"Scabbard and Blade." With the close co-operation that has been evident up
to the present time among the students and the faculty, we feel certain that such
a chapter will be established at Rhode Island State College in the near future.
The Rifle Team 1925-26
The rifle team, perhaps the least heard of but by no means the least active
team upon the campus, completed another very successful season this year.
Thirty. three matches were shot, out of which the team only lost three. They
also placed third in the New England Intercollegiate match.
The team was composed of E. K. Johnson, P. Johnson. H. Radcliffe.
O. Harrington. G. H. Glines, A. H, Leigh, H. Armbrust, Gould, B. Fine, A.
,Vlarchant. and P. N. Creaser. Capt. Paul D. Carter and Sergt. Friel were the
coaches.
North Carolina State
South Dakota State
South Dakota University
Michigan Stale
Iowa State
C. C. N. Y
Cornell
University of Vermont. .
Northwestern
Un iversity ot Montana
L'n iversity ol Washington. . .
Ln iversily ol J ennessee, . . .
I In iversity oi Minnesota. . . .
In iversity of West Virginia
Wl st Maryland
\'. P. I.
Un iversity ol Delaware. . . .
Or gon Aggie
Un iversity ol Cincinnati
Un iversity of Porto Rico
No rth Dakota State
Oklahoma A. and M
Un ivcrsitv of Kansas
In iversitv ot Oregon
Ol IO State, .
Per nsvlv,inia State
Ml nlan.i Sla e
Un iversiiv of Davlon
V. M. 1.
Mi ssissippi A and M
Cr ighton Ut iversity
Ne w Englanc Intercollegiate
Summary
R. I. Opp.
3688 3073
3688 3463
3688 Forfeit
3632 5489
3632 5593
3632 Forfeit
3632 3515
3632 3545
^632 Forfeit
3724 5823
^724 3602
3724 3644
3790 3740
3790 3627
3790 3552
3802 3746
3802 3545
3802 3631
3802 3840
3802 3257
3753 3273
3753 3689
3753 3764
^738 3405
5758 3652
5738 3694
3761 Forfeit
3761 3549
376! 3659
3794 Forfeit
3816 3409
3rd
The Battalion
Commandant
Claude G. Hamnjond. Inf. D. O. L.
Staff
Paul D. Carter, Captain. D. O. L.
Jesse M. Prime. Master Si rgfant, D, E, M. L,
Elmer C. Lindsi:v, StAi i Si ];i ,1 ant. D. E. M. M.
Augustus Fkiit . St kgi am. D. E. M. L.
Major. ...
firsr Lieutenant (Adjutant )
Color Sergeant
Band Sergeant . .
Headquarters Detachment
William Marcaccio
Harold L. McAuslan
Henry Van Valkenburg
Delbert L. Nevins
Company A
Dt)NALD R. KINZE
, , George A. Eddy
Captain
First Sergeant
First Platoon Second Platoon
Earle K. Johnson ]st Lieut. (Plat. Comdr.) A. Elvin Paterson
Casimir A. Rogus Platoon Sergeant Randolph C. Holt
James E. Rolston Sgt. R. G. Ldr. 1st Sec. Albert L. Hiller
Ray.mond V. P. Cahill Sgt. L. G. Ldr. 2nd Sec. Raymond H. Christopher
Captain. ...
First Sergeant
First Platoon
Arthur W. Grover
Robert H. Brightman
Olaf E. Harrington
William H. Ford
Captain
First Sergeant
first Platoon
Robert B. Strong
Kenneth W. Priestley
Howard F. Asher
Russell A. Eckloff
Company B
Is/ Lieut. (Plat. Comdr.)
Platoon Sergeant
Sgt. R. G. 1st Sec.
Paul Johnson
Edwin W. R. Erickson
Second Platoon
Emery H. Hall
Walter L. Hamill
Ormond W. Gay
Sgt. L. G. 2nd Sec. DONALD A. LANGWORTHY
Company C
Herbert E. Radcliffe
E. Earle Martin
Second Platoon
Is/ Lieut. (Plat Comdr.) Sidney J. Bragg
Platoon Sergeant CALEB E. WHITAKER
Sgt. R. G. 1st Sec. ALFRED H. LEIGH
Sgt. L. G. 2nd Sec. JOHN D. Orr

Masonic Club
President Willis B. Gifford
Vice President Donald R. Kinzie
Secretary ,V1r Carrick E. Wildon
Treasurer Mr Clarence E. Brett
1926 Ml MBERS
Everett P. Arnold Dr. Basil E. Gilbert
.Mr. Waldo L. Ada.ms George H. Glines
Prof. John Barlow Mr. Samuel C. Damon
Prof. George E. Adams Prof. John Ladd
Dr. Harold W. 5ROWNING Harold L. McAuslan
Dr. Howard Edwards Walter S. Gratton
"Chef" Leonidas Stowell Miles E. Smith
Prof. Marshall Tyler .Alvin S. Clegg
Carl W. Ruhlin Alfred W. Swanson
Mr. Frederick Bauer Irving F. Patt
Mr. Andrew E, Stene
S,
Phi Delta
Willis B. Gifford. '26 President
Helen P. Kirby, '26 Vice President
Katherine Clarke, '26 Secretary
Thomas Mulcahy, '26 Treasurer
Prof, Helen E. Peck Director and Coach
Everett P, Arnold, '26 Stage Manager
Raymond T. Perron, '27 Busi'ness Manager
Hazel M. Kimber, '26 Property Manager
Phi Delta, the campus dramatic society, established in 1916 and propos
ing to create an interest in dramatics among the students of the college, has had
a most successful year. The sociely not only gives excellent training in act
ing under the able coach. Prof. Peck, but also develops coaching ability among
the students. Plays are presented from time to time in Kingston and in nearby
towns, always meeting the approval of the most critical.
The first play of this school year. "The Ghost Story," by Booth Tark-
ington was presented in Kingston January 15th, 1926, under the able direc
tion of Miss Laura Murray, The play, "Spreading the News," by Lady
1 100 I
Phi DeltaContinued
Agusta Gregory, was very successfully presented in place of the usual Assembly
exercises March 29th. 1926. The play was well coached by Miss Mildred
Negus.
The major production of the year. "What Every Woman Knows." by
Sir James Barry, author of "Peter Pan." "Little Minister," "Quality Street.
'
etc.. was the crowning event of the year in the dramatic field. This difficult
play was most ably coached by Prof. Peck.
^
The Economist s Club
Walter S. Gratton. '26
Andrew R. Brown. '26
RoMFo A. DeBucci. '27
Ronald J. Byrne, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Cyril S. Kimball. '26
Byron F. Cook. '26
George E. Dewsnap. '2
Chemical Society
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
cp ct]
Home Economics Club
Elizabeth Kane. '26
Constance C. Knobelsdorff, '26,
Laura E. Murray, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Men's Athletic Association
Claki NCF V. Hickey. '26
Cm SI I R W. Ji:nsf,n. '26
Mark R, Gifford, '26,
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
^ CJ]
Women's Athletic Association
Katherine G. Holley, '26
Mildred E. Negus, '27
Elizabeth C, Ramsbottom, 27
President
Vice-President
.'secretary and Treasurer
C?3 CJ3
Y. 'W. C. U.
Florence M, Straight, '2i
Mabel E, Dimond, '27 ,
Hazfi. M. Kimber. '26 , ,
Oliver F. Allebaugh, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Blanket Tax Committee
Mark R. Gifford, '26 Football Manager
Bernard M. Peckham, '26 Baseball Manager
John E. Harvey. '26 Basketball Manager
Robert H. Brightman. '27 Track Manager
Russell A. Eckloff, '27 Beacon Representative
Donald R, Kinzie, '26 Glee Club Manager
Mark R, Gifford, '26 Lecture Association Representative
Everett P. Christopher, '26 Debating Representative
FACULTY MEMBERS
Prof. John Barlow
Prof. Marshall H. Tyler
Prof. Royal L. Wales
Mr. Frank W. Keaney
Biological Society
George F. Pierce, '26
Mark R. Gifford. '26
Genevieve Coughlan, '26
Hazel M. Kimber, '26
President
Vice President
. . Treasurer
. . Secretary
Mechanical Engineering Society
Walter A, Presbrey, '26
Harry T. Ellstrom. '26
Prof. Royal L. Wales
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
[t; tJ)
R. I, S. C. Branch of E, E,
Donald B. Brown, '26
Sidney J. Bragg, '26
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Executive Commillee
Prof. Willia.m .Anderson
Donai t) B. Brown, '26
Josipii M. Lamb. '26
John E. Harvey, Jr,, '26
Henry Hopkins, '26
Civil Engineering Society
George E. Spargo. '26
Herbert C. Taft, '27
Edward Intas, '28
Casimir A, Rogus, '27
Richard L, Barber, '27
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Programme Committee

Men's Student Council
Chester W. Jensen. '26
Clifford K. Bosworth, '26
Donald A, Langworthy, '27
Mark R. Gifford, '26
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
COMMITTEE
Judiciary
Chf.ster W, Jensen, '26, Chairman
Clifford K. Bosworth, '26
Raymond T, Perron, '27
Fred M, Hammett, Jr,, '28
Maurice T. Monahan, '29
College Development
Clifford K. Bosworth, '26, Chairman
Harry T. Ellstrom, '26
Paul Jimnson, '26
Donald A, Langworthy, '27
Mark R, Gifford, '26
Activities
Mark R. Gifford. '26. Chairman
Walter S. Gratton, '26
John E. Harvey, '26
Lionel M. Warde, '27
Athletics
Donald R. Kinzie, '26, Chairman
Ray,v!ond T, Perron, '27
Chester W. Jensen, '26
Frederick W. Dechanz. '27
Frf:d M. Ha,mmett. Jr., '28

Women's Student Council
Martha O. Sayles, '26 President
Mildred E. Negus, '27 Vice President
Virginia L. Broome, '28 Secretary-Treasurer
The student governing bodies of the College are a source of great power
for the students. They are the machines by which the students can do much
to regulate college life, if the students willed. Much is done at present along
this line, and much more can be done in the future as soon as the students realize
the value of this organization.
The men representatives from the various classes are chosen as follows:
Eight Senior, four Junior, one Sophomore, and one Freshman. The women
have representatives number two from each class.
Other members of the Women's Student Council not named before are:
Hazel M. Kimber, '26; Olive F. Allegaugh. '27; Henrietta I. Eastwood. '28;
Emily Heap, '29, and Annette Henshaw, '29.
Tau Kappa Alpha
Mark R. Gifford. '26
Hazel M. Kimbf:r, '26
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Hazfi, M. Kimbf;r. '26
Francis R. Smith. '26
George H. Alexander. '27
Tho,mas O. Mulcahy. '26
Mildred F. Negus. '27
Mark R. Giiiord. '26
EVERETI f>. < liRIMOI'HI-R. '26
Henry M. IV\kM v, '28
Milton C It-sti in. '28
Joseph E. Ci.i:gc~,. '27
George H. Pickar. 28
Debating Society
President
Secretary- Tt
Everett P. Christopher, '26
George H, Alexander, '27
The Debating Society cooperates with the coach in running the Freshman-
Sophomore and Intercollegiate debates.
Three intercollegiate debates have taken place:
R. I. S. C. versus Univ. of Maine at Kingston. March 4ih. 1926.
Univ. of N. H. versus R. I. S. C. at Durham. March 4th. 1926.
R. I. S. C. versus Conn. Agr. College at Kingston. March 18th. 1926.
For the first time in the history of debating at Rhode Island, three unani
mous decisions were given to the teams representing "Rhody." Plans are
under way for a debating league of the six New England State Colleges for
next year.
Aggie Club
Everett P. Christopher. '26
Noel W. S.mith, '27
Bernard M. Peckha.m. '26
Calvin La.mont. Jr.. '26
President
? President
Secretary
Treasurer
The Aggie Club al Rlnule Island State College is the oldest organization
of its type on the campus, being (oundcd in 1907. Speakers on Agricultural
and kindred subjects are heard throughout the year, giving the studenis ideas
from the outside world.
The club runs one of the fine major dances of the year, a Costume Ball,
the proceeds being used lo send judging teams to represent the College in inter
collegiate contests. The teams this year were very successful, taking first place
in the New England Fruit Show contest, second in the ,Vlassachusetls Carnation
Society Show, and placing nearly every man in the Eastern States Exposition in
the stock classes.
A petition for a charter to the national honorary judging fraternity.
Lambda Gamma Delta, is being considered as this book goes to press. The
Aggies, although few in number, are among the most active on the campus.
The Lecture Association
President
Vice President
Secretary
Faculty Treasurer
Faculty Member
Novell-
February 1
as presented by the Lecture Association
Mark Russell Gifford. '26
Donald Alan Lancjworthy. '27
Genevieve Coughlan. '26
Prof. Helen E. Peck
Prof. Joseph Waite Ince
Program. 1925-1926
Little Theatre Party
Georgiana Barbara Such
DeJen and Company
Jugo-Slav Tamburica Orchestra
An exceptionally fine program
during the past season.
On November 6th the Little Theatre Party entertained with a play
entitled "In Love With Love." We all were.
A dramatic portrayal of the "Kabyles of Les Ouadias." by Miss Georgiana
Barbara Such, was given on December 1 0th. It was agreed there was "None-
Such. "
DeJen 8 Company performed miracles before the skeptics on January 7th.
"Spirits Do They Come Back?
"
was their theme. If you really want to
know, ask Coach Keaney.
On February 3rd the Jugo-Slav Tamburica Orchestra gave a concert of
unusual charm. They were a versatile group of musicians and had something
to please the most critical.
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Rho Iota Kappa
Founded 1908
Honorary Member
Howard Edwards. LL.D.
1926
Webster Greenman
Arthur White Grover
Ralph Pringle Hill
Paul Johnson
Tho.mas Oliver Mulcahy
Walter Ackman Presbrey. Jr.
1927
Richard Lewis Barber
Robert Henry Brightman
William Henry Ford
Lionel Miles Warde
Caleb Earle Whitaker. Jr.
1928
Robert Edward Blake
R(ivi-R Courtland Chapman
Akim i; Hdward Dunphy
William Ulnry Gannon
Charles Thurber Miller
1929
Thomas Walter Anderson
Fr.^nk Edward Caulfield
Hi RBFRT Manton Chase. Jr.
CiioRGi; Timothy Keating
,'oii\' Francis McKenna. Jr.
,\l,\rRtr|, Tho.mas Monahan
C li! M I K Just PH PoLICKS
Ci-iARLLs Willia.m Sowter
William Bernard Trumbell

Beta Phi
Founded 1910
Honorary Member
Prof. John Barlow
1926
Everett P. Christopher
Emery H. Hall
James H. Haslam
Ernest H. LaChappelle
Calvin Lamont, Jr.
Thomas A. Laycock
Harry C. Wilbourn
1927
George H. Alexander
Clinton L. Arm,strong
Raymond H. Christopher
Harold A. Lamberton
Ralph V. Mead
Edward A. Mowbray
Robert S. McCully
H. "VERNCiN Van ValKenberg
1928
Henry M. Barney
Frederick W. Brown
Raymond L. Draghetti
Charles Heaton
Wii i.ia.m H. Murphy
1929
Malcolm Bowers
W. J. Fleming
W. E. Gowld
C. F. Magoun
H. W. Magoun
L. F. McClusky
J. E. Olsoon
H. A. Stenhoi.m
N. B. Swift
~^2^^
Delta Alpha Psi
Founded 1911
Honorary Member
Prof. Marshall Tyler
1926
Donald Hammond Dennis
Walter Samuel Gratton
Harold Lee McAuslin. Jr.
Alexander Elwin Paterson
1927
Howard Jerome Canfield
K'lMj M ,\i I'liiixM- DeBucci
S,-'-'i ! I ,\i I I -iM Otis
.\i i kl I' \\Ai I i k Swanson
1928
Norman Fischer Blair
Llonaku A.mbrosl Duckworth
Frank Newton
Chester Follett Scott
1929
A. Anderson
R. Bowers
C. Jones
A. Justin
W. Llmric
A. McKay
L. Oden
G. Pratt
2^
Eta Chapter of Theta Chi
Founded 1911
Honorary Member
Prof, Harold C, Browning
1926
Stanley Clark Bliss
Clifford Kenneth Bosworth
Mark Russell Gifford
Alfred Milton Hill
George Harold McKenzie
Bernard Maurice Peckham
Bayden Powell Taylor
1927
Howard Francis Asher
Robert Franklin Bostock
Edwin William Erickson
John Alexander Fenwick
Olaf Edwin Harrington
Joseph Henry Negus
Delbert Livingston Nevins
Raymond Tellesphori; Perron
Noel "Vernon White Smith
Herbert Farris Taft. Jr.
1928
Halfden Anderson
Robert MacCormick Bruce
Carl Theodore Carlson
Dale Rex Coman
Rudolph John Depni r
Maynard Prescott Foster
Robert Conklin Haire
Edward Intas
Wilhelm Gustaf Johnson
Alfred Thomas Kratzert
Ray.mond Earle Stevens
Robert Nelson Talbot
Ian Maclean Walker
Ben,ja.min' Emerson Ward
George Alexander Wragg
1929
Howard Allen
Caesar Frederick Archambault
Robert John Balfour
George MacDonald
Hyi.an Kenneth Mackenzie
Louis Baxter Palmer
Sa.muel Payne
Howard Joseph Reid
Patsy Rinaldo
Cecil Robert Smith
Theta Chi
Alpha
Beta
Ga.m.ma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
La.mbda .
Mu
Nu
Xi
O.MICRON
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tai.'
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega
Alpha Beta
Alpha Gamma
Alpha Delta
Founded at Norwich University 1856
Actfve Chapters
Norwich University
iMassachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Maine
Rensselear Polytechnic Institute
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
New Hampshire Slate College
Rhode Island State College
Massachusetts Agricultural College
, Colgate University
, University of Pennsylvania
Cornell University
University of California
Hampden Sydney College
University of Virginia
Richmond College
Dickenson College
University of Illinois
Oregon Agricultural College
University of Florida
New York University
North Dakota Agricultural College
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
University of Wisconsin
Pennsylvania State College
University of Pittsburg
University of Michigan
Purdue University
Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Zeta
Alpha Eta
Alpha Theta
.Alpha Iota
Alpha Kappa
Alpha Lambda
Alpha Mu
Alpha Nu
Alpha Xl
.Alpha Omicron
Alpha Pi
.'Klpha Rho
Alpha Sigma ,
Leland Stanford. Jr. University
, , University of Rochester
University of North Carolina
Dartmoulh College
"
, Indiana University
, , West Virginia L'niversity
Ohio St.ile I'niveisitv
low.l Sl.lle < oIK-e
Georgia School ut J echnology
, University of Delaware
Washington State College
University of Mlnnesot.i
University ol Wkisliuveton
University ot Oregon
Alumni Chapters
Boston Worcester I^ich.mond Springfield. M
New York Philadelphia Fargo Detroit
Pittsburgh Hartford Rochester San Francisco
Providence Washington Twin City

The Eta Zeta Chapter of Lamda Chi Alpha
Honorary Members
Prof. Royal L. Wales
Prof. William Anderson
1926
Everett Perry Arnold
Andrew Robertson Brown
George Ellis Dewsnap
Chester Weber Jensen
Cyril Ki.mball
Raymond Luft
Ira L^anii-i. McIntosh
t,i(iki",r Franklin Pierce
( ARI WAI.DI-MAR RIIULIN
.VliLES Edward S.mith
1927
( i[RiM(M'iiER Kendrick Brown
Rk ]iAi;ii Allen Cordin
James Donald
Robert Ja.son Hazard
Donald Alan Longworthy
1928
Owen Robert Conroy
Gerald Horace Faunce;
Daniel Francis Galvin
Milton Howard Irons
Horace W. Knowles
John Fowler Tennant. Jr.
James Kelly Townsend
1929
Karl Gustaf Anderberg
Alvin Maurice Anderson
James Hatton Brindle. Jr.
George Irving Cook
Iames Buchanan Dow
Daniel Re k ion Fit is
lolIN Wll t tAM Fll-WHIKGER
KFNNIlIt Lakle Klacxi
Richard Martin
Angus Cameron Munro
Duncan McCullock
WiLi ARD Herbert Spence
Active Chapter
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Zeta
lipsiLON Zeta
/l I A Zl I a
Lii A Zl lA
I AMIMIA ZiriA
Hi I A ZF t A
Sk,.MA Zl- 1 A
I'm Zl I A
1)1 1 1 A Zl- lA
Pi ZkiA
ClMirki )N Zl-IA
,\lf ZlTA
1 AU Zl I A
I; I A Zl lA
1 HITA Zl-IA
Upsilon Zeta
Xi Zeta
Chi Zeta
O.mega Zeta
Kappa Zfta
Nu Zfta
Riio Zfta
Pst Zfta
\\ PHA Alpha Zeta
.-Xll'lIA (lA.MMA Zl-IA
,-\l fllA Ll'Ml ON Zl I A
/\LI'HA Zl lA Zl- l,\
Al PHA loi A Ze 1 A
Alpha Lambda Zi ia
Alpha Beta Beta
.Alpha Phi Zeta
.Alpha Delta Zfta
Alpha Pi Zeta
Alpha Omicron Zfta
Al t'llA Mil Zl-TA
,'\i PHA Tau Zi-ia
.Alpha Eia Zeta
Alpha Sigma
Alpha Theta
.Alpha Upsilon
Alpha Xi
Alpha Chi
."Alpha Omega
Alpha Kappa
.Alpha Nu
Alpha Psi
Boston University
Massachusetts Agricultural College
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Stale College
Brown University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Maine
University of Michigan
Rutgers College
, Bucknell University
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Cornell L'niversity
Universiiv of Calit'ornia
Washington StateCollege
Rhode Island State College
Dartmouth College
Louisiana Stale College
DePau University
L'niversity of Illinois
Alabama Polytechnic University
Knox College
L'nr .if G<
Union Universitv
Purdue University
Buller C;ollcge
, University of South Dakota
Harvard University
Colgate University
Northwestern University
Oregon Agricultural College
University of Wisconsin
University of Alabama
Missouri Schools of Mines
L'niversity of Denver
L'niversity of Indiana
L'niversity of Texas
Iowa State College
Oklahoma A, and M, College
Cumberland University
Franklin and ,\l.irsliall College
Syracuse University
New Hampshire College
Richmond College
Ohio University
Wabash College
Western Reserve University
University of Washington
Active Chapter Continued
Gamma Alpha
Gamma Epsilon
Gamma Zeta
Gamma Iota
Gamma Lambda
Ga.m.ma Beta
Gamma Sigma
Gamma Phi
Gamma Delta
Gamma Phi
Gam.ma Omicron
Ga.m.ma Mu
Gamma Tau
Gamma Eta
Gamma Theta
Gamma Upsilon
Gamma Xi
University of Akron
University of Pittsburgh
Washiiiijt.iii and .IcITerson College
IXnison UniverMtv
Univer.silv ..I ( hu.Tj..
UniveiMtv ,.t Nebi-ask.i
Soutlieiii Methodisi Liiiversitv
W.ishun;lun .ind 1 ee L'niversity
A'andei-b.lt Universitv
Colorado Agriciiltur.il ("olle-e
.Michigan Agricultiii.il ( oIK-ee
Universitv >.l ( olor.ulo
Ohio Stau- liiiversiiv
H.iniilt.m ( nlleue
l.ii.ilv (ollege
North C^arolina Slale College
Kansas State College
Alumni Chapter
Baton Rouge. La.
Bessemer, Ala.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chattanooga, Tenn,
Chicago, III,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit. Mich.
Galesburg. III.
Harrisburg. Pa.
Hartford, Conn.
Wilkesbarrf:,
Indianapolis. Ind.
LlN( 111 N, Nl B.
Los Am,
Mil WAI I
,MlNM ,\l
\h,\\,.,,-
. Cal.
Wis.
Minn,
Ai \,
Nl w \,>UH. N, 'I",
PllILADI I.PHIA. Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Providf:nce, R, L
San Francisco, Cal.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis. Mo.
Washington. D. C.
Pa.

Zeta Pi Alpha
Founded 19 20
Honorary Members
Prof. Phillip Hadley, Ph.D.
Prof. Joseph Waite Ince, M,A,
Stephen Dominic Berardinelli
Harry Bernhard Eckloff
Harry Bruce Griffith
Clarence Vincent Hickey
Donald Rosslyn Kinzie
Robert Bennett Strong
1927
Frank Oliver Brown George Edward Hayden
Kenneth Cottrell Brown Elvin George Hendrick
Russell Arvid Eckloff Randolph Curtis Holt
Edward Allen Erickson Ernest Raymond Osbourn
John Rlishton Shoesmith
Joseph Clinton Ayre
Lawrence William Dring
Samuel Alfred Engdahl
Isaac Church Hull
Roland Alphonse Gignac
Antonio Matarese
1929
Henry Nor.man Ar.mbrust
Ernt-st Louis Hoar
Arthur George Kevorkian
John Harold McCann
Francis Drury McGinn
Alfred Stowell
'^ 2^^
Beta Nu Epsilon
Founded 1922
Honorary Member
Dr. Howard Edwards. L. L. D.
1926
Morris Barasch
Nathan Millman
1927
Bl NiA.MiN Bloom
Casper M. Sutton
Joseph Sack
Leonard A. White
1928
Maurice Harold Conn
.Vlll, h i\ ( I PS I MN
Bl N lAMIN I-INI
Cn\\l\ |-|,'|| I. .MAN
I l-W'IS Hfnky ,V1iller
Louis J. Spekin
1929
Joseph Deutsch
Samuel Sidney Epsteim, Jr.
David Fine
Alex Henry Hurwitz
Howard Morton Miller
Joseph Pulver
Solomon Arthur Smolensky
v^p-^-^
i^^ Ig^v W;
1
Delta Sigma Epsilon
Founded 1923
Honorary Member
Prof. C. Lloyd Sweeting
1926
John D. Orr
1927
Ronald T. Byrne
Joseph E. Clegg
John M. Droitcour
Frank D. Easterbrooks
Warren S. Gray
Albert L. Hiller
E. Earle Martin
Allan H. Pilling
Charles W. Wilcox
1928
E. Wesley Adams
James H. Allenson
Raymond E. Borden
RAYMtwD H. Lawton
Earle H. Madison
James E. Marble
Hugh G. Orr
Ceylon A. Randall
1929
James A. Dawson
Allen E. Ernst
Clarence E. Graha.m
Gladding Johnson
Wallace B, McClean
Earl McCrillis
Edward J, Pike

R. L Campus Club
Founded 1920
Faculty Member
Prof. C. Lester Goggins
Honorary Member
"Chef" L. T. K. Stowell
Graduate Member
Leo LaFleur
Sidney Bragg
Vincent P. Cum.mings
Harry T. Ei.lstro.m
John E. Harvey
Henry Hopkins
Alberico C. Mansolillo
Willia.m Marcaccio
Theobald Schoeller
Fran' IS K, Smith
Hakoi i> C, Warden
Albi Rl L. Worrall
Leslie P. Bloomer
Percival M. Creaser
George A. Eddy
Ormand Gay
Alfred H. Leigh
Kenneth W. Priestly
Casimer a. Rogus
James E. Rolston
1928
Fred M. Hammett
Vincent Murphy
Thomas F. Power
Eugene L. Roderick
1929
Alden E. Peterson
Joseph M. Santoro I

Phi Sigma
Founded 1925
Honorary Member
Prof. H. Churchill
1927
C. Gunnar Johnson
Herbert M. Koran
Granville Milton Neal
Roger Leroy Searle
1928
George Richmond Anderson
Charles Greenleaf Cloudman
Dexter Luther, Jr,
James Henry Richardson
Henry M, Shaw
1929
John M, Briston
Richard I.fete Cotton
H, Bernard Scott
li
^2^
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Polygon Interfraternity Society
Honorary Member
Professor Joseph W. Ince
Rho lota Kappa
Walter A. Presbrey, Jr., '26 Ralph P. Hill. '26
Lionel M. Warde. '27
Beta Phi
Calvin La.mont. Jr., '26 Harry C, Wilbourn, '26
Edward Mowbray, '27
Delta Alpha Psi
Harold McAuslan, '26 Walter S. Gratton, "26
A. Elwin Paterson, '26
Lambda Chi Alpha
Chester W. Jensen. '26 Ira D. McIntosh. '26
Andrew R. Brown. '26
Zeta Pi Alpha
Clarence V. Hickey. '26 Harry B. Griffith. '26
Elvin G. Hendrick, '27
'^ 2^
Sigma Kappa
Founded at Colby College. 1874
1926
Katherine Viola Clark
Elizabeth Kane.
Helen Pauline. Kirby
1927
Olive Frances Alli:baugh
Hazel Elizabeth Gage
Laura Estelle Murray
Elizabeth Cook Ramsbotto.m
.Mildri:d Lucy Thompson
Doris Elaine Urquhart
Mildred Stewart Wood
1928
Lillian Evelyn Blanding
HrNRiFTTA Isabel Eastwood
I (Its .\L-\RII Iil.DREDGE
Innii I'l ,\ni Grover
.Anhhni I 1 1 Hay
Fl i/Aiii III iFRFSA Hearn
Ll i/Ahi 111 .Anne Kendall
Mar(,ari r FsTiiER Macrae
Mable E.m.ma Peckham
Jean Isabel Robertson
Majorie Louise Wells
1929
Dorothy Lee Champlin
Ruth Lucille Coombs
Frances Mayhern Davies
Alice St. Clair Gladding
Helen Elizabeth Goodwin
Emily Heap
Miriam Gray Hope
Martha Ryland Humes
Alpha
Beta and Gamma
Dl LIA
Epsilon
Zfta
Eta
Theta
Iota
L AMBDA
,Mu
Nu
Xl
O.MICRON
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
OMIiGA
Alpha Beta
Alpha Ga.mma
.Alpha Delta
Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Zeta
.Alpha Eta
Alpha Theta
-Alpha Iota
Alpha Kappa
Alpha Lambda
Alpha Mu
Alpha Nu
Alpha Xi
Alpha Omicron
.Alpha Pi
Portland
Boston
Mianie. Ohio
Central New York
Cleveland
New York City
Kansas City
Chicago
Dallas
Central Ohio
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Louisville
Active Chapters
Colby College
Consolidated with Alpha
Boston University
Syracuse University
George Washington University
Illinois Wesleyan University
University of Illinois
University of Denver
University of California
University of Washington
Middleburg College
University of Kansas
Jackson College
Leland Stanford Jr. University
Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Southern Methodist University
University of Indiana
Oregon Agricultural College
Rhode Island State College
Ohio State University
University of Wisconsin
F'lorida State College for Women
University of Buffalo
Washington State College
University of Tennessee
Iowa State College
Cornell University
University of Minnesota
Univcrsily of Louisville
Miami University
University of Nebraska
Adelphi College
University of Michigan
University of Montana
University of Iowa
University of California
Ohio Wesleyan University
Alumni Chapters
Spokane
Detroit
Iowa
Buffalo
Washington. D. C.
Waterville
Bloomington, III,
Colorado
Puget Sound, Seattle. Wash.
Los Angeles
Rhode Island
Bay Cities. Berkeley. Cal.
11401
Lambda Beta Chapter Chi Omega
Alumni Members
Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Miss Clara M. Taylor
1926
Genevieve Coughlan
Katharine Genevieve Holley
Hazel May Kimber
Martha Ogarita Sayle:s
Florence Mary Straight
1927
.Muriel Arnold
Mabel Fvangi i inf Diamond
Carolyn Siii-pi i v rukiM s
Agnfs I I i/Ahi III H,\kini.:tt
Harrili Llizabi ih Lewis
Winifred Marguerite: MacLaughlin
1928
Virginia Theone Broome
Elsa Bf:rtha Gramelbach
Alice Hester Sims
1929
Geneva Helen Bowerman
Hope Griffith
Elsie Catherine Cole.man
Thelma Jeannftti- Carpenter
Elizabeth Franci s Curtis
Ruth Anni i 1 1 lli nshaw
Dorothy Gi ni \,\ I iNn
Elizabeth Ha/i i ,\U nsifr
Margaret Franc is OConnor
Barbara Bi.aki: S.miih
Lois Elizabeth Wilcox
Hope Person Merrill I
1

Active Chapters
Founded Fayelleville, Ark., 1895
Psi
Chi , , ,
Upsilon
Sigma ,
Rho
Pi
Omicron
Xi
Nu
Mu
Lambda
Kappa
Iota
Theta
Eta
Zeta .
Delta
Ga.mma
Beta
Alpha
Psi Alpha .
Chi Alpha
Phi Alpha
Upsilon Alpha
Tau Alpha ,
Sigma Alpha
Rho Alpha
Pi Alpha
Omicron Alpha
Xi Alpha
Nu Alpha , , , ,
Mu Alpha
LajMBDa Alpha
Kappa Alpha
Iota Alpha
Theta Alpha
Eta Alpha
University of Arkansas
Transylvania College
, Union University
Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Newcomb College
University of Tennessee
University of Illinois
Northwestern University
, University of Wisconsin
University of California
University of Kansas
University of Nebraska
University of Texas
West Virginia University
University of Michigan
University of Colorado
Dickinson College
Florida State College
Colby College
, , , University of Washington
University of Oregon
Jackson College
George Washington University
Syracuse University
Ohio University
Miami University
University of Missouri
University of Cincinnati
Coe College
University of Utah
, Leland Stanford University
University of New Hampshire
University of Kentucky
Kansas State Agricultural College
Southern Methodist University
Cornell University
Oregon Agricultural College
Zeta Alpha Ohio State University
Epsilon Alpha University of Oklahoma
Delta Alpha University of Chattanooga
Gamma Alpha Swarthmore College
Beta Alpha University of Pennsylvania
Psi Beta State University of Iowa
(xii Beta Purdue University
Phi Beta . University of Pittsburgh
Upsilon Beta , Hollins College
Tau Beta Oklahoma State College
Sig.ma Beta Montana State College
Rho Beta Drake University
Pi Beta University of Minnesota
O.MICRO.N Beta William and Mary College
Xi Beta University of Maine
Nu Beta University of Alabama
Mu Beta University of Georgia
Lambda Beta Rhode Island State College
Kappa Beta Southwestern Presbyterian University
Iota Beta Hunter College
Theta Beta University of Indiana
Eta Beta Iowa State College
Zeta Beta University of Arizona
Epsilon Beta University of North Carolina
Delta Beta University of Maryland
Gamma Beta Southern Branch of the University of California
Beta Beta State College of Washington
Alpha Beta Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Psi Ga.mma University of North Dakota
Chi Gamma Marietta College
Phi Ga.mma Louisiana State University
Upsilon Gamma University of South Dakota
Tau Gamma Wittenberg College
Sigma Gamma . , Oglethorpe University
Rho Gamma Hillsdale College
Pi Gamma University of New Mexico
Omicron Gamma Westminster College
Kappa Gamma Ohio Wesleyan College
Alumni Chapters
Atlanta Lincoln
Bay Cities Los Angeles
Berkeley Lynchburg
Boston Memphis
Chattanooga Milwaukee
Chicago New Orleans
Cincinnati New York City
Columbus Oxford
Dallas Philadelphia
Dayton Pittsburgh
Denver Portland
Des Moines Salt Lake City
Detroit San Francisco
Eugene Seattle
Fayetteville St. Louis
Kansas City Syracuse
Knoxville Tampa
Lexington Washington

^2^
Theta Delta Omicron
Founded April 15, 1924
Faculty Advisor
Faculty Member
Miss Winifred Hazen
Miss Grace Whaley
1926
Lillian Annabelle Biltcliffe
Ruth Elizabeth Curran
Constance Katharine Knobflsdorf
1927
Mildred Emma Negus
Hope Isabel Perry
1929
Celeste Atwood Boss
Mary Esther Crandall
Doris Eliz.abeth Dyson
Ida Olney Flemming
Florence Evelyn Whittaker

Panhellenic
Katherine Viola Clark, '26
Carolyn Shepley Forbes, '27
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Sigma Kappa
Olive Allebaugh, '27
Mrs. Arthur J. Minor
Chi Omega
Florence Mary Straight,
Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Thela Delta Omicron
Constance K.atherine Knobelsdorf'.
Hope Isabel Perry, '27
Miss Winifred Hazen
The Panhellenic Association aims to maintain a high plane of fraternity
life and interfraternity relationships, to co-operate with College authorities in
their efforts to maintain high social and scholastic standards throughout the
whole College, and to be a forum for the discussion of matters of interest to the
College and fraternity world.
Meetings are held every two weeks.

PROM
Junior Week
May 7-9, 1925
Committee of Arrangements
Chester W. Jensen, Chairman
John E, Harvey
Ira D, McIntcwh
Harry B. Griffith
Mark R. Gifford
Clarence V. Hickey
George E. Dewsnap
Hope M. Dyer
Rlith Fearney
Ralph P. Hill
Katherine V. Clarke
Genevieve Coughlan
Donald R. Kinzie
Everett P. Arnold
3:30 P. M.
9:00 P. M.
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Keaney
Capt. and Mrs. Claude G. Hammond
Mr. and Mrs. George Ada.ms
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Tower
Mrs. Lillian Peppard
Thursday
Baseball Game. Boston Univ. vs. R. I. State
Junior Promenade
Athletic Field
Lippitt Hall
8:00 P. M. Phi Delta, "Thr.
Friday
Live Ghosts" Lippitt Hall
Saturday
10:00 A. M, Interscholastic Track Meet j
3:00 P.M. Baseball Game. Conn. Agricultural Freshmen vs.
R. I. Stale Freshmen ,
7:30 P. M. Fraternity House Dances.
Program of Commencement Week
Rhode Island State College
June 12-15, 1925
Friday. June 12
2:30 P.M. Senior Class Day Exercises Under the Elms
4:30 P.M. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation Agricultural Hal!
5:30 P.M. Phi Kappa Banquet South Hall
9:00 P. M. W. S. Gilbert's "Pygmalion and Galatea" Under the Elms
Saturday. June 1 3
10:00 A. M. Faculty and Alumni vs. Seniors. Baseball Game Athletic Field
1:00 P.M. Informal Alumni Luncheon , , East Hall
2:30 P. M. Annual Business Meeting of Alumni Association Science Hall
4:00 P.M. Class Reunions Science Hall
6:00 P. M. Informal Alumni Supper East Hall
8:30 P. M. Rhode Island Night Lippitt Hall
Sunday. June 14
3:30 P.M. Baccalaureate Exercises Lippitt Hall
Address President Howard Edwards.
7:45 P.M. Ashford's Cantata, "The Beatitudes" Village Church
Monday. June 1 5
11:00 A. M, Thirty-second Annual Commencement Exercises Lippitt Hall
Greetings By Dr. Walter E. Ranger.
President Board of Managers.
Address By Lieut. Gov. Nathaniel W. Smith.
Address By Hon. Jesse H. Metcalf. United States Senator.
Address By Frederick R. Martin.
Former Manager Associated Press.
8:00 P.M. Commencement Ball Lippitt Hall
Rhode Island State College
Honors Awarded Commencement Day, June 15, 1925
Final Honors for Four Years
William Frederick Lucker
Stella Cohen
Milton Harris Bidwell
Willis James Snow
Evelyn Augusta Burdick
Leslie Grant Burlingame
Helen Shaw Burdick
Irvin Eldin Walling
Senif
Honors for the Year
Junior
Stella Cohen
William Frederick Lucker
George Laroy Young
Leslie Grant Burlingame
Willis James Snow
Evelyn Augusta Burdick
Helen Shaw Burdick
George Alfred Eddy, 3rd
Mildred Emma Negus
Constance Catherine Knobelsdorff
Everett Percy Christopiii:r
Harry Thurston Ellstrom
Albert Edward Worrall
Martha Ogarita Sayles
Sophomore
NoFL Vernon White Smith
Hazel Elizabeth Gage
Jean Isobel Robertson
Fred Mason Hammett, Jr,
Antonio Matarese
Rudolph John Depner
Lois Marie Eldredge
Charles Greenleaf Cloudman
Wilhelm Gustav Johnson
Ben,iamin Fine
Harold Joseph Northup
Rhode Island State Grange Scholarship
(Highest Grade in Specified Course)
Noel Vernon White S.mith
Jean Isobel Robertson
Agriculture
Home Economics
State Federation of Women's Clubs Scholarship
(Student Aid)
Jean Isobel Robertson Mabel Evangeline Dimond
Triangle Club of Kingston Scholarship
Hazel May Kimber
COnriENCEMENT
BALL
Lippitt Hall, June 15, 1925
Committee of Arrangements
Mark R. Gifford
Katherine G. Holley
Cyril S. Kimball
George Pierce
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Browning
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Keaney
Mr. and Mrs. William Whelan
^2^
Aggie Ball
Lippitt Barn, November 10, 1925
Committee of Arrangements
'"Farmer"' Christopher, Chairman
Music )ecoral(ons
ZEKi" Blair "Cy" Peckham
Refreshments Program
"A.MOS" Smith "HiRA.M"" Harrington
Patrons and Patronesses
"Hank" Brightman
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr, AND Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. George Adams
Mr. AND Mrs. Leslie Keegan
Sophomore Hop
Lippitt Hall, December 11, 1925
Committee of Arrangements
Raymond B. Borden. Chairman
Music
Louis J. Spekin
Coal Room
Owen R. Conroy
Refreshments
Antoinette Hay
Decorations
Gerald A. Cleary
Floor
Roland A. Gignac
Favors and Programs
Elsa B. Gramelsbach
Patronesses
Virginia L. Broome
Lighting
James H. Ai.lanson
Patrons and Pair
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
Miss Alice Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. C. Weldon
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Keaney
Mr. and Mrs. William Whelan
Mrs. Lillian Peppard
Prof. Charles L. Sweeting i
Lippitt Drill Hall, January 29, 1926
Committee of Arrangements
Cadet Captain Paul Johnson, Chairman
Cadet Major William Marcaccio
Cadet Capfain Donald R. Kinzie
Cadet Lieutenant Arthur W. Grover
Cadet Lieutenant Emery H. Hall
Cadet Sergeant William H. Ford
Cadet Sergeant Gi:orgf A. Eddy
Cadet Sergeant Edwin W. R. Erickson
Cadet Sergeant Olaf E. Harrington
Cadet Sergeant John D. Orr
Cadet Sergeant Delbert L. Nevins
Cadet Sergeant Earl E. Martin
Cadet Sergeant Noel V. W. Smith
Cadet Sergeant Earle C. Whitaker, Jr.
Cadet Sergeant Donald A. Langworthy
Patron and Pair
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards Mlss Alice Edwards
Capt. and Mrs. Claude G. Hammond Lieut, Paul D, Carter
Miss Lucy Tucker Mr. and Mrs. William Whelan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Minor
I i.';r|

Ask Us
Yes. wc are Collegiate.' Rather
risque, 1 sa y Don
'
t you h ke ou r
er er? Hope asked what the grand
idea was in taking this picture, but I
smiled, replying it was for artistic pur
poses. The girls consented to have rhc
picture taken. I asked them where ihey
were going, and "Gin" replied.
ncd the npus aftei
Then the
'ith me chirped up
that they should
;r skates, Bobbie
she couldn't skate
uggested they all
jgreed that "Gin"
Id not run away from us. What!
Say. what kind of a party is
i Ih-
'Chet'
/cry truly yours. C. W. Jensen, That was how I
icti .1 tcitcr to .1 girl I threw over when she asked for
nun Kick, when [ sent the ring back I si^;^o.i 1 hf
.T Iikf ihai. Of courseyou see I, thai is, Im
11 Newport . .ind two fellows from my home lown
n U) \\i]c .ind ibcv were well known around Nt-w
en .uni ol course vou know Ithat is. I don'i
n IO s.iv I m hkc Uvsc tdlows but anywayhuh.
i Ic liom my honu" town and they were popuLii
h (he gifU. Ol course 1 don"t pay much attention
;o-cds in general, but the other day one ot ihem
arked to me how manly I looked in a basketball
and ! said, well of course. 1 claim but what
uld I
Prof. Mitchell
Im the 'Dago Prof, from Annapoli.s. Ol course
1 didn't mind when the fellow asked me to let him
snap my picture. I just stood in my favorite pose,
smiled and said fire away "old scout." Then the pho
tographer asked me to say a few words about the Col
lege and how I like Kingston and. well, he asked mc
to give him my impressions of my first year of teaching
at a college tike Rhode Island, so I told him I thought
Kingston was the most beautiful spot north of Annap
olis and I loved the place very much, and I loved the
students here, they arc so democratic, but there was
one thing that puzzled me very much since I came to
Rhode Island. 1 said, and that was: "I've always won
dered why they built the from door of Davis Hall
where the back door ought to be."
By "Speed" Randall
By a glance at the picture it is pain
fully easy to see who is causing all the
laughter. Note the poise and technique
I use when expounding a funny one.
The one I was telling when the camera
clicked was a little risque, but by clever
by-passing and shading I put it across
big, Harriet and Marie enjoyed the
joke great, as can be seen by ihcir
laughter. Bui Bill Gannon who is
laughing the most, didn't sec the joke
at all; it went away over his head. He's
laughing because the others are and be
didn't know what else to do. The
same wiih his hands, he put them in
his back pockets because he didn't know
what else to do with them. Just con
trast Bill with me. He is all uneasy.
while I'm all easy goin'. That's why
I rate so big with the co-eds. I'm
smooth and fast. In the picture you
will note my right arm on the point of
encircling Harriet. We hadnl been
there on the wall more than three hours
By Harry
'Don'
nhood. With
dur
Cll
ni! ll
in,i
e W.iiu
ni-,-J .1 n
i 1 I.il
\T onths, toong vaca
e (a fo
say n
ced o
oth
he
ngof m
wherewit
y 'Glei
hal) at
1 ,1 ,p 1) \eiis \^ Ih Capn Hamo n's Amce This
pi,- ure c eputs ne getting he d op on the target
rhcrts n otbing ike it. fello ws loi 1 the Na vy anc
<.ee thf VI orld. . oin Claudes Arm nd see th e coun
try ,iboiit Kingston. When 1 was sked to sign on the
doited line I did not hesitate a mo t. and 1 am not
sor V 1 w em throURh with it. lhe R O. F. C teaches
disc iphne clejnl and c imma rd. Sign on the
dol ed I.n e.
When Florence let mc put my arm around her 1 was
all a-wiggle with ecstasy. Just before this picture was
taken she had chucked me under the chin and I fell so
exotic and gleeful lhat I put my arm right around her
and held her and couldn't let go and thai was how
this picture was taken. I adored this picture, too. and
would only let the GRIST fellow use it if he promised
and crossed his heart that he would give it back. 1
really wanted it put in the GRIST because it shows me
at my best. Florence thinks that I think she's the only
one lhat counts wiih mc. but that's a part of my sys
tem: [ make every co-cd I go out with think that. My
phone number is 467-R-4 if any others want to go
out wilh me and lake pictures.
ON KINGSTON HILL
V,- fl*e tl,^ Cntrl
GRM6
From Our Contemporaries
(With Apologies)
Where . It Falls Down
Prof. Sweeting: "Do you believe in a more elastic currency?""
IVlAClNTOSH: ""No, it"s elastic enough. Wliy not make il
Easty took a nasty aim.
Then through the air his driver sped:
He tore his sock upon a rock.
"Great guns, a hole in one."" he said.
Martin
Donald
Martin
""Say. I found a splinu-
"Well, what did ymi ,1
"Oh, I ate it with tlu r
hash this noon,"
)\ board."'
Page Mrs. Post
(Scene Tony"s.) "And again she ordered another Hamburg."
Foolish Questions
Agnes (to another Co-cd drying her hair) : "What you doing, drying
your hair?"
Irate Co-ED: '"No. \'m shining my shoes. Where are you out driv
ing at a four o'clock tea?"
Six Best Sellers
"Why I Went to Yale" Robert Strong.
"The Woman Nobody Ever Heard
"
Elsa Gramelsbach.
"The Constant Whistler" James Haslem.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" Ira Macintosh.
"Women" Chester Jensen.
"An Outline of Everything" George H. Picar.
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"Will you get a sheepskin this year?
"Oh. yes and if I leave early enough Fll get a couple of good overcoats,
too.'"
Society News
Mr. and Mrs. Watson are being congratulated on the arrival of a son,
William, who has just returned from Brown.
KinziE: "'There is something that always puzzles me in military mat
ters."
Capt. Ham.mond:
'
Wliai is that?"
KiNZIF: "How .i sianding army can be kept in good running order,"
Prof. Barlow (addressing his class) : 'I intend to show you a very fine
specimen of a dissected frog which I have in this parcel."
Undoing the parcel, he discovered some sandwiches and a piece of fruit.
"But but surely I ate my lunch." be said.
Dennis: "Here's a question for you."
GRATTON: "Well, what is it'"
Dennis: ""Who is more apt to lose his balance, a tight rope walker or a
bookkeeper?"
KiPPY: "I heard Stan Bliss was working in a shirt factory."
Peckham: "Yes, so he is."
KiPPY: "But why wasn't he working today?"
Peckham: "Oh, they are making night shirts this week."
Ford: "She plays a fair game of golf, doesn't she?"
Gray: "Yes. if you watch her."
Hits
That Certain Feeling FoUR "E's AND A "D"
Five Foot-Two "Ted" SCHOELLER
You Have Me. I Have You "Cy" Ki.mball to ""Samie" Forbes
Oh. How I'm Waitin" for You Five Dollars' Worth of Sheepskin
Then I'll be Happy JUNE 21 ST
Paddlin'. Madlin' SoRORITY INITIATION
Shake That Thing OwEN CONROY
Don't Wake Me Up. Let Me Dream . BRUCE GRIFFITH
The Camel Walk Doc. POTTER
Flamin' Mamie GRAMELSBACH
Clap Hands. Here Come Lanza WHO LOCKS THE DoOR
How Come You Do Me Like You Do FiRPO TO KeaNEY
.lust a Little Drink May Parti'
Why Don't You Marry the Girl' HARRY WILBOURN
Oh. How I Miss You To-night BASKETBALL TEAM
11651
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of this volume.


For Successful
Home Baking
the right choice of baking powder is essential a baking powder that.
in addition to raising the dough in just the proper^ manner, adds
nutritive value to the food. When you use
RUMFORD
"THE WHOLESOME"
BAKING POWDER
everything you bake will be more wholesome, more delicate in texture.
more delicious in taste than ever before. RUMFORD always produces
the same perfect results at reasonable cost.
RUMFORD restores to fine wheat flour the nutritious and health-giving
properties removed in the process of bolting.
RUMFORD makes bake days an unqualified delight to thousands of
successful, happy housewives, because RUMFORD results in real baking
perfection.
Each can contains an order for a Practical
Cook Book, compiled by the Principal of the
Boston Cooking School.
THE RUMFORD COMPANY
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
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Brown ti Sharpe Machines
and Tools have earned the
title "Standard of the
Mechanical World " You
are cordially invited to
visit the plant and see the
manufacture of these prod
ucts at any time.
Breton & Sharpe
Products
Milling Machines
Grinding Machines
Gear Cutting Machine
Screw Machines
Cutters and Hobs
Machinist's Tools
Gears Cut to Order
The Brown 8 Sharpc
No. 138 General Catalog
should be in the hands of
every one connected witii
the mechanical profession.
npy.Write for yc
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
ProvidtDce, R, i , U. S. A.
Cotrell & Leonard
Albany, N, Y.
Caps
GoiL'ns
Hoods
FOR ALL DEGREES
Selective Materials
Reasonable Prices
Perfect Workmanship
J. H. Preston 6C Co.
INC.
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND
Fruits
Vegetables
Cheese
Eggs
and-
FERNCREST BUTTER
7. We appear in Claude's college cut clothes for soldiers. Those who can read music will
save shoe leather.
9. Cross Country meet at Kinuston. Rhode Island loses ro Mass. Acgies, by 26 ro 28.
Rhode Island beats Lowell Textile, in football I 2 to 0.
12. Holiday. Columbus day.
13. We edification yesterday.
16. X Q formal rush party.
17. New Hampshire wins football from Rhode Island. 26 to 0,
0 A O formal rush party.
19. 2 K formal rush party. Sophs win rope pull .ind get their "candy."
21. Sorority bids arc given out.
25. Rhode Island Varsity Cross Country team defeats Brown 21 lo 34. and Freshmen team
cleans up 27 Io 5 2.
24. Rhode Island beats C. C. N. Y. at football. 12 to 7, in hard fast game. Freshmen also
beat La Salle. 14 to 0.
26. "Antiquity of Man." a talk at assembly by Dr. Richard Lull of Yale University. 1
31. Worcester Polytech wins football game. 26 to 18. from Rhody. but loses Cross Country
Meet. 55 to 18, Berardinelli and jMulcahy are lost in Ihc woods. Beta Phi has
annual Hallow Een Dance.
[1711 4'
Sheldon
Furniture, Ri
Lamps
Varnishes,
Pape
L
cr(x:kery
House Furnishing
Dealers in
gs. Glassware, Kitchenware, Ranges, Crocket
Phonographs, Wall Paper, Paints, Oils
Brushes, Alabastine, Lime, Paste, Floor Wax,
Towels. Paper Plates, Cups, Napkins,
noleums, Congolcums, and Bedding
Co.
y.
AND GLASSWARE REN 1 ED IOR BANQUETS
Collegiate Tuxedos
TO HIRE
and
FOR SALE
WALDORF
CLOTHING CO.
21 2 Union Street
Providence
l.arge.tt Tuxedo House in Providence
Compliments of
HARRY R. LEWIS, '07
LEWIS FARMS
"The Home of Lewis Layers"
Davisville RhocJc Island
RHODE ISLAND STATE
COLLEGE
Offers Free Collegiate Instruction to residents of Rhode Island
who present for entrance fifteen units of high school work
COURSES OF STUDY
For Women For Men
Home Economics Agriculture
General Science General Science
Business Administration
Engineering (Civil. Chemical
Electrical and Mechanical )
Teacher Training for both Men and Women
Specifically in Home Economics and Agriculture
Military Department. Reserve Officers' Training Corps
Board and l^oom al Cosl
Tjotal ^slimate of Expenses Yearly $325
FOR CA I -Al (K.L'L. Address
Registrar, Rhode Island State College
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND
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CALENDAR
November
On this date fifty seven men and women of the State College journeyed to Wakefield In a
"Covered Wagon" to a attend a religious exercise, and returned.
Bates wrests game from Rhode Island. H to 0.
"Bob" Strong sets new course record in Cross Country run against Tufts. Rhode Island
'inning by 20 to 37. Freshmen, however lose to Providence Tech, 51 to 12
in footbi
The
the "Hds.
Rhode Island
Featuring ye
lith Lo
Frosh" lo.se to Conn. Aggies, 1 4 to :
Aggie Ball." with Miss Directed.
(Sleep till noon). 0X Dance.
Rhode Island 0. Conn. Aggies 0. Football game
drowned, nor a victory celebrated, but a good
being set apart as official "Home Coming Daj
Gertrude Williams scores heav
at Storrs. 2 K Pledge Danc(
New England Intercollegiate Cr
place.
Sophomores win football game
Coun un held Bosto Rhode Island takes fifth
om I reshmcn. 20 to 0, thus giving the Freshmen
shmcn caps .mother month in the spring, and red a
bands at all the major dances of the year.
Rho lota Kappa and Zeta Pi Alpha hold house dances.
"Ye cave manne and hisse pictures on ye walks," by Dr. George B. MacCurdy of Yale
The Boys" get their turkey at Kast Hall ( ?) . and leave Kingston a la pied for points e
and west. Lambda Chi Alpha and Delta Sigma Epsilon hold house dances.
Thanksgiving Day at home wilh the family.
Back again, with the same eagerness that we felt wfien we left.
ith New Bedford Textile. -I/
plying with Volstead.
w London. 35 to 29. Still
December
Rain to day.
Rhode Island wins first basketball game of season w
Rain stopped for drill.
It rained during tbe night, and this morning it was sl
R, I. wins close game with Coast Guard Academy f:
raining.
Rain stopped last night.
Rhody loses to Yale. 34 to 17. ("Bob" Strong breaks another
Georgiana Barbara Such lectures on the "HUI Tribes of .N'orthern Africa."
A memorable day for all of us. Dr. Ray Petty, the cause.
Freshmen win game from North Attleboro High. 55 to 5. Theta Chi and Lambda Ch
Senior Co-eds give party to women students and display dramatic ability.
Xmas parties at many houses, interesting presents given and received.
Exodus.
Kingston could to-day fittingly be used by some "Gray" for local color in his eulogy.
What do you think ol the guy that wears Red Knickers?
.rd).
Resolved not to make any Ne'
We all come back to day to sai
collegiate conference at Pi
Skating at Thirty Acres.
De Jen K Co. succeed to some
January
'iTear's resolution
1 dollar. "Mike
eton for discuss;
:tent before our sceptical audi
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Broke it before noon.
Gifford tells us in Assembly about
a of "World Affaire."
C M BIGELOW. 1 91 2 R. W. KENT, 1911
A. J. MINOR, 1911
BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD Sc CO.
INCORPORATED
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS
PARK SQUARE BUILDING
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
PRODUCTIONCOSTS SALES
BUILDING DESIGNVALUATIONSAUDITS
FINANCING
"DOC" HOWELL
The Criterion in
Collegiate Tailoring
75 Westminster Street
Providence, R. I.
THE WESTERLY
FURNITURE CO.
Displays a Complete Assortment ofMediu
and High Qrade Furnishings at most
reasonable prices
Convenient Credit I'erms
HIGH STRHI-T WHS'I liRLY
n-itablished in 1847
L. VAUGHN COMPANY
SASH, DOORS, BLINDS
and BUILDERS' FINISH
1 153-1 155 WESTMINSTER STREET PROVIDENCE, R, I,
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.nn Vw. Ma; iee Prep. 30 to 2
Florida, They : )ld hir
Good Buy'
Dr. Holyoke sings some jazz of 50 years ago.
Bridgewater Normal loses to Rhody.
;,Club Benefit Dancf
song, and thuy calle'
28. and Freshmen bea
38 1
.md Jun
26. fr.
beat Sophs. 5 3
Rhody.
w light at ,
"And there's a hundred million c
Senior Co-eds beat Frosh, 24 to
Rhodv Island loses to B. U.. 44
M, I, T. wins close game, 30 to
"Rabbi Gupp" presents the Jewish vicwpoin
of iutcr-fraternity debates, Thela Chi wins from Campus Club
on default from Lambda Chi. .
Freshmen beat Commercial High of Providence. 53-6.
Lanza blows a warning whistle before closing door, to prevent accident
Soph Co-cds beat Frosh. 25 to 24, in hot battle.
Freshmen beat Barrington High. 21 to 10.
Northeastern University wins basketball game from Rhode Island. 43 i
Dr. Gilbert speaks at assembly on the "Future of New England."
Freshmen beat East Providence High, 67 to 10.
Varsity team loses to Brooklyn Polytech. 29 to 25; revamped teai
form. Freshmen win from South Kingston High, 43 to 8.
The "Military Ball
"
presented by "The Student Battalion." One of i
Freshmen win from Pawtucket High. 85 to 14.
February
Prexy's brother tells us about "Charley." the horse.
Jugo-Slav Orchestra presents a varied and interesting program at Lectu:
First big snowstorm. They shovel us out in time for classes.
Rhody beats Lowell Textile. 50-36.
Preliminary battle between Freshmen and Sophon-
Second round
32-29. in favor of Sophs.
Exams are in our midst.
Still exam ing.
Welcome Home."
Delta Alpha Psi house dance.
Wc register again.
Big night -We beat Boston University, 41 to 28, on home court.
Brown humbled by Freshmen. 32-19. Sigma Kappa, Chi Omega and Delta Sigma Epsilon
hold initiations and banquets.
Washington has a birthday, and Bill Gannon illustrates Archimedes' Principle in Thirty
Acres. Theta Delta Omicron holds initiation and banquet.
Northeastern bows to Rhode Island on the home floor. 40-29.
Fourth consecutive victory for the basketball team. Maine is once more defeated by Rhode
Island, 38-33.
Another big day in Kingston! Fifth consecutive victory for the Varsity. Connecticut
bearen. 32-27. in a close, bard fought game. Freshmen win their game with Con
necticut Freshmen. 43-24. and the Co-eds keep their string of unbroken '
Connecticut by winning. 32-19.
March
Dr. Gallagher, Dean of Providence College, speaks at Assembly.
Rhode Island wins Triangular Debate; Affirmative with New Hampshire
Negative with Maine at Kingston. We lose to Brown. 44-27.
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Compliments of
THE COFFEE SHOP
ANTHONY H. BLISS
COAL
BUILDING MATERIALS
WAKEFIELD
BRANCH
CO.
GRAIN HARDWARE
T. O'CONNOR
FLORIST
Providence. R. I.
CALENDAR
17. The team again journeys to Boston to play Northeastern. First half of Freshmen-Soph
track meet. Phi Chapter of Sigma Kappa has annual spring dance.
24. Track meet with Northeastern at Kingston. Z 11 A House dance. Campus Club banquet.
27. Home baseball game with Clark.
28. Colby journeys from Waterville. Me., to play at Kingston.
30. Baseball with Maine, and Freshmen have track meet with La Salle Academy of Providence.
' May
1. We meet our ancient rivals, the Connecticut Aggies, in track meet at Storrs.
4. Baseball game with Worcester Polytech at Worcester.
6. Another home game! Boston University this time.
7. Return game with Northeastern at Kingston,
8. Track meet wiih Trinity College at Kingston, and Freshmen hold meet with Brown
Frosh.
12. The stage is set for another battle! Connecticut Aggies play on the Student Field.
13. Freshmen play opening game on their schedule with East Providence. Time out for the
rest of the week! College as the world sees it! The Junior Prom!
14. Freshmen play Commercial High. Phi Delta presents J. M. Barrie's play. "What Every
Woman Knows."
(5 1 17S 1
oils Leading
GREASES Lubricants
Automobiles, Motorcycles, Airplanes, Motor Boats and
All Classes of Industrial Machinery
.\n
Oil or Grease for Every Lubricating Requirement
A. W. Harris Oil Company
326 South Wator Street Providence, R. I.
BKANCll: CHICAGO, ILL.
CALENDAR
15. Next year's 1 rMhmn come down (o look the place over. We should have our annual
Track Day shower to-day, Fraternily dances. Track meet.
16. Day of rest.
17. Team goes to Worcester to play Clark.
20. Tufts men visit Rhode Island's baseball diamond. Freshmen have track meet with Con-
21. Freshmen battle with Technical.
21 to 22. Intercollegiate Track Meet at Boslon.
22. Hope High baseball team clashes with our Freshmen on tbe home Held.
25-26. Keaney takes the boys to Middletown and Hartford, playing Wesleyan and Trinity.
27. Freshmen engage Colt Memorial at Kingston. Freshmen and Sophs linish their track meet.
28. C. C. N Y. comes to the country to play baseball at Kingston.
29. Co-cds have May Day exercises and entertain high school girls.
June
Freshmen have big gan
Varsity close their seas
Freshmen close their sc
e of the sea
on with ret
ason in gam
on with Connect
iirn game at Con
e with ConnecticL
14-18. More exams, but we're ihrough wc hope.
18. Junior girls present "Much Ado About Nothing" under the elms.
19. Class day exercises The Seniors give away the college and attempt to enlighten tinder
classmen about their duties and responsibilities. We plant the ivy. etc. Alumni
20. We attend our first Baccalaureate address.
21. At last! We clasp our sheepskins gently but firmly and turn towards the great world and
its opportunities. Oh. that we might see the calendar of time to note our record
there! This puny record will soon be forgot and lost, but how deep will be the
scratches recorded on the sands of time by our years of effort or misdemeanor?
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WILCOX'S GARAGE
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